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The Rights of Minorities in Japan:
The Japanese Government’s Four Periodic Reports to
the United Nations Human Rights Committee for
the Covenant of Civil and Political Rights
Rosa María Cortés Gómez
Introduction
The present report is based on the study I conducted from 1993
to 2005 on the rights of minorities in Japan. After twelve years
of research, I was able to complete my doctoral thesis on “LAS
MINORÍAS EN JAPÓN ─ UNA APROXIMACIÓN HISTÓRICA Y
CULTURAL” (Minority Groups in Japan: A Historical and Cultural
Approach) Among other sources consulted, United Nations documents played an important role in contributing to the objectivity
of the investigation. The four periodic reports submitted by the
Japanese government to the United Nations Human Rights Committee(hereafter UNHRC)of the Ofﬁce of the United Nations High
Commissioner concerning the Covenant of Civil and Political Rights
were consulted and thoroughly studied. However, the present paper
will focus on the first three reports, which offer a detailed picture
of the current situation regarding human rights in general and the
rights of minority groups in particular as the Japanese government
views them. In addition to the periodic reports, the counter reports
of non-governmental organizations and other groups that were also
submitted to the UNHRC to “correct” the Japanese government view
will be also examined to help understand the actual situation of the
human rights of minorities in Japan. The Fourth Periodic Report will
to be examined in the next issue of the Sophia Junior College Faculty
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Bulletin as Part II of this paper. Part II will be based on the three
previous UNHRC reports and will give an overall view so that the
reader will be able to understand the failures and successes of the
struggle for a better society in Japan ─ a Japan where the minorities themselves continue to strive to be recognized as full members
on equal footing with the rest of the population.

The Declaration of Human Rights and the Treatment of
Minorities
For a better understanding of the aim of this paper, it is
convenient to mention here that in this study the concept of the
rights of minorities is based on the Declaration of Human Rights and
other covenants and documents related to the safeguarding of those
rights issued by the United Nations Organization(hereafter UNO)
All UNO member states are not only committed to implementing
the criteria in the declaration and covenants but also must submit
periodic reports to the UNO Human Rights Committee on how the
covenants are observed in their countries. This study deals only with
the reports concerning the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(hereafter CCPR).
The proposals and observations given by the committee evaluating the periodic reports are the key to understanding this study.
They not only offer objectivity and clarification about the issues
presented by the government but also point out problems that are
found in the report. The committee ﬁnally gives advice and proposes
solutions for the unresolved issues, ﬁxing the goals to be reached in
the following years before the next periodic report is submitted. The
realization of the goals that the committee has set must be given
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priority in order to fulﬁll the requirements of the covenant that the
state party, in this case Japan, has signed.

Reports on Promotion and Protection of Human Rights
Japan, having signed and ratified the UNO International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, has already submitted four
periodic reports about the progress achieved regarding the civil
and political rights of the citizens in its territory since it signed the
Covenant. The four submitted reports are the following:
1. Initial State Party Report, October 24, 1980.1
2. The Second Periodic Report, December 12, 1987.2
3. The Third Periodic Report, December 16, 1991.3
4. The Fourth Periodic Report, June 6, 1997.4

These documents reflect the situation of minorities in Japan that
have been segregated or discriminated against to a minor or major
extent.
The UNO, considered by all countries to be a “moral authority,”
constitutes today what is called the “world conscience” with its
repertory of declarations, guidelines, principles, and legislation that
promote human rights for all, thus inﬂuencing directly or indirectly
the laws and constitutions of most countries in the world. Within
that framework, two principal issues have been selected for this
study, namely, the prohibition of discrimination and the rights of
minority groups. These two principles are examined in light of the
following documents, on which the present study is based and from
which it derived its inspiration:
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Charter of the United Nations (1945)
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights (1976)
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and
Its Facultative Protocol (1976)
Minority Rights (1992)

In light of these documents, the status of the rights of minorities
in Japan will be analyzed to see how Japan has been influenced
by the moral authority of the UNO to change its policies and make
progress in recognizing that segregation and discrimination should
be eradicated from its society.

Minority Rights and Discrimination
Overview of Minority Rights and Discrimination
The acknowledgment that each person must be respected and
recognized as an individual endowed with inalienable rights represents the essence and core of UNO doctrines. Likewise, to afﬁrm that
each human being must be considered an individual person to whom
equality of treatment is due by law, as well as by different political,
administrative, and legislative organizations whatever his or her
condition regarding sex, race, nationality, and social condition might
be, is the basic element that underlines all the activities of the UNO,
and therefore constitutes also the basis for the acknowledgment of
the rights of minority groups. To say, however, that the human peson is the subject of all the fundamental rights may not be so clearly
understood nor agreed to by some countries where the individual
does not count unless integrated into a group. In such situations, the
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person only counts in relation to the group from which the individual
is granted all the rights that the community enjoys. Outside the
group, the individual is alienated and loses all the rights “granted”
to the person belonging to it: the person is for the group, not vice
versa. This concept is the root of many frictions and conﬂicts in the
international sphere where the rights of individuals and persons
belonging to minority groups within a community are at risk and
need to be safeguarded.
Bearing in mind that there are differences in the treatment of
the individual regarding human rights, it will be convenient for us to
review here some of the UNO statements declaring that the center
and basis of human rights is the individual person:
We...determined to reafﬁrm faith in fundamental human
rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in
the equal rights of men and women and of nations large
and small, and to practice tolerance and live together in
peace with one another as good neighbors...5 [Charter of
the United Nations]

Recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and
inalienable rights of all members of the human family is
the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world.6
[Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Preamble]

The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake
to guarantee that the rights enunciated in the present
Covenant will be exercised without discrimination of any
kind as to race, color, sex, language, religion, political or
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other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or
other status... because all human beings are born free and
equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason
and conscience and should act towards one another in a
spirit of brotherhood.
ɉThe States Parties, including those having responsibility for the administration of Non - Self - Governing and
Trust Territories, shall promote the realization of the
right of self-determination, and shall respect that right,
in conformity with the provisions of the Charter of the
United Nations.7

The Organization is based on the principle of the sovereign equality of all its Members.8

The Human Person as the Foundation of Equality in Defending
Human Rights
According to the UNO, the individual person is not only the
axis around which human rights rotate but also constitutes the
foundation on which the equality of the defense of those rights rests.
In the case of Japan, although the concept of equality is deep rooted
in its tradition and culture, equality is not considered inherent to the
person; rather, it is bestowed by the group to the individual according to the level or rank in which the person is situated in a vertically
stratiﬁed society. At the same level of stratiﬁcation, all individuals
share the same kind of equality, but it does not mean that any person
can reclaim the essential equality that the UNO speaks of:
To ensure equal treatment in social, economic, and com-
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mercial matters for all Members of the United Nations
and their nationals ...9

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience
and religion; this right includes freedom to change his
religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest
his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and
observance.10

Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to
equal pay for equal work.11

Education shall be directed to the full development of the
human personality and to the strengthening of respect
for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall
promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among
all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further
the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of
peace.12

The State as Guarantor of the Rights of the Individuals Living in Its
Territory
As expressed in the International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights, the States Parties to the Covenant undertake
to guarantee that the rights enunciated in the present Covenant will
be exercised without discrimination of any kind as to race, color, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
property, birth, or other status.13 Developing countries, however,
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with due regard to human rights and their national economy, may
determine to what extent they will guarantee the economic rights
recognized in the present Covenant to non-nationals.14

The Law as Protector of the Individual’s Right Against all Kinds of
Discrimination
It is in the field of law where Japan is working to adapt its
legislation to the spirit and words of the UNO documents signed by
Japan concerning human rights. Due to the effort of many jurists
and lawyers in Japan, as well as the work of many NGOs, there has
been great progress in the task of eradicating all kinds of violations
of human rights in the country. The following texts, however, testify
to what extent there is a need to change habits and tendencies
among the Japanese people that go counter to the principles adopted
by the UNO:
Any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that
constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or
violence shall be prohibited by law.15

Every child shall have, without any discrimination as
to race, color, sex, language, religion, national or social
origin, property or birth, the right to such measures of
protection as are required by his status as a minor, on the
part of his family, society and the State. Every child shall
be registered immediately after birth and shall have a
name. Every child has the right to acquire a nationality.16

All persons are equal before the law and are entitled with-
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out any discrimination to the equal protection of the law.
In this respect, the law shall prohibit any discrimination
and guarantee to all persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race,
color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status.17

“Person” as the Focus of Human Rights
It was only a few years ago that the Japanese government
recognized what has been obvious to many in Japan and abroad: the
existence of minority groups within Japanese society. Some of these
groups are not newcomers. Their roots can be traced back more than
300 years, and the Ainu (Utari), for example, are considered the
native inhabitants of Japan. The ignorance or negation of this reality
shows an attitude worthy to be analyzed in detail. This analysis
will lead to a better understanding of the connection it has with
the atmosphere that makes possible the existence of what has been
called “the apartheid of the minorities” in Japan. This atmosphere is
the reason for the need to promote reﬂection on what is required of
the UNO States Parties regarding the rights of minorities:
In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic
minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities
shall not be denied the right, in community with the other
members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to
profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own
language.18

States shall protect the existence and the national or
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ethnic, cultural, religious and linguistic identity of minorities within their respective territories and shall encourage
conditions for the promotion of that identity. States shall
adopt appropriate legislative and other measures to
achieve those ends.
ɉPersons belonging to national or ethnic, religious and
linguistic minorities (hereinafter referred to as persons
belonging to minorities) have the right to enjoy their own
culture, to profess and practice their own religion, and to
use their own language, in private and in public, freely
and without interference or any form of discrimination.
ɉPersons belonging to minorities have the right to participate effectively in cultural, religious, social, economic,
and public life.
ɉPersons belonging to minorities have the right to
participate effectively in decisions on the national and,
where appropriate, regional level concerning the minority
to which they belong or the regions in which they live,
in a manner not incompatible with national legislation.
Persons belonging to minorities have the right to establish
and maintain their own associations.
ɉPersons belonging to minorities have the right to
establish and maintain, without any discrimination, free
and peaceful contacts with other members of their group
and with persons belonging to other minorities, as well as
contacts across frontiers with citizens of other States to
whom they are related by national or ethnic, religious or
linguistic ties.19
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It will be impossible to list here all the UNO pronouncements
about the person as an individual possessing inalienable human
rights, as an individual having the right not to be discriminated
against, as an individual to be respected, and as an individual
who can enjoy human rights as a member of any minority group.
The selection of the texts mentioned above will be sufficient as a
universally accepted reference that can help clarify the concepts and
issues with which this study is concerned.

The Civil and Political Rights Periodic Reports
After examining the periodic reports regarding the safeguarding
of civil and political rights submitted by all States Parties to the
Human Rights Committee, the committee comments and points out
in the Concluding Observations the most important issues that must
be addressed in the future and gives recommendations to the government on how these problems might be solved before the next report
is submitted.
The committee made these remarks after the Initial Report
of November 14, 1980, thanking the government of Japan for
submitting its report on time and in conformity with its reporting
obligations. They noted, however, that the report was too brief, was
limited to questions relating to the legal framework, and was lacking
in information about actual practices in the country. In particular, it
asked whether any of the long traditions of the country had affected
the implementation of the rights provided for by the Covenant. They
asked whether the Covenant had been translated into Japanese;
whether the text was easily obtainable; whether police and prison
personnel and civil servants were apprised of the Covenant during
their training and of the obligations it imposed on the state; and
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what measures were being taken to publicize the contents of the
Covenant and make the general public aware of the rights conferred
by it, especially as far as minorities and women were concerned.
Commenting on a phrase that appears several times in the Japanese Constitution stating that the exercise of human rights in Japan
can be restricted on the grounds of “public welfare,” members of the
committee pointed out that this phrase was not in accordance with
the Covenant because “public welfare” was not one of the grounds to
justify discrimination. They requested explanations on the concept of
“public welfare” as well as a few examples of its application where it
affected the freedom of the individual.
Commenting also on Article 2 of the Covenant, the members
noted that whereas this article stressed the obligation of states
parties to ensure to all individuals the rights recognized in the
Covenant without distinction of any kind certain articles of the
Japanese Constitution referred alternately to the “people,” “persons,”
or “nationals,” and it was asked whether the difference in terminology was one of substance or incorrect translation. In this connection,
reference was made to a disadvantaged social group in Japan
called the Burakumin , which was known to have suffered from
discrimination based on certain traditions, and it was asked whether
persons belonging to that group were still discriminated against in
regard to marriage and the education of children, to what extent the
government was responsible for that discrimination, and what the
government was doing to remedy it.20
ɉConsidering all the issues one by one, the committee pointed out
practices that were not in accordance with the Covenant, designating
them as problems to be remedied before submission of the next periodic report. In the last paragraph of the Concluding Observations,
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the Japanese representative, addressing the committee’s concerns,
explains thus:
Replying to questions raised under article 27 of the
Covenant the representative stated that “minority”
meant a group of nationals who ethnically, religiously or
culturally differed from most other nationals and could be
clearly differentiated from them from a historical, social
and cultural point of view; that the Ainus, who were more
properly called “Utari people,” were Japanese nationals
and treated equally with other Japanese ; that the
Koreans who had been living in Japan for a long period
of time were not considered minorities but aliens and, as
such, did not have the right to vote or stand for election to
public office. The representative gave a detailed account
of the treatment of Koreans residing in Japan and the
various rights and privileges enjoyed or not yet enjoyed
by them, and stated that he was not in possession of data
on the number of Koreans living in Japan in communities
with their own particular characteristics but that an
answer would be submitted in writing at a later date.21

These assertions at the end of the Initial Report to the Human
Rights Committee by the Japanese state representative do not
correspond to reality, especially in reference to not having data about
the number of Koreans. Since the enactment of the Alien Registration Law (ARL No.125) in 1952, all foreigners, mostly Koreans and
Taiwanese, were deprived of Japanese nationality, were required
to register with the government, and suffered from authoritarian
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control, both individually and collectively. Moreover and even more
surprising are the repeated assertions in subsequent periodic reports
that the government lacks data about foreigners living in Japan and
other concerns dealt with in the Initial Report.
Thus, in the Second Periodic Report submitted on March 24,
1988 the committee again stated the following concerns in the
Concluding Observations. (1) Regarding foreigners, members of the
committee asked whether there were, in Japan, any special factors
and difficulties concerning the effective of enjoyment by minorities
of their rights under the Covenant and, in particular, what the situation was in regard to Koreans, Chinese, the Utari people and the
Dowa people. (2) In his reply, the representative of Japan provided
ﬁgures concerning the composition of the groups of persons referred
to in the question and stated that in Japan no one was denied the
right to enjoy his own culture, to practice his own religion, or to
use his own language. (3) The members of the committee expressed
satisfaction with the thorough, constructive and fruitful dialogue,
which had taken place between the representatives of Japan and the
committee. They noted with appreciation that the report had already
been publicly discussed in Japan and that many non-governmental
organizations and groups had been involved. In their opinion, that
demonstrated the keen interest in human rights matters that existed
in Japan. They noted that many elements of traditional law existed
in Japanese society; they had the impression that in the current
state of affairs, Japanese legislation was an amalgam of various
legal concepts and was expected to evolve further. Hence, it was
sometimes difﬁcult to determine with certainty whether some provisions of the legislation were compatible with the Covenant. They
noted that some improvements in the Japanese legal system from
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the point of view of human rights could already be seen, in particular
with regard to the ban on war propaganda, the human rights of
mental patients, the management of penitentiary establishments
and the use of police cells for holding persons awaiting trial in custody. They also referred to the comments made in the course of the
consideration of the report concerning the difficulties in obtaining
naturalization in Japan, allegations of maltreatment of prisoners,
the application of the death penalty, and certain forms of discrimination against certain ethnic groups and certain communities of the
Japanese population as well as against women and aliens. The
members expressed the view that the measures needed to deal with
the questions raised related to both legislation and practice, and they
expressed the hope that the Japanese Government would consider
the committee’s comments. (4) In the conclusion of consideration of
the Second Periodic Report, the chairman also thanked the Japanese
delegation for its contribution to a fruitful dialogue with the Committee and expressed the hope that all questions left in abeyance at the
current session would be dealt with in Japan’s next periodic report.22
Thus, Japan being told that “...all questions left in abeyance

at the current session would be dealt with in Japan’s next periodic
report,” the Japanese government was urged to make progress in
improving the status of minorities who had been marginalized and
discriminated against. Years later, in 1992, the Third Periodic Report
was submitted.

The Third Periodic Report on Civil and Political Rights (1992)
When Japan submitted the Third Periodic Report to the Human
Rights Committee, several non-governmental organizations working
for the rights of minorities in Japan also submitted the results of
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a survey to the committee. This document was meant to help the
committee in its discussion with the Japanese delegation on the various issues presented in the report. The survey played an important
role by clarifying the status of minority rights in Japan from a
perspective different from the one depicted by the government. The
committee took into consideration this difference in its Concluding
Observations in its recommendation to the Japanese government to
listen more earnestly to minority demands for their full rights.23 The
principal issues are pointed out below.

Unequal Treatment of Foreigners in Comparison to Nationals
Article 25 of the Japanese Constitution states, “All people shall
have the right to maintain the minimum standards of wholesome
and cultured living and, that in all spheres of life, the State shall use
its endeavors for the promotion and extension of social welfare and
security, and of public health.”24 In practice, this does not apply to
the majority of foreigners. The Supreme Court has judged that “the
treatment of aliens residing in Japan in the social security policies
may be determined with political consideration by the state, unless
it exist in any treaty concerned therewith.” It holds that “the state is
allowed to prioritize its own nationals over aliens residing in Japan
in providing welfare support under ﬁnancial constraint.”25
The Ofﬁce of Foreign Affairs has also declared the following:
...among[the Constitution’s] various freedoms and rights,
some are guaranteed to aliens and some are not. Those
that are not, include the right to suffrage (Article 15), the
right to social welfare and public health[beneﬁts] (Article
25), the right to receive education (Article 26), and the
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right to work (Article 27) By their nature, these rights
inherently belong to Japanese nationals and, as such, do
not extend to aliens. It is considered, however, that the
remaining freedoms and rights in the Constitution are
guaranteed to aliens as well (e.g. from Articles 28, 29, and
31 to Articles 40, etc.) Basically, even if the fundamental
freedoms and rights of aliens are guaranteed, it is considered permissible to treat aliens differently from Japanese
nationals should there be some reasonable purpose in
doing so.26

It must be added here that regarding education (Article 26 of
the Constitution), the Japanese government has never admitted
positively the right to ethnic education to non-nationals in Japanese
territory since the 1965 ministerial directive.27 However, in spite
of this policy enacted and applied, the Japanese government does
not report this administrative practice and legal decisions; on the
contrary, it maintains that “fundamentally there is no difference
between the human rights guaranteed by the Constitution and those
guaranteed by this Covenant though there might be purely semantic
differences.”28

Different Treatment of Foreigners According to the Residence Status
Granted
Classifying foreigners according to different categories of
residence would not necessarily constitute discrimination in relation
to their fundamental rights and freedoms. In Japan, however, there
is an inconsistency difﬁcult to understand when looking at the illogical consequences of the regulations that divide foreigners into four
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categories with arbitrariness in their treatment:
1.ޓPermanent Residents with the category special/general,
granted in 1991 to 638,034 people (94.5 percent Koreans and
9 percent Chinese)
2.ޓResidents for more of one year, including 365,583 people
belonging to different nationalities and also including Koreans and Chinese (Taiwan) not included in the ﬁrst group.
According to the 1992 registration law, only this group is

obliged to register their ﬁngerprints .
3.ޓResidents for less than a year, including 217, 274 people
of different nationalities to whom neither national health
insurance nor medical treatment in case of emergency is
granted
4.ޓResidents with irregular status, an estimated 292,791
people in 1992 including mostly people from Thailand,
Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Iran. These people are
not granted marriage and child protection rights.

The Japanese government has not yet clariﬁed which fundamental
rights are to be applied equally to all foreigners and which are not.
Regarding the reason of not applying to foreigners all the rights
stipulated in the Covenant, the Japanese government gives two
reasons. First, the principle that determines the immigration control
system, namely, that foreigners can only reside in Japan if they are
granted permission from the state and that their fundamental status
is different from that of the Japanese nationals. Second is the principle of “public security.” With respect to the latter point, however,
the Human Rights Committee, on the occasion of the Second Periodic
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Report, had already pointed out to the Japanese delegation that it
is not allowed to restrict the specified human rights for reasons of
“public security” in matters concerning the right to reside in the
country.29

The Problems Resulting from the Alien Registration Law
Since it came into effect in January 1993, the law that has
replaced the previous one generates more complications because of
the division of foreigners into categories based on status of residency.
This means a different and arbitrary treatment depending on the
category.
First, the unequal treatment of nationals and foreigners
regarding the socially discriminatory control of the past still persists.
Foreigners are always required to carry an identification card and
are severely penalized for failure not to comply with this regulation.
Nationals are not subject to this treatment.
Second, this law has also introduced unequal treatment among
foreigners. It divides them into different categories not existing
before, leading to different and arbitrary treatment of foreigners
with respect to their fundamental rights. Furthermore, it requires
that some foreigners register their ﬁngerprints, whereas others are
not subject to do so. The government contradicts itself in its previous
policy of fingerprinting all foreigners claiming that it was equal
treatment for all. The government has not explained so far the reasons for introducing these changes regarding the different treatment
among foreigners.
Third, without resolving the problem that underlines these
changes, the situation worsens in other aspects. (1) All the different
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categories of foreigners are obliged to register every five years. (2)
The smallest infraction of the law is severely penalized. The disproportionate punishment for small infractions contradicts the content
of the Covenant on Civil and Political rights that Japan has signed.
(3) It is against the Covenant not to allow the renewal of a residence
permit to those who refuse to have their fingerprints or signature
registered in objection to a law that they consider discriminatory as
a matter of conscience. (4) Even for the ﬁrst category of foreigners,
the new system of registration worsens the situation. Every five
years they have to provide detailed information about their families,
thus infringing on the right to one’s own privacy and the privacy of
one’s family, in effect submitting to tighter control than before.
In regard to these provisions, the Japanese government claims
that other countries follow similar ones, but the government does
not recognize that it is only in Japan where these measures are
extremely detailed, unnecessarily strict, and reach an exaggerated
level of control extending even to the descendants of the second,
third, and later generations of foreigners holding permanent resident
status. Even the smallest infractions are dealt with as if they were
severe criminal offences. Thus, contrary to the claim of the Japanese
government, the committee report continues, such restrictions have
no parallel in other advanced democracies.30
Finally, it is also pointed out that since foreigner residents are
identiﬁed under ﬁscal control measures (e.g., tax laws) like Japanese
nationals, why is it not possible to verify their identity with the same
methods that are used to identify the Japanese? Why is it only the
foreigners who must suffer so much discrimination and be severely
punished for such minor and common infractions of administrative
control? Japan has sufficiently sophisticated technological means
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to be able to collect information about all nationals and foreigners
entering and leaving Japan. Therefore, it is difﬁcult to understand
why the new registration law is so full of discriminatory measures
inappropriate for a technologically advanced society and world
economic leader like Japan.

The Meaning of the Third Periodic Report
The Third Periodic Report on the safeguarding of civil and
political rights in Japan presents, among other realities, the status
of discrimination against foreigners and other minority groups in
the country. It is questionable whether the Japanese government
is totally convinced of the success of the 1992 Alien Registration
Law and to what extent it can be considered a just document in
accordance with the human rights recognized in the Charter of the
United Nations and other documents enacted by the international
organization. If the Japanese government were totally convinced
that the previous Alien Registration Law was just, no changes would
have been necessary. However, having promulgated a new one is a
sign that something was wrong with the old law.
The changes introduced in the 1992 Alien Registration Law,
however, are not sufﬁcient. The changes are superﬁcial. Nothing has
changed substantially. In Japan, many persons from minority groups
and some Japanese citizens fight to end discriminatory treatment
against foreigners. Many voices asking that human rights prevail
are strongly and frequently heard. These voices are signs that many
Japanese are willing to end the so-called sakoku , national isolation
or exclusion of foreigners, a discriminatory practice towards nonnationals and minority groups.
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The Concluding Observations from the Human Rights
Committee to the Japanese Third Periodic Report
General Remarks
In the introduction to its remarks, the committee commends the
government of Japan on its excellent report, which was prepared
in accordance with the committee’s guidelines for the presentation
of state party reports and submitted on schedule. The committee
appreciates in particular the participation in its consideration of
the report of a competent delegation from the government of Japan,
which consisted of experts in various ﬁelds related to the protection
of human rights. The committee appreciates that the government
of Japan gave wide publicity to its report, thus enabling a great
number of non-governmental organizations to become aware of the
contents of the report and to make known their particular concerns.
In addition, some of them were present during the committee’s
consideration of the report.31

Concerns of the Committee
The committee, however, notes that the government of Japan
sometimes experiences difﬁculties in taking measures to implement
the Covenant owing to various social factors, such as the traditional
concept of the different roles of the sexes, the unique relationship between individuals and the group they belong to, and the unconscious
particularities owing to the homogeneity of the population.32 The
principal subjects of concern are discussed below.
First, it is not clear that the Covenant would prevail in the case
of conﬂict with domestic legislation and that its terms are not fully
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subsumed in the Japanese Constitution. Furthermore, it is also not
clear whether the ‘“public welfare” limitation of Articles 12 and 13
of the Constitution would be applied in a particular situation in
conformity with the Covenant.
The committee also expresses concern about the continued
existence in Japan of certain discriminatory practices against
social groups, such as Korean permanent residents, members of the

Buraku communities, and persons belonging to the Ainu minority.
The requirement that it is a penal offence for alien permanent
residents not to carry documentation at all times, while this does not
apply to Japanese nationals, is not consistent with the Covenant.
Moreover, persons of Korean and Taiwanese origin who served in the
Japanese Army and who no longer possess Japanese nationality are
discriminated against in respect to their pensions.
In addition, the committee expresses concern about other discriminatory practices that appear to persist in Japan against women
with regard to remuneration in employment and notes that de facto
problems of discrimination more generally continue to exist. The
situation regarding mentally ill persons has signiﬁcantly improved,
but problems continue regarding access to employment.
In particular, the committee is concerned about the discriminatory legal provisions concerning children born out of wedlock. Speciﬁcally, provisions and practices regarding birth registration forms
and the Family Registry are contrary to Articles 17 and 24 of the
Covenant. Furthermore, discrimination in the right of such children
to inherit property and assets is not consistent with Article 26 of the
Covenant.33
The number and nature of crimes punishable by the death penalty under the Japanese penal code disturb the committee as well.
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The committee recalls that the terms of the Covenant tend towards
the abolition of the death penalty and that those states that have
not already abolished the death penalty are bound to apply it only
for the most serious crimes. In addition, there are matters of concern
relating to conditions of detainees. In particular, the committee ﬁnds
that the undue restrictions on visits and correspondence, and the
failure of notification of executions to the family are incompatible
with the Covenant.
The committee is concerned that the guarantees contained in
Articles 9, 10 and 14 are not fully complied with. Speciﬁcally, they
cite the following: (1) pre-trial detention takes place in cases where
the conduct of the investigation does not require it; (2) detention is
not promptly and effectively brought under judicial control but is
left under the control of the police; (3) most of the time interrogation
does not take place in the presence of the detainee’s counsel and
rules regulating the length of interrogation do not exit ; (4) the
substitute prison system (daiyo kangoku ) is not under the control
of an authority separate from the police; and (5) the legal representatives of the defendant do not have access to all relevant material in
the police record to enable them to prepare their defense.34
Another important concern of the committee is the exclusion of
Koreans from the government’s concept of minorities. This exclusion
is not justiﬁed by the Covenant, which does not limit the concept of
minority to those who are nationals of the state concerned.35

Suggestions and Recommendations
The committee further recommends that the Japanese legislation concerning children born out of wedlock be amended and that
discriminatory provisions contained therein be removed to bring it
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in line with the provisions of Articles 2, 24 and 26 of the Covenant.
All discriminatory laws and practices still existing in Japan should
be abolished in conformity with Articles 2, 3 and 26 of the Covenant.
and the government of Japan should make an effort to influence
public opinion in this respect.
The committee further recommends that Japan take measures
towards the abolition of the death penalty. In the meantime, the
death penalty should be limited to the most serious crimes, the
conditions of death row detainees should be reconsidered, and
preventive measures of control against any kind of ill treatment of
detainees should be further improved.
With a view to guaranteeing the full application of Articles 9,
10 and 14 of the Covenant, the committee recommends that pre-trial
procedures and the operation of the substitute prison system (daiyo

kangoku ) should be made compatible with all requirements of the
Covenant and, in particular, that all the guarantees relating to the
facilities for the preparation of the defense should be observed. The
document is dated November 5, 1993.

Conclusion
Having read these final observations written in Japan’s Third
Periodic Report, it is remarkable to notice the clear tendency of the
Japanese government to maintain the ambiguous line between what
the Constitution proclaims and what the Covenant deﬁnes. Wishing
apparently to safeguard the two, the scales, however, drop on the
side of the Constitution whenever a difficulty or conflict appears
between the two. However, the committee insists that the Covenant
must prevail and that the internal laws of the country must be
adapted to it.
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The committee reiterates that the Japanese government
continues to assert that “public welfare” is the reason to maintain
the status quo, whether of the Constitution, legislation related to it,
or of certain persistent discriminatory practices within the country
without defining the term with objective criteria. This “public
welfare” is sometimes synonymous with what the majority thinks,
whether it is in conformity with the Covenant or not. The committee
further notes that the tendency in Japan to deﬁne the norm of good
and evil according to what the majority backs, ignoring what is
established in the Covenant and in international legislation, is a
prevailing mentality in Japanese tradition and history.
Grasping well this mentality, the committee strongly recommends that the Japanese government implement a policy to create
an understanding among the Japanese people of the supremacy of
the human rights recognized in the Covenant, whether these rights
are popular among the public or not. The Japanese people must
make efforts to reach the “highest” understanding of them and to
open their minds to the perspective offered in the Covenant. To adapt
universal law to Japanese public opinion would reﬂect a narrow and
wrong mentality. The Japanese people need to be educated to acquire
an international mentality without losing their unique and traditional heritage, provided that maintaining traditional values does
not mean an unjustiﬁed rejection of the human rights mentioned in
the Covenant.
The Fourth Periodic Report, submitted to the Human Rights
Committee in 1998 will be the object of study in a separate article,
and the results will be analyzed as the second part of this study.
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╖ ³²Ɋ²¸ ዞ ² ╖ ¹Ɋ²¹ ዞ ² ╖ ²¶Ɋ³² ዞ ² ╖ ¹Ɋ³³ ዞ ² ╖ ²º ʊ୮ɪʫ
ʪɋ
ɉ̍ݥजˋ˶˓̉ʍ៙ᄉ┒ʺˏ˿ʾ́ɫಹʍۨʆᧅఎɳʇʊ࠳϶ɶʅ
ɣɮͼʆɊµ± शʊʮɾʂʅ˰̀ˍ˜κʊᖐɶʠʨʫʪපࠍɫݥजឧʊ
୮ɪʫʪɋɼʍᖐ݄ʱɥɾʠɊলʨʊѣށʉݥजˋ˶˓̉ɫͮɧʨ
ʫʪɫɊɼʍ៙ᄉʎͭޯʍާɪʨʍ៙ᄉʆɡʪɋ
ɔɡʉɾʎͭޯʍާʆ
ࠍʱᄊʲɿɲʇɫʉɣɊɿɫɊɳʡʂʅᄕʍࠍʱᄉʟʆɡʬɥɋƃƃ
ɼʍࠍʎᓘӑʊɣʪʇɬɪʨˠˎ́κʇɶʅቛʊୃɱʨʫʅɣʪƃƃল
ʎɊ˰̀ˍ˜κʍɪʨʺˏ˿ʾ́ʱពɬʃҳᰣᒓʇʉʬɥɕ─²´̍´
╖ ¶━
ɋ
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ɉ̍˥̉ˠʍቒʩʊড়ɧʨʫʪ┒˥̉ˠʎࠍɫʆɬʉɣɲʇʱᖐʊɶ
ʅቒʂʅɣɾʇɬɊቡ״ʾ̀ɪʨቒʩʍીࢂʱಹɴʫɊҳᒓ─ƌˋ
˶ʾ́ º̍º בဆ━ˋ˶ʾ́ʱᄉʟ─Ɋ²̍² ╖ ³±━ɋˋ˶ʾ́៙ᄉʍ
ٽʒʆቛʱᢉᑬɸʪ˥̉ˠʍቒʩ─Ɋ³̍² ╖ ²±━ʎɊ˴̀ʸʍ˴ˆ
ˡ˫ʹˁ˞ʍͬ௪ɬʇʉʂʅɣʪɋ
ɥʝɹʠ

ɉ̍ɩʇʠɪʨʍࠍʍ៙ᄉ┒  ɪʨʍގᣃᆔ៙ᄉʊՒɧɊᒨಅʎɩ
ʇʠɪʨʍ៙ᄉʱʡ᮹លɸʪɋ
ɔʧɊɩʇʠɫʞɳʡʂʅᄕʍࠍʱᄉ
ʞɊɼʍʱʺ̉˴ˢʾ́ʇئʕɕ─ʺˌ˺ ¸̍²µ━ɋᒨಅࠜᆔለኴɪʨ
ɲʍጜʍɔɩʇʠɕ
─ˮˬ˿ʺៜʸ́˴̎━ʎɔԂާɕɊדʎ֫ʊɔᖏ
ɣާɕʍੜءʆɡʪɫɊ¸± κឰᒨಅʎԂާʇʇʩ˄̀ˍ˹ៜʍ˧́˜
ˤˏʇឰɶɾɋɼɲɪʨɣʍɩʇʠɪʨʍ៙ᄉʍ᮹លʇɴʫɊ˴˕
ʺቬᮬಅʎɲʍ᮹លʍીࢂʱᥙʘʪɋ
ɉɲʫʨʍጜʎ˴̀ʸʍʺʾˏ៙ᄉʱࡸɶɹʃཇѹɶʅɣʪʇɣɧ
ʪɋ
ɔˍˀ̉ʍߖɕ
ɉˍˀ̉ʎʾ́ˋ̂˶ʍʊɡʪ͵ʍԳʆɡʪɫɊפɮɪʨʾ́ˋ̂
˶ʇᑵʆɡʂɾɋቛɪʨᦦʏʫɾˍˀ̉̍ʾ́ˋ̂˶ʎɼɲʊቛ๑ɫ
ɡʩɊቛɫႻࠓɸʪܬʆɡʪɾʠᒨʉʪᄗɊቛʊ࢙ɸʪᄗʇɴʫɊࣿ
ቍᒓɫᭂʝʪᎃቛᆔ̍࠰ᆔͼʆɡʂɾɋీʊʺˏ˿ʾ́ʍܣᗹʍ
ీʊʡɔˍˀ̉ʍߖɕʍʆɼʍߑɫ୮ӟɴʫʪɋɲɥɶʅˍˀ̉̍ʾ
́ˋ̂˶ʎᎹᆔʊʎκഓ֊ɴʫʅɊቛʍɊϥʍˍ̉˲́ʇʉʪɋ
ϥʎˍˀ̉ʍߖʇɶʅቛʍᕼ߱Ɋޔʊʧʪቛʍ᧖ѰᒓɊдɷʪᒓ
ɔʎˍˀ̉ʱᦦʒɼɲʊ϶ʟɲʇʱ࠳ʠʨʫ
ɾʀʍ๖ʉʍʆɡʪ─³━ɋ
ɾɕ
─ៅጵ ²´³̍²´━
ɋɼɶʅɣʱহʀಙʟʊʎលʮʫʪɋɔߖˍ
ˀ̉ʊលɧɊʧɊɡʉɾʍɣɫʣʂʅɮʪɋƃƃɼɶʅκʎলʨʱ
ቛʍᒨʉʪɊʍᢥʮʫɾᒓɾʀʇئʕɕ
─ʺˌ˺ ·³̍²² ╖ ²³━
ɋɶ
ɪʡʎˍˀ̉ʍɾɿͼʊɣʪɋɔߖˍˀ̉ʧɊٽʒʍݩʱͫɱʧɋʺ
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ˏ˿ʾ́ʧɊลئʍݩʱͫɱʧƃƃɩԳʍʉʪቛʎɊɩԳʍͼʊɩʨ
ʫɊɣʱʡɾʨɸեݥɕ
─˒˫ʿˡʸ ´̍²µ ╖ ³±━Ɋɔߖˍˀ̉ʧɊݩ
ʱɡɱʅٽʘɋቼʎಿʅɡʉɾʍɾɿͼʊ϶ʝɥɕ
─˒ˁ̀˺ ³̍²µ━Ɋ
ʇɋ
ɉɲɲʆɊߖˍˀ̉ʎంɶɣޔʊɩɰʪɣʱহʃާ৷ʇͥខɴʫ
ʅɣʪɋ
ɼʍψɊᇽਚ௮ࠜʊʞʪɔާ৷ɕ
ɉᇽਚʍಅɊ˯̉̍ˍ˿ʍಅʆʎɊᇽਚɫɸʪާ৷ʇʉʩɊഓលʍಅ
ʆʎᢍనʉʇɶʅ୮ɪʫʅɣʪɋಐʉᭁยɫ୮ɮާ৷ʎɊɳᔵԔʍ
ʗʍቛʍပɣ৲ɣʆɡʩɊκʍेʊɡʪቛʗʍચઝʆɡʪɋ
ɉሃࣽ॓ᤘजʎɔ
ɖఘᒨಅᏙᐁɗʊʞʨʫʪާ৷҈ɕʍͼʆɊ
ɔᏙᐁɕ
ʍާ৷҈ʱɊቛʇᏲࡋʉᏃʒʃɬʱପʃɔ
ɖᄕ৷ʱʡ؉ʟᇍʍκ҈ɗɊ
ᇍʍκʱቌɸɖκၑ҈ɗʆɡʪɕ─´━ʇɶʅɣʪɋ
ɉϒͫఘᒨಅʱ᥉ʩʉɫʨɊตʍʧɥʉɾʇɧʆఘᒨಅʊʞʨʫʪ
˴̀ʸʱ៥నɴʫɾɲʇʱ৲ɣԎɶɾ─µ━ɋ
ɉᆍࢡʍీɊ৲ɣɫɰɹԎɮʮɸ༺ɬɫɡʪɋɼʍͥʃͥʃʎ
ࡷɴʉʡʍʆɡʪɫɊɡʪʆᤳɍʇ᮰ɬʉɫʨ໐ʫʪࣽʊʉʪ
ɲʇɫʧɮɡʪɋ˴̀ʸʎᒨಅʍͼʆɲʍʧɥʊႻʫʪɋᒨಅʊ
ᜟʫɾɊࡷɴʉ᮹លɊͥκʍߧκɊᧉऐʍʇɶʅɊࡸɶɹʃɲ
ʍߧκɫ៧ʆɡʪɪɊɼʍ৷ഓʣۦʩපɫቌɴʫʅɣɬɊంᒨ
ಅʆ˴̀ʸʇɣɥʍށɬʉࣽʇʉʂʅɧʅɮʪɋ
ɉɲʍɾʇɧʎᒨಅʱ៝࠷ʊ៦ʟ˨̉˞ʇʉʂʅɣʪɋ
ంᒨಅ
ɉంᒨಅʍͼʊᇀଢ଼୮ɪʫʪ˴̀ʸʱכʩͫɱʅʞʪɋʊɊɲɲʆ
˴̀ʸʎɔʺʾˏʍ๖ɕʇئʏʫʅɣʪɋ
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៙ᄉ̍ऽशၑៜ
ɉ̍́ˁቬᮬಅʊɊ˴̀ʸʗʍނЋʊʧʪʺʾˏ៙ᄉʍΜ─ؙ²̍³· ╖
´¹━ɫ୮ɪʫʅɣʪɋ
ɔɩʠʆʇɥɋਚʝʫɾఄɋɫɡʉɾʇӉʊɩ
ʨʫʪɋ
ɕ
ɔɡʉɾʎɳʡʂʅᄕʍࠍʱᄉʟɕ
Ɋɔɼʍࠍʎѣށʉκʇʉ
ʩɊɣʇᱝɬఄʍࠍʇលʮʫʪɕɋঞీ ²µɊ¶ ɿʂɾʇɣʮʫʪΐާ
ɫɊᔵԔʍʊᢰɲʪɲʇʊ᱉ɬɊ႟ᇀʊɔʈɥɶʅɊɼʍʧɥʉɲʇ
ɫɡʩɧʝɶʦɥɪɕʇ٨ɣɾɿɶɊ
ɔʮɾɶʎʍʎɶɾʠʆɸɋɩ
លᗼʈɩʩɊɲʍʊʉʩʝɸʧɥʊɋɕʇড়ɧʅɊቛʍលᗼʊੜɶ
ʅɣʪɋ
ɉɲʫʱɊ˧ʼ̃ · ͳʎɔቛʇκʇʍʊίʮɴʫɾɊɣʊʝʃʮ
ʪࡩ់ʍͼʊʨʫʪͥʃʍ᮲ɕ─¶━ʆɡʪɊʇលʂʅɣʪɋ
ɉ̍˴˕ʺቬᮬಅ─²̍²¹ ╖ ³¶━ʆʎɊʺʾˏʍ៙ᄉʱቛɪʨ˫˒˾ބ
ʗʍጏɧʇɶʅ୮ɣʅɣʪɋ
ɔ˖˩˝ʍࠍ˾˒˫Ɋਆʫɹʊ˴̀ʸʱ
᥍ɧӁʫʉɴɣɋ˴̀ʸʍᓘʍࠍʎᒨ᭟ʊʧʂʅࡅʂɾʍʆɡʪɋ˴̀
ʸʎᄕʍࠍʱᄉʟɋɼʍࠍʱʺʾˏʇϊɰʉɴɣɋɲʍࠍʎᔵԔʍ
ʱᑛɪʨɥɪʨʆɡʪɕ
ɋԳᥙɶɾఘᒨಅʆʉɴʫɾ᮹លʍીࢂʇ
ɶʅɊ˾˒˫ʍѮɪʨɊ˖˩˟ʍࠍࠞʇɶʅʍʺʾˏʍ៙ᄉʱ୮ɣʅɣ
ʪ
ɉ̍ɩؙɱʱלɰɾ˴̀ʸʍʎɊͭޯɿʂɾញఎʍʾ̀ˌ˯˞ឭ٨ʱ
ɬʂɪɰʊɊɼʍٽʒɫᜟႻɴʫʅɣʪ─́ˁ ²̍´º ╖ ¶·━
ɋӉʊቛʍ
ਚʞʱלɰɊκᇽɫוʏʉɣɲʇʱӉ᳠ɶʅႾពɸʪʾ̀ˌ˯˞ʍល
ᗼʊɊ˴̀ʸʎቛʱɾɾɧᢉᑬɶʅยɥɋɔቼʍᲀʎʱɡɫʠɊቼʍ
᭟ʎɣʆɡʪቛʱٽʒɾɾɧʝɸƃƃՏɡʪఄɫቼʊѣށʉɲʇʱ
ʉɴɣʝɶɾƃƃɣʃʍͳʍκʡʮɾɶʱहɣʉᒓʇɣɥʆɶʦɥɕɋ
ᔵԔʍɲʇɿɰʆʉɮɊɔʎƃƃ৲ɣͫɫʪᒓʱʀʨɶɊිՏʍ
ɡʪᒓʱɼʍॎɪʨঃɬᬆʬɶɕʇɊঞీʍʺˏ˿ʾ́ɫᑝɪʫʅɣɾ
ᖐɶʞʗʍቛʍጏɧʱ៦ʞʇʩɊ
ɔҳʊɩʂɶʢʂɾʇɩʩɊɼʍҊ
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ʺˏ˿ʾ́ʱלɰӁʫɊʫʞʱɩʫʊʉʩʝɺʲɕʇɊᔵԔʍʗ
ʍቛʍ៝࠷ʱ᠙ɶʅยʂʅɣʪɋႻϐʊʡᥱɷʪӑࡄʱʡʃ˴̀ʸʍ
ᢉยʆɡʪɋ
ɉ̍́ˁቬᮬಅʊʎɊ˅̀ˏ˴ˏՈʆಐʉ៙ᄉܬᮅɫɡʪ─³̍² ╖
³±━
ɋ
ɔӂϹʊͮɧʨʫʪށɬʉٽʒʱؙɱᇽʨɕɴʫɾᑪᯱɣɾʀɫ
ɔ˴̀ʸʇ˾ˑ˫ɊʝɾᯱɣᗼപʊࡕɪɺʅɡʪΖᯯʞࠍʱɶঞʅɕ
ʅɊκɍʊɲʍԎಿΟʍੜءʱᇽʨɺʅɣʪɋ˴̀ʸʎᑪᯱɣʍ់ʱᒫ
ɬʉɫʨɊ
ɔɲʫʨʍԎಿΟʱɸʘʅʊᎡʠʅɊ৲ɣࣿʨɶʅɣɾɕ
ʇɡʪɋ
ɉ̍˴˕ʺቬᮬಅʊʎɊఄʍ֬ݥɾʀʍឭ٨ʱᥱɶʅɊ˼˖˺κɿɰ
ʆʉɮͳᄟʍႡʍ៙ᄉʇɶʅʡ୮ɪʫ─³̍² ╖ ²³━Ɋ˴̀ʸʎ֬ݥɾʀ
ʊʺʾˏʱቌɶʅɣʪɋ
ɉ̍˴̀ʸʍʎԎʉɣɫɊቛࠜᆔʊʺʾˏʍ៙ᄉʇɶʅᨁʉጜ
ɫ˧ʼ̃ʍ˂˿˜ʸಅʊɡʪɋɔీɫགʀʪʇɊቛʎɊɼʍৈࠍʱާɪ
ʨᄉʝʫɾʡʍɊঽຫʍͬʊᄉʝʫɾᒓʇɶʅɩᦚʮɶʊʉʩʝɶɾɕ
─µ̍µ━ʇɡʩɊʺʾˏʍκ৷ʱওɶʅɣʪɋɼɶʅɼʫʎɔঽຫ
ʍோ᧖ͬʊɡʪᒓʱᢥɣԎɶʅɊቼɾʀʱቛʍࠍʇʉɴʪɾʠʆɶɾɕ
─µ̍¶━ʇಅɣʅɊቛʍࠍʇʉʪంɶɣκᯕʍీϐʱؙɱʅɣʪɋ
ɉ́ˁቬᮬಅʎɊᆾዒɾʉɣʺʾˏʍऽशీϐʍʾ˪˓̎˟ʱΠʃឧɶ
ʅɣʪɋ
ɉ̍ቛ๑ސႈʍɩʩʊɊˍ˷ˀ̉ʊʧʂʅᥤʨɣʍɶʪɶʇɶʅʍʺʾ
ˏʗʍ᮹លʇɊ˴̀ʸʍᖐɶʞɫៜʨʫʅɣʪ─³̍³³ ╖ ´¶━ɋ
ɉ̍²³ าʍʺʾˏʱቛ๑ʆވʂɾ់─³̍µ² ╖ ¶²━ʆʎࠍʱႾពʆ
ɬɹɊɸʘʅʱʊɩɴʠʅɣʪ˴̀ʸʍߑɫ୮ɪʫʅɣʪɋ
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ӆᄉໍ
ɉ̍ˁˠʍߥቍ┒˾˥ˣቬᮬಅʎɊӉቬᮬಅʇӂɮᦒʂɾߑʆ˴̀ʸ
ʱ୮ɣʅɣʪɋʺʾˏʍӆᄉໍʍԞʠʊˁˠʆߥቍ─³̍² ╖ ²³━ɫɡ
ʩɊɼɲʊଚɪʫɾʺʾˏɫ˴̀ʸʍᯓɣʊʧʂʅʱʕʈɥ᧘ʊݳɧ
ʪʇលɥԎಿΟɫԎʪɋɲɲʊʎ˴̀ʸʍ๖ញʨɶɣᎲʣɪʉɊʇ
ʩʉɶʇɶʅʍߑɫ୮ɪʫʪɫɊ˴̀ʸʊড়ɧʪʺʾˏʍጏɧɫɔߧ
κʧɕʆ߂ʝʩɊ៦ʟʡʍʊ᱉ɬʱͮɧɊɴʝɵʝʉព᧽ɫʉɴʫʅɣ
ʪ─·━ɋ
ɉɶɪɶɊ˴̀ʸʎɼʫʊࡩɶɊɔɲʍκɫϺɪɣɣʃɰɾʨɊɼʍʇ
ɩʩʊɶʅɮɿɴɣɕʇɊড়ɧʅɣʪɋ
ɉ̍
ɔቼʍ๖ʇʎ៧ɪɕ
┒˴́ˉቬᮬಅʎɊᇀଢ଼ʺʾˏʍቛʍ۔ʍ࠹ʆ
߂ʝʪɫɊӆᄉໍʍᥬͼʆʺʾˏʇ๖ʊភʫɊɔቼʍ๖ʇʎ៧ɪɊቼʍ
үঈʇʎ៧ɪɕʇɊᑳᭂʊ٨ɣɪɰɊɔቛʍৈʱᜓɥκɲɼɊቼʍү
ঈɊ߁Ɋʝɾ๖ʉʍɿɕ
─´² ╖ ´¶Ɋ˴˕ʺ ²³̍µ· ╖ ¶±Ɋ́ˁ ¹̍²º
╖ ³² ʎɔቛʍលᗼʱᒫɣʅᜓɥκɾʀʍɲʇʆɡʪɕʇʉʂʅɣʪ━
ʇលʂʅɣʪɋ
ɉ̍ʝɾɊʺʾˏʍɧʱᒫɣʅ᱉ɣɾˠˌ̂ʍκɾʀɫɊ
ɔɲʍκ
ʎɊँށʆʎʉɣɪɊ˴̀ʸʍਘࠍƃƃɕ
─·̍² ╖ ·Ɋ˴˕ʺ ²´̍¶´ ╖
¶¹Ɋ́ˁ µ̍²· ╖ ´±━ʇɣʂʅʺʾˏʊᣳɣʅɣʪɋ
ɉ̍ɲʍʧɥʉᒿញʇɶʅʍ˴̀ʸʗʍᆌលʎʡɥͥʃ́ˁʊɡʩɊ
ɔ
ɖʉʲʇहɣʉɲʇʆɶʦɥɊɡʉɾʱࡅɶɾᓘɊɡʉɾɫ؎ʂɾΖ
ʎɋ
ɗɶɪɶɊʺʾˏʎលʮʫɾɋɖʟɶʬɊहɣʉʍʎቛʍលᗼʱᒫ
ɬɊɼʫʱࠩʪκʆɡʪɋ
ɗɕ─²²̍³¸,³¹━ʇɡʪɋ
ɉɲʫʨʎͥɊʺʾˏʍ๖˴̀ʸʱ؇࠳ɶʅɣʪʧɥʊכʫʪɋΟ
࠷Ɋ๖ʇɶʅʍ˴̀ʸʍɡʩఄʊ؇࠳ᆔʉព᧽ʱɸʪࠜᒓ─¸━ ʡɣʪ
ɫɊ˴̀ʸʱʝɴʊʺʾˏɫʚʠʪɊ
ɔቛʍৈʱᜓɥκɕɔቛʍលᗼʱ
ᒫɣʅᜓɥκɕʇɶʅɊ֫ʉʪᒿញʍ๖ϒͫʊɊɼʍᎃቛʊɩɣʅʡ
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ɔहɺʉκɕʇɶʅព᧽ɸʪࠜᒓɫݼɣ─¹━ɋ
ɉ̍ɔɡʉɾʍࠍʆɸɕɔɡʉɾʍ๖ʆɸɕ┒˾˥ˣቬᮬಅʎɊӆᄉໍʍ
াʊʡ֝ࠒೠʍͬʆʍ˴̀ʸ─²º̍²¸ ╖ ³¸━ʱ୮ɣʅɣʪɋɼɶʅ
ɲɲʆʡʺʾˏʎ˴̀ʸʊɔߧκʧɕʇئʒɪɰɊ
ɔɲʫɫɡʉɾʍࠍ
ʆɸɋ
ɕɼɶʅɊɼʏʊዒʃঈࠍʊɔʉɴɣɋɡʉɾʍ๖ʆɸɋɕʇ
លɣɶɊӂʅʱીɶᦄɱʅέɮʉʂʅɣʪɋ
ɉˁˠʍߥቍʇɊɲʍ֝ࠒೠʍͬʆʍ ³ ጜʆɊʺʾˏɫ˴̀ʸʊɔߧ
κʧɕʇئʒɪɰʪዽ৷ɪʨɊ˾˥ˣቬᮬಅʍ˴̀ʸʎʺʾˏʍ๖ʇ
ɣɥʧʩɊʺʾˏʊʧʂʅ߂ʠʨʫɾቛʍ۔ʆɊၔԠʉЋاʱପʂɾާ
৷ʇɶʅ୮ɪʫʅɣʪʇᒑɧʨʫʪ─º━ɋ
ɉ̍ާɫࠍʱᄊʟʇɬ┒˴̀ʸʍʎԎʉɣɫɊ˾˥ˣቬᮬಅʊাʍ
៥ʍͼʆɊʺʾˏɫɊঈࠍɾʀʍɣʊࡩɶʅɊٽʒɫᖐɶʞ
ʊݳʮʪɲʇʱɾʇɧʅɊɔާʎࠍЙʱᄉʟʇɬɊᖐɶʟʡʍɿɋɶɪ
ɶɊࠍʈʡɫᄉʝʫʪʇɊͥκʍκɫͳʊᄉʝʫԎɾٽʒʍɾʠʊɊ
ʡʎʣɼʍᖐᅞʱ৲ɣԎɴʉɣɕ─²·̍³²━ʇលʂʅɣʪɋɲʫʎɊ֝
ࠒೠʍึা ´ ఖᆾʍʍໍʊʧʪծԢʱɾʇɧʅɣʪʍʆɡʪɫɊψ
ʍ៙ᄉʱʡቌٖɶʅɣʪʧɥʊ৲ɧʪ─²±━ɋ
ɉʺʾˏʍతނাʍ˴̀ʸɊԞϐϥʍͼʆ
ɉ̍ঈࠍʇቒʪ˴̀ʸ┒Ћুលᜓ᩻ʍԞʠʊɊ
ɔলʨʎᆕɊߧκɾʀʣ
ʺʾˏʍ๖˴̀ʸɊʝɾʺʾˏʍүঈɾʀʇʱʮɺʅပʊቒʂʅ
ɣɾɕ─²̍²µ━ʇɊʺʾˏʱдɷʪʡʍʍӉϹʍͼʆӉʊቒʪ˴̀ʸ
ʍߑɫ୮ɪʫʪɋɼʍাɊɳɮᥱʍঐɣκʊᦋɭʉɪʂɾঈࠍɾʀ
ʍͫʊቛʍ᭟ɫᬆʂʅɊϥɫ៙ᄉɶɊͫɪʨʍՏʱͮɧʨʫɾঈࠍɾ
ʀʎʺʾˏʱាលɶʅɣɮɋɶɪɶɲʍ୮ӟʱাʊɊЋুលᜓ᩻ʎ˴
̀ʸʱԞϐϥʍͼʆ୮ɣʅɣʉɣɋ˴̀ʸʎʈɲʊɣʂɾʍʆɡʬɥ
ɪɊ˴̀ʸʍЋاʎᎹʮʂɾʍʆɡʬɥɪɋ
ɔ˴̀ʸʇʎ៧ʉʍɪɕʍ
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٨ɣɫɲɲɪʨʡԎʪɋ
ɉ̍ާʇዛ┒ంᒨಅʍাʊɊఘᒨಅපɊɴʝɵʝʉˍ̉˲́Ɋ
௦ࠒʱЋʂʅ୮ɪʫʪ˾˥ˣᵎቌ᩻ɫɡʪɋɲʍͼʊɳʡʂɾͥκʍ
ߧκɫᆍܬɸʪɋɼʍߧκʍԳʊዛɫዒʀʎɿɪʩɊᄉʝʫʪࠍʱᯨʘ
ʧɥʇɶʅɣʪɋᄉʝʫɾࠍʎᨭʍವʆӂʅʍ۔ʱຟʠʪɾʠႠॎʊ
ঃɬͫɱʨʫɊާʎᖶʫᨂʊᥢɱ᥈ʲʆቛʊࠩʨʫʪɋɲʍʊɊނʆ
ૌɣɫᜓʮʫዛʎށɸʪʇលɥ─²³̍² ╖ ²¹━ɋᥖͬʍϥɫɊʺ
ʾˏʍ៙ᄉʊʉɽʨʫʅಅɪʫʅɣʪ─²²━ɋ
ɉϥʍͼʆށɬʉܬʱ֯ʠʅɣʪ˴̀ʸʆʎɡʪɫɊᒨಅʊʎంᒨ
ಅʆʡɼʫʚʈݼɮ୮ɪʫʅʎɣʉɣɋఘᒨಅʊ᮹លᆔʊࡸɶɹʃ
ɸʪʡʍɫɊ˴̀ʸʍʊʧʂʅӌϹᆔʉκၑʇɶʅᜟʫɊʺʾˏʍ
๖ʇئʏʫʅɣʪɫɊంᒨಅʆʡɼʍࠓۦʎɊԞʠɪʨ᠑ʠɣɾʡʍ
ɫɡʪɋ๖ʇɶʅቌɴʫʉɫʨɊʝɾɊ؇࠳ɴʫʅɣʪʧɥʉ୮ӟʡႻ
ʫʪʍʆɡʪɋɼʍੜءɸʪʇɲʬʎɊʺʾˏʍɔቼʍ๖ʇʎ៧ɪɕʣ
ɔहɣʉκɕ
ɊʝɾɊ
ɔߧκʧɕʍئʒɪɰɊঈࠍɾʀʇӉʊӉϹʆቒ
ʪ˴̀ʸʉʈʱʞʪʇɊ֫ʊʺʾˏʍ๖ʆʎʉɮɊʺʾˏʱдɷʪʡʍ
ɾʀʍ๖ɊʝɾɊంɶɣʾ́ˋ̂˶ʇɶʅɊఘʇɷʧɥʊɊᭂκ
ഓᆔʉˍ̉˲́ʊʡʉʂʅɣʪʇɣɧʪɋ

ϥʍำװʊɩɰʪ˴̀ʸ
ɉቬᮬಅ̍Ћুលᜓ᩻ʊᜟʫʪ˴̀ʸʎɔʺʾˏʍ๖ɕʇɶʅᆍܬɶʅ
ɣʪɋɶɪɶɊ˾˥ˣቬᮬಅʣᵎቌ᩻ʍɔߧκɕʎɊ֫ʊʺʾˏʍ๖ʆ
ʎʉɣɋϥʍำװʍͼʆɊ˃̀ˏ˞ʍಢᢑʊʃɣʅʍᄴየ៵Νʱᥱɶ
ʅ˃̀ˏ˞៵ɫᑵ࠳─²━ɴʫʪʊʃʫʅɊ˃̀ˏ˞ʊᄉϪɶɾ
˴̀ʸʍɡʩఄʡ൮ឡɴʫɊɼʍኋ׳ʎɴʝɵʝʊᆌ࢘֊ݳɶʅɣʪɋ
ϒͬɊɼʍʡށԕʉʡʍʱᒑࡗɸʪɋ
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ɉ˜ˀ˞ˉˏ Õéæðõðìðô─ቛʱᄉʲɿఄ━
ɉ˴̀ʸɫቛʍ๖ʆɡʪɲʇʎᒨಅʍʈɲʊʡᇀଢ଼ʊʎಅɪʫʅɣʉ
ɣɋ˴̀ʸʎ֫ʊκʺʾˏʍ๖ʆɡʪʍʊᦋɭʉɣʍɪɋ˜ˀ˞ˉˏ
ʎ˴̀ʸʍኋ׳ʆɊ
ɔˀ̀ˈˣˏϒಿᄍɣʨʫɊµ ͳʊʎቛࠜʆʡͥ
ᕓᜒʍʆʡЋʮʫʪʧɥʊʉʂɾɋ
ɕ¶ ͳʍˣˏ˞̀ʼˏʍɔቛ
ʍ๖ʍኋ׳ʎ˴̀ʸʊʔɴʮɶɮʉɣɕʇɣɥੜʊࡩড়ɶʅɔʸ̂˃
ˋ̉˟̀ʸʍ˃˻̀̃ˏጇɫ µ´² शʾ˫ʽ˔ӆϥᠳʆˣˏ˞̀ʼˏʱᄴ
የʇɶɕ
Ɋ
ɔ˜ˀ˞ˉˏɕʍኋ׳ʱ˴̀ʸʍኋ׳ʇɶʅ૭៖ɶɾɋ
ɔɼʍ
াɊɲʍៜʍી؇ʎᠳ៵ɴʫʪɲʇʉɮɊఄϥʆʡ૭៖ɴʫႻۦʊ
ᔷʂʅɣʪɋ˃̀ˏ˞ʍלᒿʊɩɰʪቛ৷ʇκᄉʍᏃʇɣɥ˃̀ˏ˞
៵ʇ˴̀ʸࣇʇɫᏃʒʃɣʅᄉʝʫʅɬɾኋ׳ʆɡʩɊʃʌʊ˃̀ˏ
˞ʇʍФʆ˴̀ʸʱɧʅɣʪɕ─³━ɋɲʍኋ׳ʎɊϥԔϒԳʍӆ
ϥᠳʊɩɰʪᑵ࠳ʆɡʪɾʠɊ˄̀ˍ˹ฬɊ˭̃˜ˏ˕̉˞ʍ᠈
ʡ៖ʠʅɣʪ─´━ɋ
ׄᑛʍৈࡅʩ
ɉɲʍথࡄៀʎԞϐϥʍԞʠɪʨ˴̀ʸʊᦞᄍɴʫʅɣɾɫɊᆔሯʉ
ੜءʎʡʂʅɣʉɪʂɾɋɶɪɶɊԞʠɪʨ˴̀ʸʍᒨ৷ʗʍሯ៖ʎ
ʠʨʫʅɩʩɊͼͳʍᫎɣ៵Νʱᥱɶʅ༈ʠʨʫɊᑵ࠳ɴʫʅɣʂ
ɾɋ
ɉ²¹¶µ श ²³ ಏ ¹ ఖ˪ˀ º ͳʎɔƃƃκᯕʍɣ˃̀ˏ˞̍ʺʾˏʍ
ՑᐠʱᒑɶʅɊԂާ˴̀ʸʎɊӂᓧʍቛʍၔԠʉਓਚʇၔӍʊʧʂ
ʅɊɼʍબᓘʍԞʍᇫʊɩɣʅɊׄᑛʍɸʘʅʍʫɪʨɊԳʡʂ
ʅвᠷɴʫʅɣɾɋɲʍᑵʎቛɪʨ٩ቌɴʫɾʡʍʆɡʩɊɲʫʱɸ
ʘʅʍдᒓʎणʊۓɮдɷʉɰʫʏʉʨʉɣɋ
ɕʇᑵ࠹លɶɾ─µ━ɋ
ɉɶɪɶɊɲʍᑵʎפϐϥʍ᮳ɪʨɴʝɵʝʉੜʡɡʩɊฬ
᠈ϥɊ˭̃˜ˏ˕̉˞ɪʨʎ˃̀ˏ˞ʍͥᔸʱɸʪʡʍʇɶɊ
૭៖ɴʫʅɣʉɣɋฬʎɊ˴̀ʸʍᑛʍʉɴʱ៖ʠʅʎɣʅʡɊ˴
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̀ʸɫᑛ༈ɣκᯕʇʍञ৷ʍͼʊɡʪʡʍʇɶʅɊׄᑛʱӉʊପʃʡ
ʍ─¶━ʇɶʅᒨ๖ʍׄᑛʍৈࡅʩʱᑵʇɸʪɲʇʊࡩטɶʅɣʪɋ
ɉ̃̎˴̍ˁ˞̀˙˅ʎɊ˴̀ʸʍׄᑛʍৈࡅʩʍၤੳɫɊԞʍ
κʸ˖˶ʇʾ̊ʷʍପʂʅɣɾᔵᆔʊࠬӂʉᑵʍၤੳʇɷʆʎ
ʉɮɊ˃̀ˏ˞ʍɡɫʉɣʊʧʪਚʞʍၤੳʇɶʅɣʪɋ˧ʼ̃ಅፍ
ʊɡʪɔᑛɫ݇ɶɾʇɲʬʊʎɊਚʞʎʉɩɣʂɼɥགʀཌʫʝɶɾɕ
─̃̎˴ ¶̍³±━ɪʨʡκᯕʱɡɫʉɥਚʞʊʧʪᑵʍၤੳʆɊʎɷʠ
ʍκʍၤੳʧʩɸɯʫɾʡʍʇɶʅɣʪ─·━ɋނЋʍ˴̀ʸʗʍଦ
ɔਚʞགʀགʅʪ˴̀ʸɕʎɊ˾˥ˣቬᮬಅʆ˃̀ˏ˞ʊЋʮʫʅɣʪ
ɔਚʞʇᇍႾʇʊགʀʅɣɾɕ
─²̍²µ━ʇɷʆɊɣʂɼɥҥʫɾਚʞ
ʍၤੳʇɣɧʧɥɋ
᜴తނ
ɉᒨಅʆκʍึʎᑛʍᑞʇɶʅͮɧʨʫʅɣʪ─Մͳឧ ´̍²º━ɋᑛ
ʱၡɴʉɪʂɾ˴̀ʸɫึʍᓻʊᄤʝʪɲʇʎʉɣɋɔ˃̀ˏ˞ʍኂ
Ҙʎ֝ࠒೠʊʧʂʅࠬΛɶɾʍʆʎʉɮɊໍʇతނʍഅҴʱʡʂʅ
ࠬΛɶɾɋ˴̀ʸʍኂҘʡ֝ࠒೠʍͬʆᎹʮʂɾʍʆʎʉɮɊ˃̀ˏ˞
ʍഅҴʊͮבɸʪɲʇʊʧʂʅࠬીɴʫʪɕ─¸━ɋ²º ͳʍ֤ʏɪʨ˴
̀ʸʍ᜴తނʍᑵ࠹លɫ៰ᯓɴʫɊዿͥ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳʆျɾʀɪ
ʨʡ୯ഛɴʫʅɣɾɋቛࠜᒓʍለኴીೖɊӂ״ɪʨʍੜʱʠɾ
াɊ²º¶± श˪ˀ ²³ ͳʎɔƃƃׄᑛʍቛʍ๖ɊᎹᄉԂާʆɡʪ˴̀ʸ
ɫɼʍۨͫʍᄉໍʱᎹʮʂɾাɊᒿʇ᭟ᲀʇӉʊނʍഅҴʊͫɱʨʫ
ɾɲʇʎɊቛʊʧʂʅ٩ቌɴʫɾᇍႾʆɡʪʇ࠹លɶɊऑؙɶɊ࠳ᑵɸ
ʪɋɕʇᑵ࠹លɶʅɣʪ─¹━ɋ
ɉ˄̀ˍ˹ฬʎɊ᜴తނʍቚఖʱɔ˴̀ʸʍɩᇎʩɕʇɶʅቚɣɊึ
ʊ࠳ʠʨʫɾκʇʍञɊʝɾɊɲʫʨʍᑵɫɊӂ˃̀ˏ˞ϥʊ
ʧʪӆϥᠳʆ൮ឡɴʫɾʡʍʆʎʉɣʇɶʅɊ᜴తނʱᑵʇɶʅ៖ʠ
ʅɣʉɣ─º━ɋ
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ዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳʊʪ˴̀ʸ
ɉዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳʆ˴̀ʸ៵ʎၵዒɶɾટዞʆʎʉɮɊ
ɖϥટ
ዞɗʍᎹዞɊዿ ¹ ዞɔ˃̀ˏ˞ʇϥʍኂҘʇʍͼʊɩɰʪቛʍ๖̍
ɔ˃̀ˏ˞
Ԃާᒨ˴̀ʸʊʃɣʅɕʆᥙʘʨʫʅɣʪ─²±━ɋӆϥᠳʎɊ
ᄉໍʱдᒓʍɥʀʊఖɍᡋɪʉʡʍʊɶɊݳಂᓧʉ᠈ԧ्ʱႻϐʍ
ʊʧʩʧɮ᮵ড়ɴɺɊ˃̀ˏ˞ʱдɷʪɸʘʅʍκʍͥᔸʊࡉͮɸʪ
ɲʇɸʘʅʱХɶɊʝɾɊɸʘʅʍκʱϥʍʔʇɲʬʊଚɬӁʫʪ
ɾʠʊዒʃɊɸʘʅʍɲʇʱও֊ɶʧɥʇಙʟɕ─²²━ʇɶɊంɶɣ
ᑵʆʎʉɮϥʍρʝʆʍᑵɊϧ૭ʱႻϐʊʡԔɪʪʧɥព᧽ɶʅዿ
¹ ዞʱಅɬɊ˴̀ʸʇϥʍɪɪʮʩʱ༈ʠʅɣʪɋɲʍዞʎ ²¹ ʧ
ʩʉʩɊΤʃʍᧅԔʊԔɰʨʫʅɣʪɋ
ɉ─²━ॆ
ɉӆϥᠳʎɊʝɹɊ˃̀ˏ˞ʍלᒿʍኂҘʊɩɰʪ˴̀ʸʱៜʪɋ˴̀
ʸʱϥɫɥʍʎɲʍלᒿʍኂҘʊɩɰʪՑᐠʆɡʩɊɔϥʍ֨ᢳ
ɶɾӂɮၵၔʉીىʇɶʅɊɴʨʊдϕʇʍʆϥʍᡑۿɊʡᤝ
ɪɶɣጳۿʇɶʅɕ─¶´ ━ʆɡʪɊʇɊϥʍዒܬʱៜʂʅɣʪɋ
ɉ─³━ɣʍำװʊɩɰʪᒨʉʪԂާʍՁʊʃɣʅ
ɔఘᒨಅʇᒨʉʪϧ૭ʎɊɣʍឞᄘʊɩɰʪɣʍ๖ʍՁʱต
ዿʊనʨɪʊɶɊɡɫʉɣʍ๖ʆɡʪͥκʍߧκʍߑʱɊͥฯͥฯต
ዿʊనʨɪʊɶʅɣɮɕ─¶¶ ━ɋంᒨಅʆʎɲʍߧκʱ˴̀ʸʍ
ʆɊނЋɪʨɔਚʞɡʔʫʪʡʍɕʇɣɥଦʱלɰɊɔቼʎʍʎɶ
ɾʠʆɸɋɩលᗼʍᥱʩʊʉʩʝɸʧɥʊɕʇނʍЋɣʊጏɧɊቛʍល
ᗼʊੜɶʅʺʾˏʍ๖ʇʉʩɊʺʾˏʱᓑʅɾɋӆᄉໍʆʎɔቛʍ
༔ʍੜ৲ʱ᠊לɶɊࠍʍͬʆɊࠍʇӉʊɊӂᓧʍቛʍਓਚʊʧʂʅɊɡ
ɫʉɣʍኂҘʊχɧʪɾʠʊʍʎɶɾʠʇɶʅࠍʇɼʍ҇ɬʊࠬӂʊ
ᔵԔʱɴɴɱɾʍʆɡʪɕ─¶· ━ʇɶʅɣʪɋʝɾɊʺʾˏʍతނা
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ʎɊಹɴʫɾ᭟ɫͮɧʨʫʪʧɥঈࠍɾʀʇӉʊቒʩɊɣɪʉʪኮʫ
ʊʡ೮ʝʨɹఖणᄉໍʱᎹɧɾাɊނʊͫɱʨʫɾ─¶º בဆ━ʇɶ
ʅ˴̀ʸʍՁʱᥙʘʅɣʪɋ
ɉ
─´━Ԃާ˴̀ʸʇϥʊʃɣʅ
ɉ
ɔቛʍ๖ʎɊдϕʇʇ˃̀ˏ˞ʇʍࠬӂʉͥᔸʍᮾܕʊɩɣʅɊ
ϥʍᡑۿʆɡʪɕʇɶɊ˴̀ʸʍӑʊϥʍɡʪʘɬߑʱ៦ʞכʂʅɣ
ʪɋ
ɔϥʎฬᏎʊ๖ʇʡԂާʇʡئʏʫʪɫɼʍϥʍኂҘʍͼʊɩ
ɣʅɊᒨʉʪɩʇʠ˴̀ʸʎɊԂާʇ๖ʇʍ֨ᢳɶɾၵၔʉጳۿʱቌɶ
ʃʃዿͥϴʱ֯ʠɾʍʆɡʪɋƃƃ˴̀ʸʎࠍʱᄊʞɊቛʎɼʍࠍʱݼ
ɮʍүঈʍᫎࠍʇɶɾɋ˴̀ʸʎࠍʍүঈɾʀʱᄊʞᓑʅʪɾʠʊ๖ʍ
ʱପʂʅ֩Տɶʅɣʪɋ
ɕ─·´ ━ϥʎɲʍ˴̀ʸʊёɥ─·µ ━ɋ
ɉɼɶʅɊɔɲʍԂާʍͥᄉʎκɍʱӖᄉʍɸʪɾʠʊϥʍЋুᆔЋ
اʊ֩Տɸʪκɍɫପʃʘɬ๖৷ʍාጳɕ
─·¶ ━ʆɡʪʇɶʅɣ
ʪɋ
ɉ
─µ━ϥʊɩɰʪᒨʉʪԂާʍࣇʊʃɣʅ
ɉ˴̀ʸʗʍࣇʎɊ
ɔၔʊʾ˫ʽ˔ӆϥᠳʍీɪʨࡳʇɊቒʩʇ
ාёʇʉʂʅᜟʫʪʧɥʊʉʂɾɋɼʫʎɖӂʅʍͳϐʍκɍʎɊቼʱ
हɣʉʡʍʇئʕʆɶʦɥɗ─́ˁ ²̍µ¶ ╖ ¶¶━ʇɣɥ᮹លʍᥱʩʆɡ
ʪɕ
ɊɼʫʎɊ
ɔ๖ɫɾɾɧʨʫʪɲʇʊʧʂʅɊࠍɫฬɶɮᇽʨʫɊ
ɴʫɊɾɾɧʨʫɊɼʍاϑɫࠩʨʫʪʧɥʊɸʪʍʆɡʪɕ
─··
━
ɋɼʫʎɊɔᇍʍдϕʎቛʍ๖ʍ֨ᢳ৷ʱ៖ʠʪʧɥʊʮʫʮʫʱࡶ
ɬɊʮʫʨʍ๖ʱࠍʈʡʇɶʅɶɊ๖ʍৎʱාёɸʪʧɥʊʮʫʮʫ
ʱ՛ʝɸɕ
─·¸ ━ɪʨʆɡʪɋ
ɉ
─¶━ఊɸʪቛʍʊʇʂʅሯ࠷ʉऔಙʇઆʠʍɶʪɶʆɡʪ˴̀ʸ
ɉ˴̀ʸʎɊɔɶʞʡɶʮʡʉɣ─ʾ˫ʽ˓ ¶̍³¸ בဆ━ࠬીʊకʊԥ
ᦑɶʅɣʪɫɊдᒓʎʝɿɼʫʊՖʠʅɣʪɕ─·¶ ━ɋɼʫʥɧɊ
ɔఊ
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ɸʪቛʍʊʇʂʅ˴̀ʸʎሯ࠷ʉऔಙʇઆʠʍɶʪɶɕ─·¹ ━ʆɡ
ʪʇᏃʲʆɣʪɋ
ɉዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳʍɖϥટዞɗʊɩɰʪ˴̀ʸʊʃɣʅʍᒑࡗ
ʎɊˁ˞̀˙˅ϥʏɪʩʆʉɮɊ˄̀ˍ˹ฬɊ˭̃˜ˏ˕̉˞᠈
ʊɩɣʅʡުੜᆔʊלɰכʨʫɊɪʃʅɊϥͥᔸʍɱʇʡលʮʫɾ
˴̀ʸ៵ɫɊρɊͥᔸʍୟʇɶʅʡᓧɸʪʧɥʊʉʂɾ─²³━ɋ
ɉ˄̀ˍ˹ฬѮʍɔ˴̀ʸ៵ɕʎࡸʉɣɫɊˡˉˏ̍ˡˍˀ˜ʹˏज
ʍ៵௮ɔఄϥʍฬቛࠜʊɩɰʪ˴̀ʸɕɫɼʫʊលוɶʅɣʪɋ
ɔলާʍϥʊɩɰʪ๖৷ɫˁ̀ˏ˴ᆔܛቃʍͫʊɾʃϥᏎͥʗʇئ
ʒɪɰʪɿʬɥɕʇɶʅɊϥʍϐᜟᒓɾʀɫᏎͥʍཆʇɶʅʍ˴̀ʸ
ʗʍᔵងʱওʠʅɣʪɲʇʱᥙʘʅɣʪɋɼɶʅɊɔ̃̎˴̍ˁ˞̀˙
˅ϥɫዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳϒᬆɊᎣฬʉ˃̀ˏ˞៵ᆔ˴̀ʸ៵ʊʡʈ
ʪᦐʱɣɿɶɊ៓ɶɾᑵʱᦪɰɊ˃̀ˏ˞ᆔӉϹʇʍञ৷
ʱɊంɾʊሯ៖ɶʅɣʪʧɥʊʞɧʪɋɲʫʎఄϥʍᇖʊեɡʪ
ɲʇɿʇరʂʅɣʪɕ─²´━ʇᥙબɶʅɣʪɋ
ɉᒨӆϥʡ̃̎˴̍ˁ˞̀˙˅ϥʇʍϥͥᔸୟ߆ىϥʆʍੜ௮
ಅʆɊׄᑛʍৈࡅʩʇ᜴తނʍᑵʎɼʫɫᒨಅʆҰԔᝁϊɰʨʫʅ
ɣʪʇᒑɧʉɣʇɶʉɫʨʡɊ˴̀ʸʊʃɣʅݼɮʍੜʱ௮ಅ֊ɶʅ
ɣʪ─²µ━ɋ
ɉϥʍำװʊɩɣʅʡɊԞʠʎ˴̀ʸʍфκᆔʉၔ৷ɫີᆾɴʫʅɣ
ʪɫɊዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳʆʎɼʫʨʱᏴଟɶʅɊᎹಡʊɪɥϥʇ
˴̀ʸʍɪɪʮʩʊɫɩɪʫʅɣʪɋ
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Ӎቍʊʪ˴̀ʸ
ቒʩʇ˴̀ʸ
ɉ˴̀ʸɫϥʍͼʆށɬʉܬʱ֯ʠʪʍʎቒʩʍͼʆɡʪɋ˩ˌ̉
˗̉ʍϥܞʊʎݼɮʍʺˉ̉─²━ɫɡʪɋʺˉ̉ʎ۔ނʗʍኾʇɣʮ
ʫɊͼʆʡ˴̀ʸʺˉ̉ɫۥшᆔʊݼɣɋຼʆʡϥʊʎݼɮʍ˴̀
ʸ҈ɫɡʩɊࣿቍۨʡݼɣɋ
ɔ˴̀ʸʗʍдɫɊƃƃᒨʉʪቍଜʍӂ
ᮾܕʍʉɪʆɬʮʠʅࣇᱝʉϴᑝʱ֯ʠʅɣʪƃƃɼɲʊʎɊᖓᇽʇ࠰
ɔͳʍ
ʇʍᱝʍᜟႻɕ─³━ɫɡʪʇ˧ʼ̃ · ͳʎលɥɋɼɶʅɊ
˃̀ˏ˞дᒓɾʀʎɊʺʾˏʍ๖ʊʝʃʮʪলʨʍʱᜟႻɸʪʊ
ɡɾʂʅɊᔵԔɾʀɫᄉɬʅɣʪీϐʱטరɸʪఄຫʣපॾʊূʂʅɩ
ʩƃƃͳʱᄴʊɸʪɲʫʨʍ˃̀ˏ˞дᒓɾʀʎɊɼʫɽʫ˴̀ʸʇ
ɼʍЋاʱᵎ੍ɶʅʎɊলާʱంɶɣާ৷Ɋࠬӂʉ˃̀ˏ˞ᒓʇɶʅϕ
ɭɊʝɾͥκʍԂާɊɊ๖ʇɶʅʍԔʱಐɸʪলާʍɥʀʊާ৷ʇ
ɶʅʍɸɯʫɾ᪥ʱᆌɶɾɕ─´━ʇʡᥙʘʅɣʪɋ
ɉሯɪʊɊκʎቒʪʇɬɊᇽʨʉɣʊ˴̀ʸʍߑʱʇʂʅቛʊɪ
ɥɋɼʍీɊᔵԔʍߑʡᇽʩɊᔵԔʱฬɸɾʠʊɔʡɶɊ˴̀ʸɿʂɾ
ʨɕʇᒨಅʍܬᮅʱଶʩ᥏ʂʅɊቒʩʱ༈ʠʅɣɮɋɼʍੜءʆɊ˴̀
ʸʊɸʪᒨಅጜʎࡸʉɣɫҰԔʇលɧʪʚʈᡴᨁʆɡʪɋ
ɉАɧʏɊቛʍɩؙɱ┒ɼʫʎంɶɣቛʍʆɡʪ˃̀ˏ˞ʍ߂ʝ
ʩɊంɶɣκᯕʍ߂ʝʩʆɡʂɾɋɼʫʎʝɾɊቒʩʇʎϺɪʱʧɮ
ៜʂʅɣʪɋቒʩʍ᭔ېʍͼʊɣʪ˴̀ʸʍߑʱឍʪʇɊ᱉ɬɊ
ɣɊ٨ɣɊ҂ᒴɊড়ጏɫɡʪɋɲʍড়ጏʊʎᔵԔɫ៧ʆɡʪɪʱᇽʪ᠖
ᦖɊቛʇκᯕʗʍɊቛʗʍ߆ʌɊ੶ʝɶɮɊɪʃۓܟʉ֩Տʗʍੜ
ɫɡʪɋቛʇʍࡩ់ʍ˸˝́ɫɲɲʊɡʪʇɣɧʪɋӍቍ̍ቍଜʍ˸
˝́ɊκʍቛʍԳʆכʪʘɬੳ्ʍාጳʱʞʪɲʇɫʆɬʪɋ
ɔ˴̀
ʸʎቛʇʍࡩ់ʊᔴʲʆʎɊከඐᆔʉɊɶɪʡᡭϙʱϪɥੜʱͮɧɾ
ƃƃɼʫʎʈɥʆʡʧɣʧɥʉ٨ᯌʱពɸʪɾʠʆʉɮɊʝɴʊʞល
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ᗼʍלᒿʇئʏʫʅɣʪɖӂͳᄟᆔʉᨁ৷ʱʡʃԎಿΟɗʊͮבɸʪ
ɾʠʆɡʂɾɕ─µ━ ʇɊ˧ʼ̃ · ͳʎ˴̀ʸʍቒʩʊʃɣʅលוɶʅɣ
ʪɋ
ɉɼɶʅɊ˴̀ʸʍᢉย┒˴̀ʸʍʊཌʫԎɾቛʗʍᢉᑬʆɡʩɊɲ
ʍहɺʱɊ
ɔρʧʩɊͳɍʍκʎቼʱहɣʉʡʍʇɣɥɕ─́ˁ ²̍µ¹━
ʇ᮹លɶʅɣʪɋɼɶʅɊ˴̀ʸɫɔቛɫ᠖ᦖʉᒓʣᚑɱʨʫɾʡʍʱ
நᠷɶɊɲʍͳʍওՏʉᒓʱɼʍਚʝʫɾॎɪʨʑɬɩʬɸɩఄʆɡʪ
ɲʇʱʎʏɪʩʉɮ࠹លɶʅɣʪɕ─¶━ɲʇʎɊႻϐʍާ৷ʊʡʀɪʨ
ওɣʡʍʇɶʅ᮰ɮʆɡʬɥʇɊᥙʘʅɣʪɋ
ɉ˴̀ʸɪʨʺʾˏʗ┒ᒨʉʪɩʇʠʊࡩɸʪʝɲʇʍдʊɩɣʅ
ʎɊɔ๖ɫɾɾɧʨʫʪɲʇʊʧʂʅɊࠍɫฬɶɮᇽʨʫɊɴʫɊɾ
ɾɧʨʫɊɼʍاϑɫࠩʨʫʪʧɥʊɸʪʍʆɡʪɕ─ɔϥટዞɕ··
━ʆɡʪʇɊዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳ௮ಅɫលʂʅɣʪʧɥʊɊ˴̀ʸʗ
ʍቒʩʎɔ˴̀ʸʱᥱɶʅ˃̀ˏ˞ʗɕɫฬɶɣɡʩఄʇɣɧʧɥɋ
ɉɴʨʊɊɔʍ᠖ᦖʉʎɶɾʠʊࡩɸʪдʎɊƃƃ˃̀ˏ˞ʱдɷ
ʪɸʘʅʍκɍʍͥᔸʱɱʪʡʍʆʎʉɮɊʟɶʬᦐʇʉʩɊԎϥɣ
ʍܬʇʉʪɕ─·━ɋɼʫʎɊɔˁˠʊɩɣʅɊᒨʉʪɩʇʠʍϖςʍᏃೖ
ʇɶʅ˃̀ˏ˞ʍԞʍގᣃɫᜓʮʫɾʍʇපʊɊρఖʆʡলާʍϖ
ςʎɊ˃̀ˏ˞ʍঈࠍɾʀɫʝʂɾɮɷдϕʊɩɣʅͥᔸɸʪీʱʡ
ɾʨɸɲʇɫʆɬʪɕ─¸━ʇಅɣʅɡʪɋρۋʍ˴̀ʸࣿቍʆϥ
ʍͥᔸʍ৷ʱᅞɶɾɫɊɼʫɫͥఖʡచɮ࠷Ⴛɸʪʧɥᒨ๖ʍϖ
ςʱᯓɣɾɣʇԕʊ৲ʂɾɋ
˩ˌ̉˗̉ʍϥܞʊɩɰʪ˴̀ʸ
ɉ˩ˌ̉˗̉ӍቍʆϐᜟᆔʉʡʍʎɊɼʍϥܞʊʨʫʪ˴̀ʸʆɡ
ʪɋ˟̎˶ʍ᮲ͫʊʎతނʍ˃̀ˏ˞ɪ˧̉˞˅˿˞̎́─ͳᄟோ᧖ᒓ
ʇɶʅʍ˃̀ˏ˞━ɫ୮ɪʫʅɣʪɋᒨϹଜᮾʍͫʊԎಿɾʺˉˤˏ
˕ˍˏ─ᒨᄘ━ݕʍႡʊʎɊᥱणɊᒨ๖ʗʍɩؙɱʍܬᮅ─ʇ µ ቬᮬ
━ࡂװɫɡʪɋɼɶʅাᬏʍͥᄰᱝɣʊ˜ˀ˞ˉˏʍ˸ˌʺ˅דʎ˫
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̂ˏˉᄘɫʨʫʪɋ
ɉ˜ˀ˞ˉˏʍᑵ࠹លʱלɰʅɊ˩ˌ̉˗̉ʍϥܞʆʎ˸ˌʺ˅Ɋ
˫̂ˏˉጇʆɊᒨ๖ɫᡋɪʊ୮ɪʫʅᜓɮɋρशʍˋ˦˜ʹˁ́̍ʺ
˺̎ʱԢᄍɶʅɼʍͥᧅʱឭʌɾɋۥऍʎɪʃʅʍˉ̉ˏ˕̉˜ʹˤ˳
̀ˏᏴॎᒨܞɊ˥˄˺̍˓˫ʹʸށᒨܞʍাᬏʊ୮ɪʫɾ˜ˀ˞ˉ
ˏ─¹━ʇɊˉ̎˿иᦐᬎʍӑଜग़ʊɡʪᒨ๖ʍᄉʆɡʪɋ
ɉ˥˄˺̍˓˫ʹʸށᒨܞʎ˄̀ˍ˹֝ࠒॾށᒨܞʆɊɼʍͼއʍ µ ಢ
ʍʍͫʊ˟̎˶ɫʍʂʅɣʪɋʊ֤Ӓʍাᬏɫ᧖ɴʫۮ௨ʍɡʪݧ
ᴵʉϥܞʆɡʪɋɲʍᒨܞɫॱዒɴʫʅϒಿ─º━Ɋɲʍথॾɫ˩ˌ̉
˗̉ʆʎުʝʫɊ˦ˍ̀ˁথॾʊݳʮʂʅɲʍ˦̀ʾ̎ˍ˽̉ɫݼɮ
ʍᒨܞʱᄉʞԎɶʅɣʂɾɋʉɲʇʊɊ²µ¶´ श ¶ ಏ ´± ఖɊʺˏ˿
˶ࡨᬎʊʉʂɾʇɬɊݼɮʍ˸ˌʺ˅ʎཬڈʆܷʩʃʕɴʫʅɶʝʂɾ
─Ⴛۦʎ֬ၑᰄʇʉʂʅɣʪ━
ɋ
ɉɴʫɾ௦ࡸʉɣ˸ˌʺ˅ʆɊɲʍ˜ˀ˞ˉˏʍ˸ˌʺ˅ʎɊψʊ
ʎឍʨʫʉɣࡸާʊ᥎ɣԞɍɶɣ˴̀ʸɫऽࠍʺʾˏʱᔖʊʍɺʅɣ
ʪɋ˥˄˺̍˓˫ʹʸށᒨܞɫށݧʉʍʆɲʍᒨ๖ࠍʎ µ.¹¸ ˷̎˞́
ʡɡʪɫɊۨͫɪʨʎʪɪᦘɮɊͫނᱝɮʊࡷɴɮɧʪɋɶɪɶࠓ
ۦɫɡʪɋቡݗʊ᥎ʄɰʏ᥎ʄɮʚʈʧɮɧʅɮʪɫɊ³ ᬤ˄˹˿
̀̎ʊͫɫʩɊቡݗʊɪʂʅױѮɪʨʪʇ᥎ʊʞɧʪɋᮂणʊᑬ
ɶɮɊᖷʆɡʪɋɲʫɿɰʍʡʍʱρʝʆɾɲʇɫʉɣɋ
ɉ˭˿ˇ́ˣۨ֙ʍࡸɶ֪ʊɊ¶ ͳˉ̎˿иᦐᬎ─²±━ɫॱʅʨʫɾɋ
ɼʍাɊ²³ ͳʊႻۦʍথʊʉʂɾʇ৲ʮʫʪɫɊႻࠓɸʪʍʎϥ
ܞɿɰʆɡʪɋႻۦɊˉ̎˿ᑬᰄʎͳᄟᦧᄊʍͥʃʊᆍ᩻ɴʫʅɩ
ʩɊ┭┫┙ʍ˩ˌ̉˗̉ለኴʊʧʂʅ˸ˌʺ˅ʇ˫̂ˏˉᄘɫиɴ
ʫʅɣʪɋɲɲʊʪ˸ˌʺ˅ʎΟʆɡʩɊᡴᨁʉᦧᄊʆɡʩɊʪ
ʡʍʱۥшɸʪɋᒨܞӑʎԎͫףʊɡʪɔᒨ๖ʍɩʌʟʩɕʱʍɽɣʅ
ʚʇʲʈʂʅɣʉɣɫɊၔʊݹଜग़Ɋӑଜग़ʊʪ˃̀ˏ˞ʇᒨ๖˴
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̀ʸʍᄉʱ୮ɣɾ˸ˌʺ˅Ɋᘆቍᄍቍଜܞʍ˫̂ˏˉɫʺˏ˕̉ˬ̎
́ʊʪ˩ˌ̉˗̉ᑬʍᤝɪɶɣဆʇɣɧʪɋ
ɉ˴̀ʸʍᄉɫɲʍӑଜग़ʊʈɲʧʩʡᡋɪʊ୮ɪʫʅɣʪɋӑଜग़
ʊʎɊ². ଔ؇ɴʫɾ˾ʸ˃˶ʍቒᯓ ³. ˾ʸ˃˶ʇᑪᯱɣ ´. ʸ̉ˠʗʍ
 ܫµ. ᵄᨅʍʍԳʆʍଂந ¶. ˴̀ʸʍ៙ᄉ ·. Ԟʠʅ ¸ ฯɡʪɣɾ˴
̀ʸ ¸. ញʊੱɶʝʫʪ˴̀ʸ ¹. ˴̀ʸʱቛᒨខɸʪґТɾʀ º. ࡨᬎ
ʊៃʆʪ˴̀ʸ ²±. ނЋʍᯨၑʱלɰʪ˴̀ʸ ²². ᎖Ⴀʱʡʨɣɥɰ
ʪ˴̀ʸ ²³. ˒ˁ̀ʸʍቒʩ ²´. ˴̀ʸʍބʊᦦʏʫɾ˾ˑ˫ ²µ. ˴̀
ʸʱࡂʊʫʅᜓɮ˾ˑ˫ ²¶. ˴̀ʸʱቚቬɸʪނЋ ²·. ˴̀ʸʱɶ
ఊʊԎʪ˾ˑ˫Ɋʍ˸ˌʺ˅ɫɡʪɋɲʫʊᏙɮʡʍɫݹଜग़ʍ˃̀ˏ
˞ʍᄉʆɡʪɋɲʫʨʎˁ˜ˇˍˏʍɾʠʊʡʀɣʨʫɾʡʍʇ৲ʮ
ʫɊݕɊނΥɊʍɸʘʅʊ୮ɪʫʅɣʪɋ
ɉɲʍͼʆʡɊɔԞʠʅ ¸ ฯɡʪɣɾ˴̀ʸɕɔញʊੱɶʝʫʪ˴̀
ʸɕʎԞʠʅʞɾʡʍʆɡʩɊੱɶʞʍͼʊᓑʂɾᒨ๖ɫɼʍᜟႻɪʨ
ୟ༨ɴʫɊᮂणʊᩊʱͮɧʪʡʍʆɡʪɋʝɾɊɔ˴̀ʸʱቛᒨខɸ
ʪґТɾʀɕ
ɔނЋʍᯨၑʱלɰʪ˴̀ʸɕ
ɔ᎖Ⴀʱʡʨɣɥɰʪ˴̀
ʸɕጇʡԞʠʅʍʡʍʆɡʩɊቛʍ๖ʇʉʪʘɮၔԠʉࠓۦʇɶʅʍ˴
̀ʸʱ୮ɣʅɣʪɋɲɲʊʎɊకʊ˴̀ʸʗʍдɊࣇʍɡʩʧɥɫ
ʞɧʪɋɲʍиᦐᬎʍ˸ˌʺ˅ʆɊᒨ๖ʎඐየʉʚʈᫎʊ୮ɪʫʅɣ
ʪɋɼʫɫʪᒓʊκʆɡʩʉɫʨκʱᢲɧɾʡʍʇɶʅᒨ๖ʍࠓ
ۦʱלɰכʨɺʪʍʊᡧႈɶʅɣʪʧɥʊ৲ʮʫʪɋ
ɉɲʫʨʊʞʨʫʪ˜ˀ˞ˉˏʎɊ̊ʽˡˏʍ˿ˆ̎ˠʊɡʪ˞̂˙
˗ࣃʍˁ˜˟˿́─²²━ʊঃɬᏘɫʫɊɼʍߑʱʪɲʇɫʆɬʪɋɶɪ
ɶɊɼʫϒাʍʡʍʎˀˏ˴̉̍˞́ˉʍСӁʍֵʇʺˏ˿˶ʗʍ
ᓩߒʍɾʠɊᒨ๖ʍᜟɫᬜɶɮʉʂʅɣʪɋʝɾɊʺˏ˕̉ˬ̎́ʆ
ʎɊ¹ ╖ º ͳʍᒨᄘ҈ሐ៵ݘΝʆݼɮʍʺˉ̉ɫሐݘɴʫɊӖᕁɶʅ
ɣʪɫɊӖʒɊʺˏ˿˶ʊʧʂʅʚʇʲʈɫཬڈʆܷʩʃʕɴʫɊρʆ
ʎʪমʡʉɮʉʂʅɣɾɋɶɪɶɊρۋឭʫɾˬ́˂̀˺ʊʎɊӉᄊ
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ᑵʆᅞʠʃɰʨʫɾʇʎɣɧɊɼʍݼɮɫʂʅɣɾɋ˓˫ʹʸʍʸ
̂˃ˋ̉˖̎̍ˣ˫ˏ˃̎ށᒨܞɊᒨˈˀ́˄ʼˏϥʆʎӍቍɫᑬɶ
ɮยʮʫɊ˴̀ʸʍቚఖɫᆴށʊቚʮʫʅɣʪɋ
ɉ˧ʼ̃ · ͳʎ˩ˌ̉˗̉Ӎቍʍϥܞʍ˴̀ʸʊɊ˃̀ˏ˞ᒓʍԎᆌ
ʇᆾବɸʘɬ᮲ɫ୮ɪʫʅɣʪʇɣɥɋ˃̀ˏ˞ʎᒨ๖ʗʍނЋ
ʍɩؙɱʇɊɼʫʊড়ɧʪ᠖ᦖʉ˴̀ʸʍ૭᠊ʊ߂ʝʂʅɣʪɋ˃̀ˏ
˞ʍᄉɫාጳʇɶʅϕɫʫʪɲʇʎվ៵ɿɫɊ˃̀ˏ˞ʊয়࠷ʊূʂ
ɾͥκʍ੶ʝɶʣɪʉɲʍާ৷ʍߑʱᥱɶʅʡκɫɾʈʪᦐɫቌɴʫ
ʅɣʪʇɣɧʪ─²³━ɋɼɲʊʨʫʪථી᧖ԔʎΟʆɊᏎ৷ʇ
৷ɫɷʨʫʪɋɼʫʊ๚ʘʪʇɊຼʍ˴̀ʸ҈ʎᭉݼʊɩɪʫɊʝ
ʇʝʩɫʉɣɋቼʡρ̉˗̉ˌ˩ۋʍϥܞʱɾাʍɺɣɪɊॆ
ʊ᯳ʨʫʅɣʪৈ҈ʎɣʨʉɣʇ৲ɥʚʈʆɡʂɾɋɲʫʱ́ˣ̍̊ʿ
ʸʺ˾̎˶ʎตʍʧɥʊលʂʅɣʪɋ
ɔఄϥʍѣށʉʍͥʃʎɊ
ݕʱɥᒨۑɫɊɸʏʨɶɣቛࠜᆔʝʇʝʩʱɺʅɣʪɲʇʆɊɼɲ
ʊᦘ᥎ຫʊʧʪ០ɫӂɮࠓۦɶʉɣɲʇʆɸɋͳʎɹױѮʊɡ
ʩɊᒨ๖ʎंѮɊɼɶʅᒨκɾʀʎψʍ์ᬤʊ࢙ɶʅɣʪʇɣɥʮɰʆ
ɸɕ─²´━ɋɼɶʅɊɔˍ˗̀ʸʍ˧̂́˸ʍᄗʍᓗাʍ͵ʊɡʪ˩ˌ̉˗
̉පॾʍɊ˸̉̂ʸ̎́ʍᒨܞʊᜓʂʅɳជʉɴɣɋƃƃݕᄘʍͼʍ
ॆʱʧɮԔɶʅɳជʉɴɣɋӂɮɸʏʨɶɣʡʍʆɸɋƃƃᒨ๖ʎۨ
ͫʍϥʍʆʎɡʩʝɺʲɋƃƃ˴̀ʸʎͼއৈࠍʍͬʊɊ˃̀ˏ˞
ʧʩʎࡷɴɮɊ˃̀ˏ˞ʍตʊɮʪ˴̀ʸɿɰʍᱝʞɊ˴̀ʸɿɰɫ࢙
ɸʪᱝʞʊɡʩʝɸɕ─²µ━ʇɊࣿቍʱնʠʅɣʪɋ

ɩʮʩʊ
ɉρۋɊ˩ˌ̉˗̉ʍ˜ˀ˞ˉˏʍɳɮͥᧅʱឭʌɊᒨ๖ʱࡴʌʅɣ
ɮӑʊࠜʒᒑɧɴɺʨʫʪɲʇɫݼɮɊ˴̀ʸʊʃɣʅʍಢʱ៦ʞ᥏ɶ
ʅɣʂɾɋɼʲʉͼʆɊɾʝɾʝԎϥʂɾಢʊɖ˴̀ʸʇʎ៧ɿʂɾʍ
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ɪɗʇɣɥಢɫɡʂɾɋᜓɬʄʝʂʅɣɾɔ˴̀ʸ៵ɕʊʃɣʅɴʕ
ʪʧɥʉ៵௮ʊԎϥɣɊʠʅɊ˴̀ʸʱለኴɶᇀɶɾɋɼʫʎɖϥ
ટዞɗ¹ ዞʊʞʨʫʪ˴̀ʸʱʡɥ्ͥ៦ʞᇀɸɲʇʆɡʂɾɋ
ɉɲʍ៵௮ʱܙጅɶʉɫʨ৲ɣԎɶɾʍɫи៵ݥ௮ʆɡʪɋɖ˧ʼ̃ಅ
ፍʊɩɰʪɔ˃̀ˏ˞ʍϹɕʇɶʅʍϥɗ─²━ɫቼʍи៵ݥ௮ʍ
˜̎˴ʆɡʂɾɋ
ɖϥટዞɗ
ɔዿͥዞϥʍኂҘʊʃɣʅɕʍ · ɫ─
ϥʍᡑ━ʇʉʂʅɊϥʱපɍʉʡʍʊᠱɧʅɣʪɋɼʍাʍ ¸ ʎ─˃
̀ˏ˞ʍቛኂϹʆɡʪϥ━ɫ៍ᥙɴʫʅɊϥʍᄉاɫʣʎʩɾʇɧ
ʍͬʊ୮ɪʫʅɣʪɋቼʎɲɲɪʨ៵௮ʍ˜̎˴ʱכʂʅɣʪɋ
ɉɲʍͼʆɊ
ɔᯃɊϹɊҰགɕ─³━ʇɣɥɫᨁʊʉʪɫɊʈɥɶʅ
ʡҰགʊʃɣʅಅɬɬʪɲʇɫʆɬɹɊቛኂϹʇɶʅʍϹʇᯃʍʞʊ
ʉʂʅɣɾɋϺీʍఖɪҰགʊʃɣʅʡಅɬɊϥʱనሯʊɶɾɣ
ʇ৲ʂʅɣɾɋ
ɉቼʍͼʆʎϥʇɣɥʇɔ๖ʉʪϥɕʍɫওɮɡʂɾɋɼʍɲ
ʇʱɊ
ɔ˴̀ʸशɕʊɊቼʊʇʂʅᒨ๖ʇϥʎԕʩɶɧʉɣࠓۦʇ
ɶʅɖˁ˞̀˙˅ంᒫɗ─´━ ʊಅɣɾɲʇɫʪɋకʊɊɼʍీɪʨɊ
ϥʍҰགʱ˴̀ʸʍͼʊʞʪʧɥʊʉʂʅɣɾɋ
ɉ˧ʼ̃ɫϥ៵ʍ˞ˏ˃˜ށʆɡʪʾ˫ʽ˓κʗʍᎧʊɊɔϥʎ
˃̀ˏ˞ʍϹʆɡʩɊɸʘʅʊɩɣʅɸʘʅʱགɾɶʅɣʪఄʍགʀʅ
ɩʨʫʪܬʆɸɕ─²̍³´━ɊʇಅɣʅɣʪɋɶɪɶɊႻ࠷ʍϥʊɼʫ
ʱឍʪʊʎᇁঞʍдϕɫɴʫʪɋɼʫʱዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳʎɊ
ϥʍ๖ʇɶʅ˴̀ʸʱᒑࡗɶɊϥʇ˴̀ʸʱԕʩɶɧʉɣʡʍʇɶ
ʅ୮ɮɲʇʊʧʂʅɊ
ɔϥʎᒨʉʪԂާʊɩɣʅɊɶʞʡɶʮʡʉɣ
─ʾ˫ʽ˔ ¶̍³¸━ࠬીʊɸʆʊԥᦑɶʅɣʪɫɊдᒓʎʝɿɼʫʊՖ
ʠʅɣʪɋɕ
─·¶ ━ʇɶʅɣʪɋ
ɉ˴̀ʸʎʺʾˏʍ๖ʆɡʩɊၔԠʊᦦʏʫɊɡɫʉʮʫɾఄʆɡʂ
ɾɋɶɪɶీʊɊʺʾˏʍᦧលʊʧʂʅɊʺʾˏʱдɷʪʡʍʍ๖ʆ
ʡɡʪɋಢ៵௮ʆଶʩ᥏ʂɾᒨಅɊᒨʉʪϧ૭ʍʈʫʱᥱɶʅʡɊ˴
̀ʸʎɣʃʡͥκʍᦦʏʫɾκၑʆɡʪʇӉʊɊᭂκഓᆔʉቛʍ̍
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ϥʱʡବɶʅɣɾɋϥʍЋاʎɊቛʍលᗼʱᒫɬɊɼʫʱ༈ʠɊӑ
ᮅ֊ɶʅቛʍࠍʱᄊʞ─ቍ━ɊᓑʅɊͳʊͮɧʅɣɮɲʇʆɡʪɋʝ
ɴʊɊ˴̀ʸʍɼʫʇɷʆɡʪɋ²º·µ श ²² ಏ ³² ఖɊɮɶɮʡᒨ๖
ʍސႈʱឧɸʪఖʊɊӆϥᠳʎɲʍɖϥટዞɗʱ૭៖ɶʅɣʪɋɼ
ʫʱ૭៖ɸʪʊঞʂʅɊ˧ʼ̃ · ͳʎ˴̀ʸʊɔϥʍ๖ɕʍኋ׳ʱୃ
ɱɊᎹಡʊɪɥ˴̀ʸдʱఄϊɰʅɣʪ─µ━ɋ
ɉዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳাɊ̃̎˴̍ˁ˞̀˙˅ʆɊ˴̀ʸдɫϵͬɶ
ɖˉ̉
ɾ─¶━ʍʊ๚ʘɊ˃̀ˏ˞᠈ʆʍ˴̀ʸ៵ɫӖᕁɶʅɣʪɋ
˃̀ʼ˶ɗ៕ʍɔ˴̀ʸၔᭂɕʎɼʫʨʱᭂʠɾʡʍʆɡʩɊɼʫʱӖ
ᐁᭂɶʅಅፚ֊ɶɾʡʍɫɖ˴̀ʸʇʎ៧ɿʂɾʍɪɗʆɡʪɋɼʍͼ
ʊɔ˜ˀ˞ˉˏʎɊቛɫ˃̀ˏ˞ʊɩɰʪంɶɣκκഓʇɼʍϥʍ
Մʱᆾବɶʅૌɥκᯕʊͮɧʪͼᆔথߑʆɡʩׄ҈ʆɡʪɕʇɣɥ
ɸɯʫɾឧΟɫɡʂɾ─·━ɋ
ɉ
ɔ˴̀ʸʇʎ៧ɪɕɊᫎशᠳ៵ɴʫʅɬɾɲʇʆʎɡʪɫɊ˴̀ʸɫ
³±±± शʊʮɾʂʅϥʍͼʆʡʂʅɣɾᎃቛʎʣʎʩПʫʉɣʡʍɫ
ɡʪʇɣɧʪɋɼʫʎɊ˴̀ʸɫʝɴʊɊቛʊɩɣʅɊቼɾʀͥκͥκ
ɫɊϥɫɊɡʪʘɬߑʉʍɿɪʨʆɡʪɋɼʍੜءʆɊᦐɶʪʘʆɡ
ʪʇʡɣɧʧɥɋͥκͥκɫ˴̀ʸʱ༈ʠʪɲʇʊʧʂʅ˃̀ˏ˞ʱᇽ
ʪɸɯʫɾఄຫʱᄉɬʪʇɬɊϥʎɼʍᤝɬɊಢಿʍߑʱᜟɶʅɣɮ
ʍʆɡʬɥ─¸━ɋ
ɉዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳʎɊɼʍɖϥટዞɗʍᎹዞʊɊʮɹɪ ²¹ 
ʍ៵ᥙʆɊ˃̀ˏ˞៵Ɋᒨ᭟៵Ɋϥ៵ʇʍɪɪʮʩʆɊ˦˿̉ˏɡʪ
˴̀ʸ៵ʱ࢘ɶɊ˃̀ˏ˞ ³±±± शʍำװʱΟʊʝʇʠʅɣʪɋ
ʠʅዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳʍѣށɴʇɊɼʫʱʚʇʲʈɲʉɶʅɣʉɣ
Ⴛ࠷ʱᅞɶɾለኴʆɡʂɾɋ
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ີ
ʎɷʠʊ
─ ² ━˧ʼ̃ · ͳɖ˴̀ʸ̀ˏ̍˅́˞ʻˏɗͼއԎ၅Ɋ²º¸·̍·̍
²±─³ Ԩ━
Ɋp.72
ᒨಅʊʪ˴̀ʸ
─ ² ━˫˿̉ˍˏˉϥឰɖᒨಅɉׄ௮ഊវʊʧʪףៜឰɉՄͳឧɗͼއ
Ԏ၅Ɋp.43Ɋ
─¹━
ɖంˁ˞̀˙˅ށΟӍƍɗለኴɊ²ºº¹̍²Ɋpp.1150 ╖ 1151 ב
─³━
ဆɋ
─ ´ ━ ᱝ  Ш ͥ ᐁɖ ቛ ʍ ቬ ᮬ ʊ ড় ɧ ʪ  ɗLITONɊ²ººµ̍²²̍³¶Ɋ
p.162
ɖ˴̀ʸ៵Ӂɗ─ͼއԎ၅Ɋ²º¸²̍º̍³²━ʱᗾɶɾʸ̉˞ˡ
─µ━
ˀ̍ʾ˦̉ʗ̀ˏ˕जʊʧʪɔ˴̀ʸ៵ɕʍ᠘ᑵɋ
─ ¶ ━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸ̀ˏ̍˅́˞ʻˏɗp.27
─ · ━˫˿̉ˍˏˉϥឰɖᒨಅɉׄ௮ഊវʊʧʪףៜឰɉ˾˥ˣቬᮬ
ಅɗͼއԎ၅Ɋp.43Ɋ─µ━
─ ¸ ━Գࣃ៝ɖˠˌ̂ʍʺʾˏɗలቾɊ³±±²̍·̍³¶Ɋpp.104 ╖
108ɔࡂఎʇʍʮʩɕψבဆɋ
─ ¹ ━˫˿̉ˍˏˉϥឰɖᒨಅɉׄ௮ഊវʊʧʪףៜឰɉ˴́ˉቬᮬ
ಅɗͼއԎ၅Ɋp.45Ɋ─²¶━
─ º ━Գಅɖᒨಅɉׄ௮ഊវʊʧʪףៜឰɉ˾˥ˣቬᮬಅɗp.197Ɋ
─²·━
─²±━
ɖ˾˥ˣᵎቌ᩻ɗ²³ ዞʍɔާʇዛɕבဆɋ
─²²━˫˿̉ˍˏˉϥឰɖᒨಅɉׄ௮ഊវʊʧʪףៜឰɉ˾˥ˣᵎቌ
᩻ɗͼއԎ၅Ɋ²º¸³̍´̍³±Ɋpp.83 ╖ 87Ɋ─² ╖ ²·━בဆɋ
ϥʍำװʊɩɰʪ˴̀ʸ
─ ² ━H̍ ʺ ʽ ˝ ʹ ̉ɖ ӆ ϥ ᠳ  װɗ ֪ ኾ Ɋ²º¹·̍´̍´²Ɋpp.26 ╖
28Ɋˡˁʺ˺дʱʠɯʪ៵ΝɊpp.37 ╖ 38Ɋˁ́ˇ˟̉ʍд
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בဆɋ
ɖంˁ˞̀˙˅ށΟӍƎɗለኴɊ³±±³̍¹Ɋpp.1139 ╖ 1140ɋ
─³━
ʉɩɊԳಅɖӆϥᠳװɗpp.32 ╖ 37ɊוʒɊ
ɖ˃̀ˏ˞װǌ
ျీϐɗ᠘Ɋ²º¹²̍³̍³¶Ɋpp.222 ╖ 228 ʊʎɊ˜ˀ˞ˉ
ˏʊࡩטɶɾˣˏ˞̀ʼˏʍሐʇɊɲʍʍΟɫಅɪʫʅɣ
ʪɋ
─ ´ ━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸ̀ˏ̍˅́˞ʻˏɗp.82ɊԳಅɖ˴̀ʸ៵Ӂ
ɗp.³±µɊוʒɊ┝̍˸́˞˴̉Ɋ┠̍˃˻̉ˆɊψᐁɖ˴̀
ʸʇʎ៧ɿʂɾʍɪɗంԎ၅Ɋ²ºº´̍¶̍³¶Ɋpp.145 ╖ 146
ጇɊבဆɋ
─ µ ━˝̉˚ʹ̉˂̎Ɋˍʽ̎̉˷˙˚ʷ̎ɖˁ˞̀˙˅ϥ௮ಅᢁ௶
ᭂɗʾ̉˝́̂ಅॉɊ²º¸µ̍º̍´±Ɋp.429Ɋ├ ³¹±´ɊʉɩɊ├
³¹±± ╖ ³¹±µ ʡבဆɋ
─ ¶ ━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸʇʎ៧ɿʂɾʍɪɗp.158 בဆɋ
─ · ━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸ៵Ӂɗp.284 בဆɋ
─ ¸ ━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸ៵Ӂɗp.350ɋ
─ ¹ ━Գಅɖˁ˞̀˙˅ϥ௮ಅᢁ௶ᭂɗɊ├ ´º±´ɋ࠹លᆌऑԳাʍ
ၤʎ├ ´º±± ╖ ´º±µ בဆɋ
─ º ━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸʇʎ៧ɿʂɾʍɪɗp.162 בဆɋ
─²±━֪ࢡࠜށᆹиɖӆϥᠳព៥עಅ ´ ┅ᔵងʱ༈ʠʪϥɗͼއԎ၅
Ɋ²º·º̍²̍³±Ɋpp.564 ╖Ɋɔዿ ¹ ዞીዒʍᏀᐄɕבဆɋ
─²²━֪ࢡࠜށᆹиɖዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳӆ௮ಅӂᭂɗˋ̉˧ʼ̃Ɋ
³±±²̍¸̍²ɔӍቍટዞɕp.7Ɋ─²━
ɋ
─²³━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸʇʎ៧ɿʂɾʍɪɗp.169
─²´━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸʇʎ៧ɿʂɾʍɪɗpp.169 ╖ 170
─²µ━The Anglican - Roman Catholic International Commission
─ARCIC━
ɉ
žThe Seattle Statement Îâóú»¡Èóâäæ¡âïå¡Éðñæ¡êï¡

Äéóêôõ ſSeattle, Feastof Presentation, February2, 2004ɋᆖ
ु˃̀ˏ˞ͥᔸୟើᠳϥɊᒨӆϥ̍̃̎˴ˁ˞̀˙˅۔ᬫ߆
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ىϥЀીɊˍʸ˞́ੜ௮ಅɖ˴̀ʸ┅˃̀ˏ˞ʊɩɰʪਚʞʇ
औಙɗ³±±µ̍³̍³─ᱝШͥ౪࠳ឰ━בဆɋ
Ӎቍʊʞʪ˴̀ʸ
─ ² ━֪ࣽͪຟಘɖʺˉ̉─ᒨᄘ҈━ʍᦐ┅˩ˌ̉˗̉ʍဆʱᥟʂʅ
┅ɗປԎಅంɊ²ºº¸̍²̍²±ɋථ੍ɪʨ ³± शʱᡸʣɶʅԎ၅
ɴʫɾɸʏʨɶɣӟᇍ̍௮ᭂʆɡʪɋఄฬϥʱᏧᑦɶʅʍᗾ
ᒓ༰ʍඋᐠʆɡʩɊρۋʍ˩ˌ̉˗̉Ӎቍࣿቍʡɲʍಢʊ٩ᆌ
ɴʫɾʡʍɫݼɣʇលɧʪ
─ ³ ━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸ̀ˏ̍˅́˞ʻˏɗp.9Ɋॆ௮
─ ´ ━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸ̀ˏ̍˅́˞ʻˏɗp.89
─ µ ━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸ̀ˏ̍˅́˞ʻˏɗp.91
─ ¶ ━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸ̀ˏ̍˅́˞ʻˏɗp.92
─ · ━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸ̀ˏ̍˅́˞ʻˏɗp.84
─ ¸ ━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸ̀ˏ̍˅́˞ʻˏɗp.85
─ ¹ ━ɲʫʊʃɣʅʎᯮᄑՕʍ˱̎˶̍˰̎ˎӚᯃɫɼʍթᄘ҈ʆ
ɡʪʍʆɻʑʅʚɶɣɋ
─ º ━ɲʍށᒨॱܞዒʍำװʊʃɣʅʎɊ໒ᨂحᄉɖʺˏ˕̉ˬ̎́ʍ
ށᒨܞɗͼӆంಅɊ³±±´̍³̍³¶ ʊ៍ɶɣɋ
¸ žThe Museum of Chora Mosaics and Frescoesſ
─²±━Ilhan Aksit
¸ Kültür Turizm Sanat Ajans Ltd.Sti.
¸ 1st édition, 2002 ב
Aksit
ဆɋ
─²²━˞̂˙˗ࣃʎ̊ʽˡˏʍ˿ˆ̎ˠʊɡʪࡷɴʉࣃʆɊᒨ˴́ˉށ
ᒨܞʊҳዒʃɲʇ ³±± शʊɊɲʍ˿ˆ̎ˠʆʎɷʠʊ״ॎᒨܞ
ɫॱʅʨʫɾʇɲʬʆɡʪɋɣʝʎࡇʫɊࡷɴʉ༫ʆᬆʩʪʇͥ
ಢᦐʆˁ˜˟˿́ʊᇗɮɋψʊʎɲʫʇɣɥʡʍɫϺʡʂʅɣ
ʉɣɋ
─²³━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸ̀ˏ̍˅́˞ʻˏɗp.73
─²´━P.René Voillaume 'La Vierge '─žMasses ouuriéres. féoriesſ,
²º¶µ━Ɋ́ˣ̍̊ʿʸʺ˾̎˶Ɋ᮶ࠍឰɖᒨ๖ɗp.54
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─²µ━ɉpp.55 ╖ 56
ɩʮʩʊ
─ ² ━ଙᗾɊͫౙࠜށࠜށᬎለኴቿи៵ݥ௮ɖ˧ʼ̃ಅፍʊɩɰʪɔ˃
̀ˏ˞ʍϹɕʇɶʅʍϥɗ²º¸´̍²̍´²ɋ
─ ³ ━Benoit, P.żCorps,Tête et Plérôme-dans les épîtres de la
captivitéŽ
žRevue Bibliqueſvol.63─1956━ɉבဆɋ
ɖˁ˞̀˙˅ంᒫɗ²º¹¹̍²̍²¸Ɋ· ᮅɔቼʊʇʂʅʍᒨ๖┅ʉɻ
─´━
ƃƃʇ٨ʮɹʊฯʟκᄉʍᦐɶʪʘɕ
─ µ ━Գಅɖӆϥᠳព៥עಅ ´ ┅ᔵងʱ༈ʠʪϥɗpp.604 ╖ 609
ዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳዿ ´ ϥಜϥీʍ˧ʼ̃ · ͳʍលᗼבဆɋ
─ ¶ ━ಢ៵௮ʆݼᄍɶɾ˧ʼ̃ · ͳʍЋুᆔնؙɖ˴̀ʸ̀ˏ̍˅́
˞ʻˏɗʎɊዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳা ²± शᏀʂɾీɊˁ˞̀˙˅
ϥʊɩɰʪ˴̀ʸдʍၤɪʨӆऑɴʫʅɣʪɋ
─ · ━Գಅɖ˴̀ʸʇʎ៧ɿʂɾʍɪɗpp.167 ╖ 178
─ ¸ ━J.E. ˩˫ʽ˞ɖంɶɣీϐʍᒨ๖ɗާࠍ˧ʼ̃ϥɊ²º¹²̍¶̍
²¶Ɋpp.16 ╖ 17Ɋ¶· ψɋ˩˫ʽ˞जɪʨʡ ´ ̌ಏɊɔ˴̀ʸ
៵ɕʱ̂ˎˠ̍˶̉˝ʹʆᒴ᠘ɸʪɲʇɫʆɬɾɋɲʍಢʎजʍ
ɔ˴̀ʸ៵ɕʱᮂणʊʧɮʝʇʠʅɣʪɋɖϥટዞɗʇɖ˴̀ʸ
̀ˏ̍˅́˞ʻˏɗʍព៥ʆɊ˴̀ʸʱɔ᠊לʍ˴̀ʸɕʇɶʅ
ಅɪʫʅɩʩɊבᒑʊʉʂɾɋ
ɉʉɩɊᒨಅʍঃᄍʎɊಅၑɪʨʍঃᄍ௮ʱԠʇɶʅɊɖᒨಅɉంӉ
ɉឰɉఘᒨಅᏙᐁʃɬɗఖಢᒨಅ֩ϥɊ²º¹¸ɉʱЋᄍɶɾɋ
ɉɉ
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The Role of Communicative Competence in
L2 Learning

Masashito Kamiya
Introduction
It has been well over three decades since communicative
approach to language teaching first appeared in print in the
field of second language acquisition (SLA). In various types of
language institutions in Japan, including universities and colleges,
language teachers and curriculum researchers have implemented
communication-oriented teaching syllabi to seek for more effective
ways for improving students’ communication skills to replace the traditional, grammar-oriented approach of the past. To some Japanese
teachers of English, however, a Communicative Language Teaching
(CLT) approach is challenging to adopt in their classroom, for the
current model of communicative competence, which is viewed as the
basis of CLT, has been developed on native-speaker norms that are
different socioculturally and educationally from those of the Japanese (Komiya, Samimy, and Kobayashi, 2004; Wolfson, 1983) and
that there has been much confusion regarding what CLT actually
requires teachers to do in their communicatively functional syllabus
(Brown, 1994b). There is no doubt, however, that, in learning an L2,
it is necessary for students to acquire, in addition to phonological
and lexico-grammatical knowledge, ways to communicate with others
using their target language. The problem is how. In this paper, I will,
ﬁrst, look at how the notion of communicative competence has come
to play an important role in the fields of sociolinguistics and SLA
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over the years. Then, I will discuss how communicative competence
should be incorporated into L2 teaching at the college level in Japan.

Chomsky’s Perspective on Competence
ɉThe conception of communicative competence came about in
reaction to the following assertion made by generative-grammarian
Norm Chomsky»
Linguistic theory is concerned primarily with an ideal
speaker - listener, in a completely homogeneous speech community, who knows its language perfectly and is unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant conditions as memory
limitations, distractions, shifts of attention and interest, and
errors (random or characteristic) in applying his knowledge of
the language in actual performance. (Chomsky, 1965: 3)
Chomsky clearly distinguished the description of language form
(competence) and language use (performance) and established that
the speaker - listener’s internal grammar that judges the gram maticality of sentences should be the main object of investigation for
linguists.

Perspectives from Sociolinguistics
Äðîîöïêäâõê÷æ¡Äðîñæõæïäæ: ¡Éúîæô
It was not long before Chomsky’s notion of idealized linguistic
competence came under attack. Dell Hymes, a sociolinguist as well
as ethnographer of communication, was the first, among many
distinguished language scholars, to introduce the idea of communicative competence in terms of the “appropriateness of sociocultural sig-
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niﬁcance of an utterance” (Canale and Swain, 1980). Hymes (1974),
retaining the idea of Chomsky’s underlying grammatical competence,
looks at contextual relevance as one of the crucial aspects of one’s
knowledge of language and claims that meaning in communication
is determined by its speech community and actual communicative
event in question, which consists of the following components he
calls SPEAKING (a mnemonic code word): Setting, Participants,
Ends, Act sequence, Key, Instrumentalities, Norms of interaction
and interpretation, and Genre (see Hymes, 1974; Coulthard, 1985;
Jaworski and Coupland, 1999 ; Kramsch, 1993 ; and Wardhaugh,
1998, for detailed descriptions of SPEAKING). These are broadly
considered speech contexts in which real verbal interaction takes
place. For a person to say he or she knows a language, therefore, he
or she must know “when to speak, when not, ... what to talk about
with whom, when, where, in what manner” (Hymes, 1972: 277), in
addition to how to make a sentence grammatical. In other words, he
maintains that the knowledge of language that Chomsky associated
with competence should be taken more comprehensively to include
knowledge about the above-mentioned components, namely the rules
of language use.
Furthermore, in addition to the knowledge of appropriateness
a speaker is presumed to have in using his or her language, Hymes
brings into discussion the issue of occurrence (whether and to what
extent something is done) and feasibility (whether and to what
extent something is possible under any given circumstance), which
makes not only one’s knowledge but also expectation part of his or
her competence (Duranti, 1988; Hymes, 1972; Saville-Troike 1989,
1996). This more elaborated concept of communicative competence
has broadened the deﬁnition and treatment of language competence
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for linguistic inquiry.

Õéæ¡Æõéïðèóâñéêäâí¡Ñðêïõ¡ðç¡×êæø: ¡Ôâ÷êííæ-Õóðêìæ
Saville-Troike, another ethnographer who is fundamentally in
line with Hymes’ notion of communicative competence, considers the
issue from the viewpoint of second or foreign language contexts. She
distinctly divides a central construct of communicative competence
into three types of knowledge: linguistic, interactional, and cultural
knowledge (Saville-Troike, 1989, 1996). The first one roughly corresponds to what Chomsky formulated as competence, with one lucid
difference: the inclusion of linguistic features that may transmit
social messages as well as referential meanings, in linguistic description. Citing her own experience with a Japanese learner of English
who used the phrase on her term paper “and all that clap” to mean
“etc.”, Saville-Troike argues that recognizing linguistic variations
that carry certain social meanings sometimes pose serious problems
even for advanced students of English. Therefore, knowledge of
the full range of the linguistic code, including those features that
transmit social information, she concludes, needs to be viewed as
part of one’s communicative competence.
The second property she considers necessary for communicative
competence is interactional skills, namely the knowledge and
expectation of social norms and conventions. Native speakers of
English know how to execute their talk appropriately in a given
communicative setting, such as how to do turn - taking naturally
when talking to a friend or how to ask someone of a higher status to
do something for them. These interactional skills are difﬁcult for students to learn because in many cases they are not taught explicitly
in the classroom. Besides the pronunciation of words, grammatical
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construction of sentences, and the use of vocabulary that learners
are presented and learn, according to Saville-Troike, the interaction
patterns are an essential part of communicative competence they
need to acquire.
Cultural knowledge, especially the social structure of the speech
community and the values and attitudes attached to language use, is
the third component for Saville-Troike’s communicative competence.
For example, a native speaker of English can readily identify ways of
speaking that are appropriate for men and women, for children and
adults, and for the educated and uneducated. For English learners,
however, it may not be so easy, and if they are not able to recognize
how a group of people “speaks well” in a conversational exchange,
and hence fail to act accordingly, they might make themselves a
target of ridicule or imputation or simply offend their conversation
partner. As we can see, these three areas of knowledge Saville-Troike
proposes as basic constituents of one’s communicative competence
are all related to Hymes’ appropriateness in communicative events
in which interlocutors conduct verbal acts.ɉɉɉɉ

Êïõæóâäõêðïâí¡Âôñæäõô: ¡Èöîñæóû
Perhaps more anthropologically inclined, Gumperz, citing
Goffman’s (1981) “Interactional Order,” which is the organization of
discourse functioning to bridge the linguistic and social elements,
argues that one should look at talk in context as one form of communicative practice. Talk is not “just a matter of individuals’ encoding
and decoding messages” (Gumperz, 2001: 218), but also something by
which conversationalists attempt to attain their communicative goals
in real-life communicative exchange. Gumperz questions whether
theoretical linguists should use judgment of grammaticality as the
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basis for syntactic analysis. He points out that whether a sentence is
grammatical or not cannot be determined without a speaker’s ability
to imagine a context in which the sentence is interpreted. He is also
aware that the scope of sociolinguistic research on an interlocutor’s
communicative competence has become somewhat narrower, as
many sociolinguists simply preoccupy themselves with finding the
occurrence and distribution of uttered items or verbal strategies in
speech situations based on such external variables as speakers and
hearers, audience, settings, and so on (Gumperz, 1997). According
to Gumperz, this approach runs the risk of making sociolinguistics
research on competence “highly particularistic” (1997: 40).
Discussing meaning creation and interpretation at a more
general level than the mere sentence level, Gumperz emphasizes the
importance of how interlocutors share signaling conventions necessary to carry on their conversations. One aspect of the productive
and interpretive processes he calls contextualization cues has been of
special interest to him. Contextualization cues, deﬁned as linguistic,
paralinguistic, or interactive features habitually used and perceived
by interlocutors in order to realize this signaling effect, take many
different forms such as the selection of a certain style or code, the use
of certain syntactic or lexical forms, and strategies involving conversation openings and closings, just to name a few (Gumperz, 1982).
The following brief dialog has a number of contextualization cues
and other discoursive structures contributing to the establishment of
a shared understanding of what is actually happening between the
two interlocutors:
A: Are you going to be here for ten minutes?
B: Go ahead and take your break. Take longer, if you want.
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A: I’ll just be outside on the porch. Call me if you need me.
B: OK. Don’t worry.
(Gumperz, 1997: 41)
Gumperz argues that if these two interlocutors’ knowledge
about their language is limited to a sentence-level, grammatical
correctness, such a simple message as a request and its acceptance
can not be interpreted and therefore not successfully exchanged.
For example, B’s understanding of A’s first utterance as a request
was possible because B was aware of the illocutionary force of A’s
question and used conversational inference to arrives at a correct
interpretation of A’s intention. Conversational inferences such as
this are cued contextually, according to Gumperz (1997), by rhythmic
organization, utterance prominence to highlight some elements, the
signaling of turn-taking, the choice of discourse strategies that inﬂuence their interpretation, and so on. In summary, Gumperz’s view of
a person’s language competence is that it is a matter that always has
to be discussed in relation to interaction, and the appropriate contextualization to mark communicative conventions is an indispensable
factor for the success in conversational exchange. This runs parallel
to the notion of competence developed by Hymes and Saville-Troike,
although the focus is different.

Perspectives from Second Language Acquisition
Çðöó¡Âóæâô¡ðç¡Äðîîöïêäâõê÷æ¡Äðîñæõæïäæ: ¡Äâïâíæ¡âïå¡Ôøâêï
In their often - cited article on communicative competence in
relation to second language pedagogy, Canale and Swain (1980)
proposed a theoretical framework in which they outline the contents
and boundaries of three areas of communicative competence: gram-
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matical, sociolinguistic, and strategic competence. Sociolinguistic
competence was further divided by Canale (1983) into two separate
components:¡ sociolinguistic and discourse competence. He defines
communicative competence as “the underlying systems of knowledge
and skill required for communication” (Canale, 1983: 5). What is
intriguing about their framework of communicative competence
is that even the aspects of skills that are needed to employ the
knowledge are now assumed to be part of one’s competence. The
communicative competence is, then, distinguished from what Canale
calls “actual communication,” which is defined as “the realization
of such knowledge and skill under limiting psychological and environmental conditions such as memory and perceptual constraints,
fatigue, nervousness, distractions, and interfering background
noises” (Canale, 1983: 5). If we are to compare Canale and Swain’s
construct of communicative competence with that of Chomsky’s
in a broad sense, Chomsky’s “competence” is equivalent to the
“grammatical competence” mentioned by Canale and Swain, and all
other areas of their framework are lacking in Chomsky’s deﬁnition.
As far as performance is concerned, Chomsky’s performance and
Canale and Swain’s actual communication point to roughly the same
phenomenon of uttering sentences in real communicative situations.
The four areas of communicative competence they identified are
brieﬂy outlined below:

Grammatical competence. The mastery of L2 phonological
and lexicogrammatical rules and rules of sentence formation;
that is, to be able to express and interpret literal meaning of
utterances (e.g., acquisition of pronunciation, vocabulary, word
and sentence meaning, construction of grammatical sentences,
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correct spelling, etc.)

Sociolinguistic competence. The mastery of sociocultural rules
of appropriate use of L2; that is, how utterances are produced
and understood in different sociolinguistic contexts (e.g.,
understanding of speech act conventions, awareness of norms
of stylistic appropriateness, the use of a language to signal
social relationships, etc.)

Discourse competence. The mastery of rules concerning
cohesion and coherence of various kinds of discourse in L2
(e.g., use of appropriate pronouns, synonyms, conjunctions,
substitution, repetition, marking of congruity and continuity,
topic-comment sequence, etc.)

Strategic competence. The mastery of verbal and non-verbal
communication strategies in L2 used when attempting to compensate for deﬁciencies in the grammatical and sociolinguistic
competence or to enhance the effectiveness of communication
(e.g., paraphrasing, how to address others when uncertain of
their relative social status, slow speech for rhetorical effect,
etc.)

As it is clear from the way their framework is described, their
intention was to discover the kinds of knowledge and skills that an
L2 learner needs to be taught and to develop the theoretical basis
for a communicative approach in the second language teaching
based on an understanding of the nature of human communication
(Canale and Swain, 1980). In addition, their framework indicates
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that it is the rules that an L2 learner must learn for accumulation of
their knowledge and skills to be communicatively competent in the
use of their target language and that these rules are not confined
to systematic rules of grammar only but are also applied to all
aspects of a language. Since they put forward their ﬁrst framework
of communicative competence in detail, there have been numerous
studies that have analyzed it more comprehensively or employ it in
SLA research (Bachman and Palmer, 1982; Kasper and Rose, 2002;
O’Malley and Chamot, 1990; Swain, 1985; Skehan, 1995; Tarone and
Yule, 1989; Verhoeven, 1997).

Äðîîöïêäâõê÷æ¡Íâïèöâèæ¡Âãêíêõú: ¡Ãâäéîâïɉɉ
Ten years after Canale and Swain had introduced the inﬂuential
framework of communicative competence, a more comprehensive,
stratiﬁed model was proposed by Bachman, who stressed the importance of describing “the processes by which [the] various components
interact with each other and with the context in which language use
occurs” (Bachman, 1990: 81). He pointed out the fact that earlier
theories on language proficiency, particularly the frameworks constructed by Lado (1961) and Carroll (1961, 1968), apparently failed
to take into account the distinction between linguistic knowledge
and the four basic language skills (speaking, listening, writing, and
reading), arguing that it was difﬁcult to see whether the knowledge
components were understood in their theories as simply manifested
in the language skills in different modalities and channels, or
whether they are fundamentally different in quality (Bachman,
1990).
Using a different terminology for the object of description (Bachman calls it “communicative language ability,” which is abbreviated
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as CLA), he developed three central components for CLA that are
essential to deﬁne one’s competence in communicative language use:
language competence, strategic competence, and psychophysiological
mechanisms. Of the three, though, only language competence is dealt
with here. The first component he termed as language competence
consists of two parts : organizational competence and pragmatic
competence. The organizational competence is further divided
into grammatical competence and textual competence. Bachman’s
grammatical competence is consonant with Canale and Swain’s
grammatical competence, in that it comprises abilities to control the
formal structure of language. The second one, textual competence,
pertains to the knowledge of conventions for cohesion and coherence
and rhetorical organization. It also includes conventions for language
use in conversations, involving starting, maintaining, and closing
conversations. Bachman’s textual competence can, thus, be said to
have both the part of Canale and Swain’s discourse competence and
the part of their strategic competence.
Bachman’s pragmatic competence, the other element in
language competence, mainly focuses on the relationship between
what one says in his or her communicative acts and what functions
he or she intends to perform through his or her utterances. This
concerns illocutionary force of an utterance, or “the knowledge of
pragmatic conventions for performing acceptable language function”
(Bachman 1990: 90), which he embodies as illocutionary competence
under the pragmatic competence. Illocutionary competence enables
a speaker to use his or her language to serve a variety of functions
and a hearer to interpret the illocutionary force of an utterance or
discourse required of him or her. One needs, however, more than
illocutionary competence to successfully execute an act to intend a
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certain communicative function; he or she must have knowledge of
appropriateness based on the language use context in which he or
she ﬁnds themselves when engaging in a communicative exchange.
Bachman calls it sociolinguistic competence and this is the other
component for his pragmatic competence. To be more precise, Bachman discusses four abilities pertaining to sociolinguistic competence:
ability to be sensitive to regional and social language varieties,
ability to be sensitive to differences in register, ability to produce
and interpret utterances based on naturalness of language use, or
what Pawley and Syder (1983) refer to as a native-like way of communication and ability to understand cultural reference and ﬁgures
of speech (Bachman, 1990: 95-98). In his framework, sociolinguistic
competence and illocutionary competence are put together to form
a speaker’s pragmatic competence, which, in turn, composes, along
with grammatical competence, his or her language competence.

The Role of Communicative Competence in L2 Teaching
Õéæ¡Êîñðóõâïäæ¡ðç¡â¡Äðîîöïêäâõêðï -ðóêæïõæå¡Çóâîæøðóì
Adoption of the communication - oriented foreign language
teaching, popularly known as Communicative Language Teaching
(CLT), in English classrooms has been repeatedly stressed by SLA
researchers, and indeed, there have been many studies attempting
to determine its effects on L2 learners (Breen and Candlin, 1980;
Canale, 1983; Canale and Swain, 1980; Fillmore, 1979; Kasper and
Rose, 2002; O’Malley and Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990; Swain, 1985;
Skehan, 1995; Tarone and Yule, 1989; Widdowson, 1978). In discussing syllabus design, for example, Canale and Swain (1980) justify
the application of CLT by defending it against the claim that the
communicatively oriented syllabus tends to be disorganized in terms
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of acquisition of grammar. They believe that there are no empirical
data to support it and that the functionally organized communicative
approach is more likely than the grammar-based approach “to have
positive consequences for learner motivation” (Canale and Swain,
1980: 32) as it provides a form of in-class training that makes learners feel more comfortable, confident, and encouraged, with a clear,
visible purpose for L2 learning, namely successful communication.
With respect to the use of strategies in learning a target language,
Rubin (1979) describes seven learning strategies typically employed
by a “good language learner” in a second language classroom. While
many of the strategies seem to be rooted in the cognitive processes
for language learning, she claims that a learner’s intent behind
the use of the strategies is a strong drive to communicate, and
not effective understanding of grammatical items presented, and
consequently there is much relevance and value in throwing light on
what a learner does to develop his or her communicative competence
in classroom activities.

Åæ÷æíðñêïè¡Äðîîöïêäâõê÷æ¡Äðîñæõæïäæ¡âô¡â¡Ñóêîâóú¡Çðäöô¡ðç¡Í³¡
Õæâäéêïè
Brown (1994a), viewing CLT as an approach (that is, a theoretical position about the nature of language and of language teaching),
rather than a speciﬁc method of teaching, describes four underlying
characteristics in defining CLT in a second language classroom,
which are summarized below:
ɉɉ
Focus in a classroom should be on all of the components of
communicative competence of which grammatical or linguistic
competence is just part.
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Classroom activities should be designed to engage students in
the pragmatic, authentic, and functional use of language for
meaningful purposes.

Both fluency and accuracy should be considered equally
important in a second language learning classroom. And they
are complementary.

Students have to use their target language, productively and
receptively, in unrehearsed contexts under proper guidance,
but not under the control of a teacher.

(Brown, 1994a: 245)ɉ
It is clear from these characteristics that CLT is a major departure from earlier pedagogical approaches, particularly grammar
translation methods that pay special attention to overt presentation
of grammatical rules and translation. And yet there seems to be a
little consensus as to what actually to present to the learners or what
lesson “techniques”1 (Brown, 1994a) to use to enhance their communicative competence and not just their grammatical commands
through CLT. Moreover, Brown (1994b) lists six key words of CLT
to better understand what it aims at: learner-centered, cooperative
(collaborative), interactive, integrated, content-centered, and taskbased. They indicate supposedly ways in which language teaching
is conducted communicatively, and so reflect the abovementioned
characteristics of CLT.
I presume that many teachers of English at the college level
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across Japan are currently employing techniques or methods based
on at least some of these key CLT words, if they are given a place to
do so. Indeed, I myself always try to structure the required English
classes I teach at Sophia Junior College as communicatively as
possible, by taking these interconnected features of CLT into consideration. It is difﬁcult, however, to ensure that my students become
communicatively more competent through classroom activities I provide for them. Given that in Japan the students are leaning English
as a foreign language, the very fact that their communicative use in
English outside the classroom is bound to be limited, their success
in acquiring communicative competence in their target language is
not as easily obtained as understanding of grammar. In the following
section, a few suggestions are offered for foreign language teachers
to help make their syllabus communicatively oriented, which can be
applied most effectively to integrative English classes. They are the
use of audiovisual recordings, role-playing, and explicit teaching of
speech acts.

Öôæ¡ðç¡Âöåêð÷êôöâí¡Óæäðóåêïèô
L2 learners can beneﬁt from viewing and reviewing audiovisual
recordings such as videotapes and visual hypermedia software of
their own communicative interactions and model interactions by
native speakers. In learning how to make requests, for example, the
students can not only participate in, say, pair work as part of their
function-building exercise, but also film their actual performance
to collect data for analysis. The data ideally cover a wide range of
situations in which they make or receive requests, in terms of social
status and role of interlocutors, degree of imposition internal to the
act of the request being made, and so on. Through close examination
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of their recordings and introspection, the students will have a chance
to reflect on what they said to make requests (grammatical competence). To measure the success of the students’ performance, the
teacher can, then, play a video clip that shows model performance by
native speakers of the target language, in order for them to see how
different or similar their communicative performance of requests
is, when contrasted with how native speakers execute the same act.
Here, the students can both review their grammatical precision
in use and learn about the sociocultural appropriateness of the
communicative event. Moreover, the very nature of the audiovisual
material enables the students to see and analyze their own and
native speaker’s nonverbal communication as well. It is, thus, advisable that the students study their own communicative experience
and the nature and characteristics of social interaction in their
target language so as to develop their L2 sociolinguistic competence
(Erickson, 1996).
One major difﬁculty facing the use of videotapes this way, however, is the lack of availability of sources of the model interaction.
Unlike the environment that surrounds students learning English
as their second language in English speaking countries, which
most likely provides them with lots of language input, whether
they be communicative or not, outside their classroom, for the
majority of Japanese college students learning English as a foreign
language, the access to such sources is quite limited outside the
classroom. This limitation makes it difﬁcult for the teacher to collect
audiovisual data on video. One way to compensate for that problem
is to ask native speakers of the students’ target language to perform
the relevant acts and ﬁlm them, although what the students look at
is then no longer a naturally occurring conversation. Or, the teacher
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may turn to existing audiovisual materials, such as TV talk shows,
TV dramas, or movies. We may not be able to draw a direct comparison between the students’ performance and that of TV personalities,
in terms of the contents of request and social situations in which the
act of request is made. Nevertheless, these are valuable visual and
auditory stimuli for the students, and there is much to be gained
through reviewing reﬂectively their own communicative performance
and recognizing how different it is from the way the native speakers
of their target language perform.

Óðíæ -ñíâú ɉ
Role-play is an effective way to develop students’ communicative
competence, especially the sociolinguistic and strategic competence
discussed in Canale and Swain’s (1980) framework. It also helps
the students acquire what Saville-Troike (1996) describes as interactional knowledge. Learning a language for a wide range of social
and expressive functions requires more than just learning word- and
sentence-formation, correct pronunciation, and orthography; rather,
one learns “a system of use whose rules and norms are an integral
part of culture” (Schiffrin, 1996 : 323). In other words, language
learning should be a dynamic process and a means to acquire
knowledge to act appropriately in a cultural group. For this end to
be met, a teacher needs to provide the students with chances to act
and interact verbally in the classroom. In the discussion of the use
of audiovisual recordings above, it was suggested that the students
tape-record their own communicative performance for introspec tion and reflection. Their performance to be recorded can best be
analyzed for this purpose through spontaneous role-plays. Usually,
role-plays are properly framed, yet open-ended, bilateral, interactive,
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and above all, highly contextualized in nature. However, Clark
(1987), acknowledging the value of role-plays in a foreign language
classroom, cautions us that a form of role-play in which the students
simply act out a predetermined script made by someone else would
result in mere memorization of stereotypical expressions that may or
may not have real-life application in actual communicative exchange.
Instead, the teacher must structure his or her role-plays in a way
that their students engage in “role-making” and “role-negotiating” as
they interact.ɉɉɉ
Going back to Brown’s (1994b) list of the six key words of CLT,
we can say that role - plays that encompass the role - negotiating
aspects in them have, though in a loose sense, all six characteristics.
They are learner-centered activities that call for collaboration of the
interacting participants, and there are invariably communicative
goals to be accomplished by the participants, who produce and
interpret sentences for the exchange of social as well as referential
meaning. This approach makes role-plays one of the most effective
or even crucial techniques to be employed in CLT to build one’s
sociolinguistic and strategic competence.

Ôñææäé¡Âäõô ɉ
The speech act, or performative use of language, is an area that
many Japanese students have trouble dealing with. It is because
speech acts are generally difﬁcult for L2 learners to realize in terms
of grammar and vocabulary, formulas and conventionalized expressions, and sociocultural difference between their L1 and L2, and
because in many cases Japanese students are not taught explicitly in
the classroom how to signal their intent in performing an illocutionary act, beyond the semantic meanings of syntactic structures.
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The knowledge needed to perform and understand illocutionary
acts constitutes part of communicative competence and is included
in Canale’s (1983) sociolinguistic competence and in Bachman’s
(1990) illocutionary competence under pragmatic ability. When a
learner fails to make or respond to an appropriate speech act, it is
said that sociopragmatic failure has occurred. Likewise, a learner’s
deviation from the standard patterns of executing the act is called
pragmalinguistic failure (Thomas, 1983). Below is an example of
communicative failure in an act of apology that I have come across.2
Here, two students, playing the role of classmates, are instructed
to perform the speech act, according to a pre-selected situation in
response to the Discourse Completion Task. Student B borrowed
Student A’s notebook for an upcoming exam, but accidentally ruined
it. Now, Student A asks Student B to return it to her.

Student A :ɉI need the notebook I lent you. Do you have it
ɉɉɉɉɉɉnow?
Student B:ɉI’m sorry. I’m so sorry. I was bad. I’m sorry .
ɉɉɉɉɉɉCan you excuse me?
Student A:ɉWell ...ɉ
There is clear evidence of pragmalinguistic failure in Student
B’s apology, namely a linguistically inappropriate way of making an
apology that fails to conform to the native-speaker norm. First, B
does not respond to the question “Do you have it now?” with a yes
or no. Then, B repeats “I’m sorry” three times with a semantically
incorrect sentence of “I was bad” (the student may have meant “I
did a bad thing”) followed by, again, semantically and pragmatically
inappropriate “Can you excuse me?” at the end. Student B’s apology,
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if used in a real communicative situation with a native speaker of
English, will most likely be unacceptable under normal circum stances. It is clear that students will not be able to make an apology
or a request, or express gratitude by learning discrete grammatical
items. There will be very little room in a grammar-focused syllabus
to offer the students a chance to know that Americans more or less
tend to include an explanation of why and how something happened
that leads them to apologize (Yoshida et al., 2000). 3 Moreover,
the number of “I’m sorry” uttered in their act of apology does not
determine how sincerely they are apologizing. Also, in this example,
we can note a clear-cut case of L1 transfer in the repeated use of
“I’m sorry” and the lack of explanation, which are often seen in the
Japanese style of apology. All this indicates that the students do
not necessarily “pick up” complex speech behavior and sociocultural
strategies and sociolinguistic forms. Therefore, explicit teaching of
speech act strategies will be needed for students to gain illocutionary
competence (Cohen, 1996).
ɉ One thing that the teacher must keep in mind when
incorporating the practice of speech acts in the form of, say, role-play,
into his or her syllabus is that students should not be drawn by the
teacher to blindly accept the native-speaker norms of performing an
act. Speech acts are culture speciﬁc and some students consciously
avoid “imitating” native-speaker norms and choose to stick with
their own styles. After all, language learning is very much reﬂected
in the degree to which one identiﬁes with the target culture, and if
we would like language learning to be communicative, the learner’s
autonomy should be maintained as much as possible. As foreign
language teachers, our contribution will be to inform the students
what native speakers in general tend to say to apologize, for
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example, and how and why they say it, as a mere fact. Then, it is up
to them to adopt the native-speaker norms of apology and practice
them on their own. As we have seen, the ability to perform speech
acts is an important aspect of one’s communicative competence. But
at the same time, because it is deeply related to the cultural values
of speakers, the teacher should deal with it with care.

Conclusion
Communicative competence have been defined and discussed
in many different ways by language scholars of different fields.
There is, however, one thing in common that is seen in the writings
of all these scholars: linguistic, or grammatical competence, should
be considered just one aspect of overall competence an individual
has with language. With the change of focus from grammar to communication within linguistic theories (as the ﬁeld of sociolinguistics
developed), L2 language teachers and researchers, too, have
shifted the object of their linguistic analysis accordingly. Although
teachers and researchers are aware of the need to improve students’
communicative competence and try out new ideas to contribute to
meeting that need, there seems to be still a long way to go. In this
paper, three suggestions were made to add extra communicativeness
to the teaching syllabus. They are not new ideas for L2 teaching, but
each one of them has a place in CLT and will help language learners
acquire the knowledge of appropriateness in all facets of their target
language.

End Notes
ɉ

1¯¡ According to Brown (1994a), “techniques” refer to all forms
of exercises, activities, or even devices used in the language
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classroom for realizing lesson objectives.

ɉ

2¯¡ This conversational data was based on a low - level student’s
response to the Discourse Completion Task (DCT) administered
in one of my English skill classes.ɉ

3¯¡ Yoshida et al., in writing an English textbook for college students

ɉ

in Japan for the purpose of raising their pragmatic awareness,
discovered an interesting comparison between Americans and
Japanese as to how to apologize. Among the four semantic
formulas of apology-apology (e.g., “I’m sorry”), make-up (e.g.,
“Can I make it up to you?”), care (e.g., “Please don’t be mad”)
and explanation (e.g., “There was a train accident [and that is
why I am late]”), the explanation formula ranked the highest for
Americans, whereas Japanese predominantly used the apology
formula, with only half the number of explanations compared to
Americans.ɉ
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ɉࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍለኴ┒ࠜᒂᒓʍᒂဒ्ʇ
ɉࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʇʍ৷ʍᒑࡗ
ɉ┅ EFL ާࠍࠜށᄉʱࡩᡑʇɶʅ┅
ࢫɉࣉɉనɉࠍ
ɉթ┒ɲʍለኴʍᆾᆔʎɊࠜᒂᒓɫʈʍʧɥʉࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱᄍ
ɣʅɊលៜࠜᒂʱ՞ೖᆔʊɸʪɪʱʘɾᨃᆔለኴʇᜓɶɊࠜᒂᒓʍ
ପʃˏ˕ʺ́҂ʣࠜᒂᒓʍᒂဒ्ʇЋᄍɸʪࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʇʍ
৷ʊʃɣʅʡɸʪɲʇʆɡʪɋ
┳ʝɾɊɲʍʇɼʍԔᏃೖ
ʱࠜᒂᒓѮʊ˫ʹ̎˟˦˙˅ɸʪɲʇʆࠜᒂᒓʍੜธ─ࠜᒂթ━ʣɼ
ʍাʍࠜᒂ՞ೖ─࠷ᬫʍဒᦑ्ʍ━ͫʊʈʍʧɥʉম᮰ʱוʛɸɪᥟ
ᣃʱោʞʪɲʇʎɊρাʍ៨ᯌʆʡɡʪɋ
┵
ɉఄຫ┒ࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍʊɡɾʩЋᄍɶɾʍʎɊ۔ʆЋ
ᄍᯇ्ɫᱝɮɊдᯈ৷ʡᱝɣ SILL─Strategy Inventory for Language
Learning━ᢑ٨ᎧຫʆɡʪɋSILL─Version5.1━ʎɊRebecca Oxford
ʊʧʂʅᆌɴʫɾࠜᒂᒓʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ћᄍ҂ʱ༨ʪɾʠʍ ¹± ᮴
ᆾɪʨʉʪᢑ٨ᎧʆɡʪɋጅᒓɫЋᄍɶɾ SILL─Version7.0━ʎɊ
ለኴᒓʊʧʂʅၔԠʊ EFL/ESL შ݄ʍࠜᒂᒓɬʊវɴʫɾɊ¶±
᮴ᆾʍᢑ٨ᎧʆɡʪɋͥఄɊࠜᒂᒓʍˏ˕ʺ́ʍʊɡɾʩЋᄍɶ
ɾʍʎɊR.Oxford ɩʧʒ Andrew Cohen ʨʊʧʂʅለኴᆌɴʫɾ
Learning Style Survey ʇលɥᖏɣࠜᒂᒓɰʍᢑ٨Ꭷʆɡʪɋɲʫʊ
ʧʂʅࠜᒂᒓʍˏ˕ʺ́ʍҥϴ৷ʱᇽង҂─ខងɊᒴងɊភង━ʇ৷
ഓ҂─ӑɊݹɊ᪑ɊɊւଟɊ៍Ꮂ━ʇɶʅԟԠʆɬʪʡʍ
ʆɡʪɋࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʍᢑ٨በʎݼኚݼපʍʡʍɫᆌɴʫʅɣʪɫɊ
ρۋʎˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʇʍለኴʍɊɡɧʅͥለኴᒓʍ؉ʝʫɾ
ʡʍʱᦦ૾ɶɾɋᒂဒ्ʎɊࠜश߂ʠʊࠜށʆͥ௰ʊ࠷ఆɴʫʪ PreToeﬂ ˏˉʸ─ᒴពՏɊៜড̍௮ຫɊ៦ពՏ━ʱבဆɸʪɋ
ࡩᡑ┒ᖓៜᖓ௮ࠜʱʇɸʪާࠍ ࠜށ³Ɋ´ शᄉ º· 
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ʇԔᦋ┒ࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ᢑ٨Ꭷ᧖ऑיۋʎ ³±±µ श · ಏɊࠜ
ᒂˏ˕ʺ́ᢑ٨Ꭷ᧖ऑיۋʎश º ಏʊᜓʂɾɋᭂឞᏃೖʱᏎឞԂႾɸ
ʪɾʠʊɊSPSS─ᏎឞԂႾᄍ PC ˓˫˞˭̃ˆ˿˶━ʱЋᄍɸʪɋԔ
ຫʇɶʅʎɊANOVAɊдᯈ्Ԕ─˅̃̉˦˙˅̍ʸ́˫ʷຫ━
ɊT
┅൮࠳ɊࠍیԔ─˦̀˴˙˅ˏຫ━
ɊᇁԔʱᜓɥɋ
ለኴᆾᆔ┒
²━EFL ާࠍࠜށᄉʎɊʈʍʧɥʉࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ћᄍ҂ʍၔɫ
ɡʪʍɪɋʝɾᒂဒ्ʊʧʂʅʈʍʧɥʊഓआɫᄉɹʪʍɪɋ
³━ࠜᄉʎɊʈʍʧɥʉࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́҂ʱପʃɪɋɼʫʡᒂဒ्ʊ
ʧʂʅ҂ʊ֊ݳɫᄉɹʪɿʬɥɪɋ
´━ࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́҂ʎɊࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ЋᄍʇʈʍʧɥʉФɫɡ
ʪʍɪɋ
ɉ ϒ ͬ ʍ ៵ ௮ ʆ ʎɊ
─I━ ҳ ᜓ ለ ኴ ʱ  ܛʊɊ ࠜ ᒂ ˏ ˞ ˿ ˜ ˎ ̎ ʍ ࠳
ᑵ─²-²━ʇɼʍԔᯕຫ─²-³━
Ɋࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́─²-´━ʇɼʍԔᯕᦋ
─²-µ━
Ɋᒂဒ्ʊɸʪለኴ─²-¶━ʊʃɣʅ៥నʱՒɧɾাɊρۋʍለ
ኴᆾᆔʊɼʂɾ─II━Ꮓೖɩʧʒ─III━ɼʍᒑࡗʇ─IV━ρাʍ
៨ᯌʊʃɣʅᥙʘʅɣɮɋ
Ê¯ɉҳᜓለኴ
² ┅ ²ɉࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʇʎ
ɉࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʇʎɊɔܫʍᒂৃɊᘡከɊЋᄍʱХɸʪɾʠʊ
ࠜᒂᒓʊʧʂʅЋᄍɴʫʪͥʍᦋʝɾʎ์ᬤɕ
─Densreau,1985━
ʆɡʩɊʝɾɔፍ֫ૅɣʎᭉʉಲʱࠜᒂɸʪɾʠʊɊࠜᒂᒓʍכ
ʪੜۑᆔɊ៖ᠪᆔɊੜᆔʉᜓթɕ─O’Malley ⓾ Chamot,1990━ʆɡ
ʪɋOxford─²ºº±━ʎɊɴʨʊɔࠜᒂʱʧʩࡄపʊɊʧʩᥴʊɊʧ
ʩඕɶɮɊʧʩᔵᆔʊɊʧʩ՞ೖᆔʊɊʧʩంɶɣၤʊᤉ֊ɶʣ
ɮɸʪ─p8━
ɕɾʠʊࠜᒂᒓʊʧʂʅכʨʫʪɊӌϹᆔʉᜓթʆɡʪʇ
ɶɊˉ˵˻ˡˇ̎ˍ˽̉ᓧՏʊಢᢑᆔʇʉʪᔵᆔከඐͮʍɾʠ
ʍᦐӌʇɶʅɊɼʍᨁ৷ʱᜟనɸʪɋʝɾɊPaige&Cohen─³±±³━
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ʨʎɊ
ɔᆾលៜʍႾពʇᇽᠪʍХʱనሯʉᆾʇɸʪࠜᒂᒓʊ
ʧʂʅЋᄍɴʫʪɊੜᠪᆔɊɡʪɣʎ֤ੜᠪᆔʉᒑࡗʇᜓթʆɡʪɋ
─p208━
ɕʇ࠳ᑵɶʅɣʪɋ
² ┅ ³ɉࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍԔᯕ
ɉࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍԔᯕʎɊžʧɣលៜࠜᒂᒓʍለኴſ─Rubin:1975,
Naiman et al.:1975, Oxford:1989━ɪʨ߂ʝʂɾʇɴʫʪɋρ˞ˏۋ
˿˜ˎ̎ʊЋᄍɴʫɾ SILL ʍׄۿɫ Rubin─²º¹²━ʇ O’Malley
and Chamot─²º¹º-²ºº±━ʨʍለኴɪʨম᮰ʱלɰʅɣʪʇɣɥ Lee
─³±±´━ʍᒑɧఄʊɼʂʅࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ԕᯕʍᦋʱɾʈʂʅʞ
ʪɋ
²━Rubin─²º¹²━ʎɊࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱށɬɮ ³ ʃʍᓧʊԔᯕ
ɶɊͥʃʎᇀଢ଼ᆔࠜᒂʊФɸʪʡʍʇɶɊψఄʱଢ଼ᆔʊࠜᒂʊ
ФɸʪʡʍʇɶɊ³ ʃʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ɼʫɽʫʊͬϴˁ˜ˊ̀̎ʱ
ตʍʧɥʊԔᯕɶɾɋ
̍ᇀଢ଼ˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎┒నሯ֊ɊဆɊᆹខɊឧઠɊୟ༨ɊटᎡᆔႾ៵
ϊɰɊཱᐵᆔႾ៵ϊɰɊᐆᒂ
̍ଢ଼ˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎┒ᐆᒂϥʍሯвɊˉ˵˻ˡˇ̎ˍ˽̉៨ᯌʍԢ
ᄍ
³━O’Malley and Chamot ʎɊ ᖏ ɣ ESL ࠜ ᒂ ᒓ ʍ ᜓ թ ឍ ࡗ ʇ ࠷  ̀
ˋ̎˗ԔʊʧʩɊˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱϒͬʍ ´ ʃʊԔᯕɶɾɋ
̍˷˕៖ᇽˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎┒លៜໍթʍឞᄘɊᆹខɊើМʱᥱɶʅࠜᒂ
ʱᇽʩɊԧৈɸʪˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎
̍៖ᇽˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎┒фɍʍࠜᒂ៨ᯌʊᇀଢ଼ͮɶɊಲʗʍЀɊ
ࡄݳʊФɸʪˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎
̍ϥ / ੜˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎┒ʊࠜᒂᒓʍᇁΣˉ˵˻ˡˇ̎ˍ˽̉ʊ
ͮɸʪˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎
´━Oxford─²ºº±━ʍᒑɧఄʎɊˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱށɬɮ ³ ʃʊԔᯕɶɊ
ɼʫʊ࢙ɸʪ · ʃʍˁ˜ˊ̀̎ʱʇɶɊɴʨʊ៍Ꮂʉ˝̎˕יᭂ
ʇԔʊʧʂʅɊˁ˜ˊ̀̎ʊ࢙ɸʪͬϴˁ˜ˊ̀̎ʱᒑɧɾɋ
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ɲʫʨʍనᎲ᮴ᆾʱᢑ٨থॾʊᇀɸɲʇʆᢑ٨ᎧበʱЀીɶɊলާ
ɫࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍᨃᆔʱࡄపʊɸʪఄຫʱକɶɾɲʇʊ
ੜᑵɫɡʪɋ
─SILL ʍ៍Ꮂ᮴ᆾʊʃɣʅʎɊ༐ϊᢁ௶בဆ━
̍ᇀଢ଼ˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎
Â¯ɉឧઠˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎┒ᇽᆔ᪑ɊໍթԢᄍɊܫʍᫎಜឧઠвପʗ
ʍՕɊܫᆌдʍɾʠʍ൮ᎭʊЋʮʫʪˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ɋ
Ã¯ɉ៖ᇽˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎┒ɾʇɧʏԔɊႾ៵ϊɰʍʧɥʊɊӑᆔᇽᆔ
থੳʱথીɊиฬɶɊᆾលៜʆʍלдʇᆌдʍɾʠʊԢᄍɸʪˏ
˞˿˜ˎ̎ɋ
Ä¯ɉᝆңˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎┒ɾʇɧʏᒴពͼʝɾʎ៦ពͼʍಠᇽៜʱୟ༨
ɶɊϥ់ʣЀ௮ʆ᭐ప्ʍᱝɣៜʱʣɴɶɣលᗼʊᑝɬ୳ɧʪʉ
ʈɊលៜᇽᠪʍഓआʱҶಒɸʪʇɬʊʇɴʫʪˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ɋ
̍ଢ଼ˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎
Å¯ɉ˷˕៖ᇽˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎┒ឞᄘɊ௨ɊᭂͼɊᔵइࠜᒂᦋʗʍើ
МʱᥱɶʅᜓܙԧৈʱᜓЋɸʪʍʱՕɰʪˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ɋ
Æ¯ɉੜˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎┒លៜࠜᒂʊϪɥɊթɊੳ्ʱԧৈʆɬʪ
ˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ɋ
Ç¯ɉϥˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎┒ϥ់ʍͼʆɊᢑ٨Ɋψᒓʇʍ֩ՏʠʪʉʈɊ
ψᒓʇʍᇁΣί໐ʱӒཛྷʊɸʪˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ɋ
² ┅ ´ɉࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʇʎ
ɉࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʊʎɊኚɍʍ࠳ᑵɫɡʩᓑႾʍԔᨂʆᠳ៵ɴʫʅɬ
ɾɋ─Reid:1987, Oxford:1990, Wallace and Oxford:1992, Oxford and
Ehrman:1993━ʝɾɊReid ʊʧʫʏɊ௮֊ʊʧʂʅࠜᒂᒓʍˏ˕ʺ́
҂ʎɊ֊ݳɸʪɲʇɫាనɴʫʅɣʪɋɾʇɧʏʸˎʸʍࠜᒂᒓʊ
ʎɊខងˏ˕ʺ́ɫݼɣʇɪɊ˿˜̉ʸ˷̀ˁʍκʣ˷˃ˍˉκࠜᒂ
ᒓʎɊᒴងˏ˕ʺ́ʱުʟʇɣʂɾӑࡄʆɡʪ─Reid:1995━ࠜᒂˏ˕
ʺ́ఄຫʍᆌʍᆾᆔʎɊࠜᄉʇजʍˏ˕ʺ́ʍͭͥᔸɫঃ
ɬᢰɲɸපɍʉͭहʉᏃೖ─АɊࠜᄉʍզࠜੜธʍވڄɊजʍᔵд
ވڄʉʈ━ʱᦪɰʪʇీʊɊࠜᒂᒓɫᔵԔʍˏ˕ʺ́ʱ៖ᠪɸʪɲ
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ʇʆɊʧʩᔵዒɶɾࠜᒂᒓʱᓑʅʪɲʇʆɡʂɾʇɣɧʪ─Filder and
Henriques:1995━
ɋ
ɉࠜᒂᒓʍ҂ʱᥙʘʪžᎻʞſʇɶʅᯇᐡʊЋᄍɴʫʅɬɾʍɫɊ
─Myers-Briggs Type Indicator━ʆ
²ºµ± शϐʊᆌɴʫɾ ²žMBTIſ
ࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʡ؉ʟ৷ഓ˕ʺ˭ʍʊᄍɣʨʫɾɋͥఄɊʧʩࠜᒂᆾ
ᆔʊʱɡʅɾ Felder and Soloman─²º¹º━ɫᒑഛɶɾ ³žIndex of
Learning StyleſʎɊँࠜᧅʣႾࠜԔᨂʍࠜᒂᒓʍɾʠᆌɴʫɾʡ
ʍʆɡʪɋɲʫʨʍࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ຫʎɊɼʫɽʫ˼̉ˆႾࠜʍ
৷ഓԔʍႾ៵ɪʨড়ᄍɴʫɾʡʍʆɊɶɪɶ Felder ʨʍžᎻʞſ
ʎɊ৷ഓ˕ʺ˭ɿɰʆʎʉɮᇽង˕ʺ˭ʊʡលוɶʅɣʪɲʇɫɊີᆾ
ʆɬʪɋ
ɉReid─²º¹¸━ʊʧʪዿΠលៜࠜᒂᒓࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́҂ʍለኴʱᏀ
ʅɊOxford and Ehrman─²ºº±━ʎɊលៜࠜᒂᒓʍˏ˕ʺ́ʱᇽងɊ
৷ഓ˕ʺ˭ʱ؉ʟ º ʃʊ֙ԕʂɾžᎻʞſʇɶʅᜟనɸʪɋɼʫʎɊ
SAS─Style Analysis Survey━
─Oxford,1993━ʇɶʅᨃᆔࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ
́ᢑ٨ᎧʇʉʂʅɊኚɍʍࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ለኴʍ์ʊড়ᄍɴʫʅɣ
ʪɋOxford─³±±²━ʎɊࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʎɊ
žᆏŻᵋſ
Ɋžɡʪ┅ʉɶſʇ
ɣɥʧɥʉࡩඐᆔʉʡʍʆʎʉɮɊͥᕓʊᏙɶʅɣʅɊݼᮅᆔʊʮ
ʩɫɡʪʇ៥నɸʪɋɾʇɧʏɊɡʪࠜᒂᒓʎɊݹʧʩʟɶʬӑ˕
ʺ˭ʆɡʩɊీʊខងᆔɊᒴងᆔɿɫɊ࠷ᣊᆔʆʎʉɣʇɣɥʧɥʊ
ᜟႻʆɬʪɋʝɾ Oxford─³±±´b━ʎɊࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʍ࠳ᑵʱɔࠜᒂᒓ
ɫంɶɣលៜʱ႘ৃɸʪీʣɊʈʍʧɥʉቿʊࡩɶʅʡපʊࠜᒂీ
ʊЋᄍɸʪᏴᆔఄຫʆɡʪɕʇɶʅɣʪɋ
² ┅ µɉࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʍԔᯕ
ɉ²━Oxford─³±±²━ʍԔᯕ
ɉɉǋ ´ ʃʍᇽង˕ʺ˭
̍ខងˏ˕ʺ́┒៦ʞʣខងԫྟɪʨܫʱৃʪ
̍ᒴងˏ˕ʺ́┒ខងܫʉɶʆʧɣɋ᠘ᑵɊϥ់Ɋ̃̎́˭̂
ʺʍᇁΣί໐ʣףᥙ៥నʱުʟɋ
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̍࠷ᣊ─ᦉթ̍ភង━ˏ˕ʺ́┒ݼɮʍໍթʱުʞɊភʫʪɲʇ
ʍԎಿʪࡩᡑʇɶʅˉ˿̎ˎ˻ʣˁ̎˟ʱުʟɋ
ɉɉǌ µ Ꮋʍ৷ഓ˕ʺ˭
̍╋╎́ʺ˕ˏݹӑ┒́ʺ˕ˏ
ݹ┒ݹᄟɪʨʾˣ́˄̎ʱৃʅɊκɍʇʍί໐ʱɶɊ
ɾɮɴʲʍזκʱପʃɋ
ӑ┒ᔵइʍӑᆔͳᄟɪʨʾˣ́˄̎ʱৃʅɊࠚၵʱ
ɶɊࡸʉɣזκʱପʃɋ
̍ᇀឍˏ˕ʺ́╎╋ӌϹᏙˏ˕ʺ́┒
ᇀឍ┒ଇᡑᆔɊಠಿᆔɊށʝɪʆɊ᮵ᄰʊФʉɮᒑࡗ
ɸʪɋ
ӌϹᏙ┒Ⴞ៵ʧʩʡΟ࠷Ɋବࡶᒓɪʨʍనሯʉବቌʣ
ବࡶʱުʟɋ
̍৲ᒑˏ˕ʺ́╎╋ˏ˕ʺ́┒
৲ᒑ┒ψᒓʇحɸʪɲʇʣψᒓʍʧʩʡᇍ࠷ʱҥҳɸʪɋ
┒ψᒓʊМђʱᑝɬɊលᗼʇᜓթʱᥱɷʅӉɶɊ
ɸʪɋ
̍᪑─ԟ࠳━ˏ˕ʺ́╎╋─ᇽង━́ʺ˕ˏ
᪑ַ┒ఀַʱުʞɊనሯɴʇಜᬈʍɡʪӌϹᆔ៨ᯌ
ɉɉɉɉɉʱުʟᇍᮅᆾʆՖՏࡂɋ
┒ᇍᮅᆾʉఄຫʧʩˈ̎˶ጇʱᥱɶʅࠜᒂʱުʟɋ
ɉɉɉɉɉಜᬈʱߵɥɋ
ɉɉǍ ͥᕓᆔᯓಙ्˕ʺ˭
̍ւଟ̍ӂϹˏ˕ʺ́╎╋Ԕˏ˕ʺ́┒
ւଟ┒˷ʺ̉ʸʺ˝ʸʊີᆾɶɊӂϹ҈ʱʪɊ௮ຫጇʍԔ
ʱᦪɰʪɋίʣˉ˵˻ˡˇ̎ˍ˽̉ໍթʱުʟɋ
Ԕ┒௮ຫᆔ៍Ꮂʊɲɿʮʪ҂ɫɡʩɊᔵᄒʉˉ˵˻ˡ
ˇ̎ˍ˽̉ໍթʎͭৃɋ៨ᯌʎԀठᮅʊɲʉɶɊಠ
ᇽʍ֫ៜʱ௮ᓬɪʨΜ੍ɸʪʧɥʉӚᬜʎᦪɰɾɣɋ
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ɉ³━Cohen and Chi─³±±³━ʍˏ˕ʺ́Ԕᯕ
ɉɉǋខងɊᒴងɊ࠷ᣊɉ
─ϹᆔᇽងʍЋᄍʊɸʪ━³±
ɉɉǌݹɊӑࠜ─ᒂၤʆʍᔵइʍᜟɶఄ━²³
ɉɉǍЀ┅ᇀឍɊӌϹ┅Ꮩ─ᓧ৷ʍࡩԂʍχఄ━²³
ɉɉǎ᪑Ɋ─ͭనሯɴʇಜᬈʍࡩԂʍχఄ━¹
ɉɉǏւଟɊ៍Ꮂ─ܫʍלдʍχఄ━²±
ɉɉǐᏴᆔɊԔᆔ─ܫԂႾʍχఄ━²±
ɉɉǑᩞɊव─ၑΟʱឧઠʊࡄיɸʪχఄ━·
ɉɉǒཱᐵᆔɊटᎡᆔ─លៜԯʍࡩԂʍχఄ━·
ɉɉǓᮾܕၵዒɊᮾܕКࠓ─ݼපʉܫʊࡩԂɸʪχఄ━·
ɉɉǔթᆔɊӑᇄ─ড়ጏʍχఄ━·
ɉɉǕ๚ڃᆔɊΟ࠷য়࠷─Ⴛ࠷ʍלɰכʩఄ━µ
ɉ│᮴ᆾʍাʍ௦ʊᢑ٨௦ʱቌɸ

ɉCohen ʨʎɊපɍʉˏ˕ʺ́ʍԔᯕʍͼʆɊၔʊលៜࠜᒂᦋʱႾ
ពɸʪɾʠʊಐᄍʇɶʅͫឧʍԔᯕʱᒑɧžLearning Style Surveyſ
ʇɣɥᢑ٨ᎧʱЀીɶɾɋɼʍܛቃʇʉʂɾʍɫ Oxford ʍᒑഛɶɾ
žStyle Analysis Surveyſ─²ºº´━─Reid:1995:208-215━ʇ Ehrman
and Leaver ɫᒑഛɶɾžE&L Questionnaireſ─³±±²━ʆɡʪɋ
ɉCohen ʨʎɊɲʫʨʍ᮴ᆾɫᎲᆾᦋɭʪɾʠɊࡩᡑᒓʊড়ɷʅ᮴
ᆾʇᢑ٨௦ʱ༜ʨɶɾវ၅ʱЀʂʅɣʪɋɾʇɧʏɊͥᕓࠜᒂᒓ
ɰ─Cohen:2002━ʊʎɊ᮴ᆾɩʧʒᢑ٨௦ʱ┳ǋ ºɊǌ ·ɊǍ ·Ɋ
ǎ ·Ɋ Ǐ ·Ɋ ǐ ·┵ ʊ  ࠳ ɶɊ ʝ ɾɊ ᖏ ɣ ࠜ ᒂ ᒓ  ɰ─Cohen and
Oxford:2001━ ʊ ʎɊ ᮴ ᆾ ɩ ʧ ʒ ᢑ ٨ ௦ ʱ┳ ǋ ³´Ɋ ǌ ²±Ɋ ǎ ¹Ɋ Ǐ
²±┵ʊ࠳ɶɊᢑ٨ʡʧʩࡩᡑᒓʊᦞɸʪӑࡄʊ֊ݳɴɺʅɣʪɋρ
ۋʍˏ˕ʺ́ʊʎɊͥᕓᆔʉࠜᒂᒓ҂ʱᇽʪᆾᆔʇɊˏ˞˿˜
ˎ̎ʇʍ๚ᤑԔʱࡄపʊɸʪᆾᆔʆɊ᮴ᆾ௦ʍࡸʉɣɊ
žᖏɣࠜᒂᒓ
ɰſʊᆌɴʫɾᢑ٨ᎧʱԢᄍɶɾɋ
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² ┅ ¶ɉࠜᒂᒓʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ћᄍ҂ʇᒂဒ्
ɉපɍʉለኴᒓʊʧʂʅɊࠜशआʣᒂဒ्ʍआʊʧʂʅɊࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜
ˎ̎Ћᄍᯇ्ʣ៨ᯌʊࡩɸʪˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ћᄍʍኚᯕʊआɫɡʪɲʇɫ
ؙܫɴʫʅɣʪɋ
ɉBialystok─²º¸º━ʎɊˁˠ˖ʍᱝഊᄉࡩᡑʊʱᜓɣɊ²³ शᄉɫ
²± शᄉʧʩʡ─ᐆᒂɊᆹខɊୟ៵━ʉʈʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱݼᄍɶɾʇ
ʍؙܫɫɡʪɋ
ɉO’Malley ʇӉለኴᒓ─²º¹¶━ʎɊESL ࠜᄉʱࡩᡑʊɶɾʇɲ
ʬɊͼᎨࠜᒂᒓɫԞᎨࠜᒂᒓʧʩʡ˷˕៖ᇽˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍЋᄍɫݼɣ
ɲʇɫԔɪʂɾɋ
ɉChamot and Kupper─²º¹º━ʊʧʪˏ˰ʺ̉κࠜᒂᒓʍለኴʆʎɊ
ᒂဒ्ʍᱝɣˆ́̎˭ʊˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ћᄍᯇ्ɫᱝɮɊኚᯕʡ݇ɧɾʇ
ɣɥᏃೖɿʂɾɋ
ɉ ఖ ಢ ʆ ʡɊEFL ࠜ ᄉ ʱ ࡩ ᡑ ʊ ɶ ɾɊHayashi─²ºº±━ ʍ Ꮓ ೖ ʎɊ
Chamot ʨʇ᥎ϯɶʅɣʪɶɊTakeuchi─²ºº²━ʍᜓʂɾ࠷ʆʎɊ
ᒴពʍ៨ᯌʊࡩɶɊᒂဒ्ʍᱝɣ EFL ާࠍށᄉɫ─ᖓៜʱЋᄍɸʪ
ϥʍɊᖓៜʆᇁΣί໐ʱᏙɰʪɊ᭐ɶɣ៨ᯌʱᐆᒂɸʪ━ʉʈʍ
ˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱЋᄍɶɾؙܫɫʉɴʫʅɣʪɋᒴពʍ៨ᯌʆʎɊOzeki
─³±±±━ʡʚʛපʍᏃೖʱɧʅɣʪɋ
ɉʝɾɊࠜशआʍለኴʆʎɊArai─²ººº━ɫࠜᒂᒓʍףᥙ̂˳̎˞ʊ
ʧʂʅɊࠜशआʍɡʪ᜴ᒓʍɥʀͫʍࠜशʊ࢙ɸʪࠜᄉɫɊʧʩݼප
ʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱЋᄍɶɊӑࡄʱʧʩ៍Ꮂʊ៥నʆɬɾɲʇʱាనɶʅ
ɣʪɋ
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ÊÊ┆ለኴᏃೖ
³ ┅ ²ɉࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ӂϹʍ҂
ɉᜟ ². וʒˆ˿˫ ²ɉOxford ʍ · ʃʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ԕᯕ
वۮђ
ཇѤआ
³¯µ´
±¯¶³
³¯¸¸
±¯¶·
´¯±º
±¯·´
´¯²º
±¯¸³
³¯¸²
±¯·º
³¯¹³
±¯¸¹

ឧઠ
៖ᇽ
ᝆң
˷˕៖ᇽ
ੜ
ϥ

µ

᮵ϴ
¡¡¡¡¡«·
µ
³
¡¡¡¡¡«²
¶
´

дᯈ्
±¯¶¸º
±¯¸¸¶
±¯¶¹º
±¯¹·´
±¯·³·
±¯¸¸¸

व  ۮђ

³
±
व  ۮђ

ឧ
៖
ᝆ
˷˕ 

³ ¯µ ´ ³ ¯¸ ¸ ´ ¯± º ´ ¯² º ³ ¯¸ ² ³ ¯¹ ³

ɉᖓៜᖓ௮ࠜቿާࠍࠜށᄉʍЋᄍɸʪࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍवۮђʎɊ
ᜟ ² וʒˆ˿˫ ² ʊቌɶɾɋवۮђʎӂʅ ¶ ์ᬤᜟቌʍ ³.µ ɪʨ ´.³ ʍ
ʊɡʩɊOxford─²ºº±━ʍើМʆʎɊͼ्ʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ћᄍʇ༨
࠳ɴʫʪɋᜟɫቌɸʧɥʊɊ˷˕៖ᇽʍЋᄍᯇ्ɫͥᄰᱝɮɊʃɣʆ
ᝆңɊϥɊ៖ᇽɊੜɊឧઠˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍ᮵ᄰʇʉʂʅɣʪɋ
පʍለኴʱɊݼɮʍለኴᒓɫᜓʂʅɣʪɫɊ᥎ᆌᜟɴʫɾ Oosuga
─³±±¶━ʍɊ۔ᬫࠜᧅɊκቿࠜᧅࠜᄉ─ᄕާ ¹² ━ʍለኴᏃೖʆʎɊ
ᝆңɫͥᄰᱝɮɊ˷˕៖ᇽɊϥɊ៖ᇽɊឧઠʆੜɫাʇʉʂʅɣ
ʪɋψʍለኴɪʨʡɊࠜށᄉϒͫʍ᜴ᒓʎɊ˷˕៖ᇽʣᝆңˏ˞˿˜
ˎ̎ʍЋᄍᯇ्ɫᱝɣʇɣɥؙܫɫʉɴʫʅɣʪʍʆɊɲʫʨʍ ³ ʃʍ
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ˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʎɊលៜࠜᒂʱɸʪࠜށᄉʊʇʂʅɊʉˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎
ʆɡʪʇលɧʪɋ
³ ┅ ² ┅ ³ɉࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍᇁ
ɉᜟ ³. ࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ᇁΣʍᇁԔ
Ԕᯕ
ឧઠ¡©Îæª
៖ᇽ¡©Äèª
ᝆң¡©Äîª
˷˕៖ᇽ¡©Îèª
ੜ¡©Âçª

ឧઠ
²
±¯·³««
±¯´²««
±¯µ²««
±¯´º««

៖ᇽ

ᝆң

²
±¯µº««
±¯·¹««
±¯¶²««

ϥ¡©Ôäª
±¯³¶«
±¯¶·««
©««ñ ǀ ±¯±²¡²¦¡ཇʆಐੜआ ª
©«ñ ǀ ±¯±¶¡¡¶¦¡ཇʆಐੜआ ª

˷˕៖ᇽ

ੜ

²
±¯´¹««
±¯´¹««

²
±¯¶¹««

²

±¯´²««

±¯¶º¶««

±¯µ´««

ϥ

²

ɉᜟ ³ ʎɊࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍᇁΣФʍԔᏃೖʱᜟʊᜟɶɾʡʍʆ
ɡʪɋӂϹʍᇁ्ʎɊͼ॔ʆɡʪɫɊɼʍӑʆʡওɣᇁʱቌɶɾ
ʍɫɊ˷˕៖ᇽʇ៖ᇽˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍᎻʞʮɺʆɡʪɋӂϹᆔʊ
ʅɊ˷˕៖ᇽʇ៖ᇽˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʎψʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʇʡᇁɶʅɩ
ʩɊɲʫʎ Oxford─²ºº±━ɫžˉʸˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ſʇئʲɿɲʇʱᝁ
ϊɰʪᏃೖʇʉʂɾɋ ۑ² ʎɊɲʍχᎻʞʱ֊ॾۑɶɾʡʍʆɡʪɋ
¡┉ۑ

Îæ¡

Ôä

Äè

Îè

Äî

Âç
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ᏺʎᇁФʱቌɶɊᇻ
ִ ʎɊᇁђʍͥᄰ
ށɬɣˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱቌɶ
ʅɣʪɋ

³ ┅ ² ┅ ´ɉᒂဒ्Ԡˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ћᄍ
ɉᜟ ´. ᒂဒ्Ԡࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ћᄍ๚ᤑ

ឧઠ
៖ᇽ
ᝆң
˷˕៖ᇽ
ੜ
ϥ

ɉ¡¡ͫϴ¡©Ï¾µºªɉ᮵ϴ ɉ¡¡ͬϴ¡©Ï¾µ¸ªɉ᮵ϴ
ಐੜआ
वۮђ
ཇѤआ
वۮђ
ཇѤआ
³¯µ³
±¯¶´ ¡¡¡¡«·
³¯µ³
±¯¶² ¡¡¡¡«· ÏÔ
³¯¹µ
´¯²³
´¯´º
³¯¸´
³¯º¸

±¯¶¹
µ
±¯·¸
³
±¯¹´ ¡¡¡¡«²
±¯¸²
¶
±¯¹³
´

³¯¸
´¯±·
³¯º¹
³¯·¹
³¯·¸

±¯¶¶
´ ÏÔ
±¯¶¹ ¡¡¡¡«² ÏÔ
±¯¸³
³ ±¯±²««
±¯·¸
µ ÏÔ
±¯¸
¶ ÏÔ©ñ½±¯±·ª
««ñ ǀ ±¯±²

ɉᜟ ´ ʎɊᒂဒ्Ԡʊˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ћᄍʊഓआɫɡʪɪʈɥɪʱʘɾ
ʡʍʆɡʪɋʝɹɊᒂဒ्ɫᱝɣˆ́̎˭ʎϵɣˆ́̎˭ʊ๚ʘɊӂϹ
ᆔʊʅˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍЋᄍᯇ्ʍवۮђɫᱝɣɋၔʊ˷˕៖ᇽʎɊᒂ
ဒ्Ԡʆಐੜआɫనሯʊ៖ʠʨʫɾɋϥʡʣʣಐੜआɫႻʫɾɋɲʍ
³ ʃʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ЋᄍʍआɫɊϺʨɪʍথʆࠜᒂᒓʍᒂဒ्ʍआʇ
ФɡʪʇᒑɧʨʫʪɋɴʨʊɊ៍Ꮂʉ˷˕៖ᇽˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍͬϴˁ˜
ˊ̀̎ʱʘʪʇɊžີੜՏſɊžឞᄘ৷ſ
Ɋ
žᆾលៜʍከඐЋᄍſ
Ɋžከ
ඐᆔʉᔵइើМſʉʈʊށɬʉᦒɣɫɡʩɊϥˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʆʎɊ
žᦒɣиฬʍ៰ſʊआᄴɫԎɾɋ
─Iwasaki,2005:19━
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³ ┅ ³ ┅ ²ɉࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ӂϹʍ҂
ɉᜟ µ. ˆ˿˫ ³ɉࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ӂϹʍ҂( N=º·━
ɉ

ɉ

ˏ˕ʺ́
ខងɉ©×ª
ᒴងɉ©Âª
࠷ᣊɉ©Ìª
ݹɉ©Æª
ɉ¡¡¡ӑɉ¡©Êª
᪑ɉ©Éª
ɉ©Ðª
ւଟɉ©Èª
៍Ꮂɉ©Ñª

वۮђ

ཇѤआ
µ
´¯´¶
³¯··
³¯¹¶
´¯³²
´¯µ²
´¯²´
´¯´
´¯´º

±¯µº
±¯¶º
±¯¶²
±¯¸¶
±¯·º¶
±¯¹²
±¯¹·
±¯·´
±¯¶µ

µ
´
³
²
±
°

ᜁ ᐱᜁ ᡇ ۶տ юտ ᩐᨎ ᩒ ӿજ ᝊጯ
´
³®³µ ²®¶¶ ²®¸µ ³®²± ³®´± ³®±³ ³®³ ³®³¹
ጕҚ±
ɉᜟʇˆ˿˫ʊቌɴʫɾ º ʃʍࠜᒂᒓˏ˕ʺ́҂ʎɊށɬɮԔɰʪʇ
žᇽង˕ʺ˭ſʍខងɊᒴងɊ࠷ᣊˏ˕ʺ́ʇɊž৷ഓ˕ʺ˭ſʍ̍ݹ
ӑɊ᪑̍Ɋւଟ̍ԔʊԔᯕɴʫʪɋɲʇʊž৷ഓ˕ʺ˭ſ
ʎɊࡩඐɸʪ ³ ʃʍˏ˕ʺ́ɫᎻʞʮɴʫʅɣʪɋ
ɉʝɹɊ
ž৷ഓ˕ʺ˭ſʆʎɊρۋʍ᜴ᒓʎɊខងˏ˕ʺ́ɫɊᒴ
ងɊ࠷ᣊʊ๚ʘʅݼɪʂɾɋҳʍށ᮶─³±±¶━ʍؙܫʆʎɊʣʎʩខ
ងɫͥᄰᱝɮɊʃɣʆ࠷ᣊɊᒴងʇʉʂʅɣʪɋψʍɊҳᜓለኴʆʎʸ
ˎʸʍࠜᄉᦑʎខង˕ʺ˭ɫݼɣʇɣɥؙܫʇʡͥᔸɶʅɣʪɋͥఄɊ
ᒴងɊ࠷ᣊ˕ʺ˭ʍ҂ʍआʎɊࠜᧅ̍ࠜቿʍࠜ٨҂ʇށɬʉФɫ
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ɡʪʧɥʊ৲ʮʫʪɋρۋʍ᜴ᒓʎɊᆾលៜʱ៨ʇɶʅɣʪ
ࠜᄉʉʍʆɊ৷ഓͫᒴង˕ʺ˭ʍࠜᄉɫ࠷ᣊʧʩʡݼɪʂɾʍʆʎʉɣ
ɪʇ৲ʮʫʪɋ
ž৷ഓ˕ʺ˭ſʆʎɊݹʧʩӑ˭ʺ˕ɫݼɮɊʧʩʡ᪑˕ʺ
˭ɫݼɣɋɶɪɶɊւଟʇԔʆʎʚʇʲʈआɫʨʫʉɪʂɾɋфɍ
ʍ˝̎˕ʱʪʇɊ᜴ᒓʍͼʆɊɲʍւଟʇԔʍၔʱీʊᦦ૾
ɶʅɣʪˇ̎ˏɫɪʉʩʨʫɾʍʆɊɲʍ ³ ʃʍˏ˕ʺ́ʎɊψʍ
ž৷ഓ˕ʺ˭ſʊ๚ᤑɸʪʇɊࡩඐ৷ɫࡸʉɣʇႾពʆɬʪɋ
³ ┅ ³ ┅ ³ɉࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ┉́ʍᇁ
ɉᜟ ¶. ࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʍᇁ

Visu.
ខង─V)
ᒴង─A)

Audi.

Kine.

Extr

.205*
0.045

Open.

Glob.

Part.

1
1

─ݹE)
(-.262)*
0.01

ӑ─I━
.267**
0.009

1

(-.225)*
0.028

1

─O━

1
.321**
0.001

ւଟ─G━
៍Ꮂ─P━

Clos.

1
.256*
0.012

࠷ᣊ─K)

᪑─C━

Intr.

1

.322**
0.001

.299**
0.003

1
1

ɉNote: Pearson’s Coefficient Correlation**p ǀ 0.01, *p ǀ 0.05
(Signiﬁcance Probability━

ɉࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ᇁΣФʎɊͫʍᜟʊႻʫɾᥱʩʆɡʪɋ˴ʺˠˏʍᇁ
ђʱቌɶɾܬɊɼʍ ³ ʃʍˏ˕ʺ́ʎࡩඐɸʪ৷ഓʱପʃɲʇʱᜟ
ɸɋɾʇɧʏɊӑ́ʺ˕ˏݹ̍ʍᇁђ─┅ .¶±·━ʇɣɥᏃೖɪ
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ʨɊͥκʍࠜᒂᒓʎɲʍ ³ ʃʍˏ˕ʺ́ʱీʊପʃሯዒɫᮂणʊϵɣ
ɲʇʱቌɶʅɣʪɋපʊɊ̍᪑─┅ .¶±¹━ʇɣɥࡩඐɸʪᎻ
ʮɺʍψʊʡ࠷ᣊ̍ӑ ┅─.³·³━Ɋ࠷ᣊ̍─┅ .³³¶━Ɋʉʈʡ
ዒɶʉɣɲʇɫԔɪʪɋ
ɉͥఄ˭˿ˏʍᇁђʱቌɶɾɊւଟ̍࠷ᣊɊւଟ̍Ɋᒴង̍࠷
ᣊɊᒴង̍ԔɊខង̍ᒴងɊខង̍᪑ˏ˕ʺ́ʍᎻʞʮɺʎɊɼ
ʍዒʍᓧ৷ʱቌɶʅɣʪʇᒑɧʨʫʪɋɲʫʨʍᇁΣФʱۑʊɶ
ʅʞɾɋɲʍۑɪʨʎɊ᪑ˏ˕ʺ́ʍࠜᒂᒓʎɊខងɊᒴងɊԔ˕
ʺ˭ʇɸʪˏ˕ʺ́҂ʱପʀɊˏ˕ʺ́ʍࠜᒂᒓʎɊւଟɊ
࠷ᣊɊᒴង˕ʺ˭ʇɸʪˏ˕ʺ́҂ʱପʃʍʆʎʉɣɪʱΜ੍ɫ
ʆɬʪɋρۋʍᏃೖɪʨʎɊݹʇӑ́ʺ˕ˏɫψʍˏ˕ʺ́ʇʈʍ
ʧɥʊɸʪɪనሯʉាଝɫʨʫʉɪʂɾɋ
©┅ ━

Æ¡
¡ݹ

Ê¡
ӑ¡
©┅ ━

┊ۑ
©┃ ━¡

©┃ ━

×¡
ខង¡

Ä¡
᪑¡
©┅ ━

Â¡
ᒴង¡

©┃ ━

©┃ ━

©┅ ━

Ð¡
¡

Ì¡
࠷ᣊ¡

©┃ ━
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Ñ¡
៍Ꮂ

©┃ ━
È¡
ւଟ¡

³ ┅ ³ ┅ ´ɉᒂဒ्Ԡࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́҂
ɉᜟ ·. ᒂဒ्Ԡࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́҂ഓआ
ˏ˕ʺ́

ͬϴ
ಐੜआ
ͫϴ¡©Ï¾µºª
ͬϴ¡©Ï¾µ¸ª
ˁ˜ˊ̀
वۮђɉཇѤआ वۮђɉཇѤआ
ᒴង─Âª
²²
««±¯±±·
´¯³³
³¯·µ
²µ
«±¯±µº
³¯º¹
³¯¶²
࠷ᣊ─Ìª
²¶
«±¯±¶·
³¯¸·
´¯²º
²¹
«±¯±´³
³
²¯·
²º
«±¯±´·
²¯·¸
³¯²¸
³²
«±¯±´²
´¯±·
´¯·
᪑─Äª
³
«±¯±³¶
´¯¶²
³¯º²
««p ǀ 0.01¡«p ǀ 0.05

(7 items)

ɉᜟ · ɪʨԔɪʪʧɥʊɊᒂဒ्ԠʊಐੜआɫనሯʊԎɾʍʎɊº ʃʍ
ˏ˕ʺ́ʍӑɊᒴងɊ࠷ᣊɊ᪑ʊɩɣʅɿɰʆɡʂɾɋͬϴˁ˜ˊ̀
┅ʆʪʇɊᒴងʆʎžខងᆔᝆՕɫʉɮʅʡᒴងႾពʆɬʪſʣɊ
žᮬלݩдʱᄘ҈ʧʩҥҳɸʪſʇɣʂɾᮬܫݩʱᥱɶʅΟၑʱ୴
ɶɊႾពɫʆɬʪࠜᒂᒓʍߑɫໜɪʒͫɫʪɋʝɾɊ᪑ʆʎɊ
žᢁ௶
ጇʍ௨Ⴞʱʧɮɸʪſʇɣɥ᮴ᆾʎɊឞᄘ৷ɊᎻᐨᓧՏʊɸɯʫʪʇɣ
ɥ৷ᢑʡᒂဒ्ʍᱝɣࠜᒂᒓʊΜ੍ʆɬʪɿʬɥɋͥఄɊ࠷ᣊˏ˕ʺ́
ʍ҂ɫݼɣʍɫɊᒂဒ्ʍϵɣࠜᒂᒓʆɡʂɾʡີᆾɸʘɬʆɡ
ʪɋɾʇɧʏɊž៥నʱᒫɮԳʊ࠷ᜓɸʪſɊ
žᫎీɷʂʇॎʪʍʎᖐ
ſ
Ɋ
žणʊϺɪʊភʫʉɫʨɊᒑɧɊᭂͼɸʪſʇɥɣɥ᮴ᆾʊʎɊϹ
ʣᔵʨʍᜓթʱᥱɶʅࠜʕ҂ʍɡʪࠜᒂᒓʍߑʱ৲ɣໜɪʘʪɲʇ
ɫʆɬʪɋលៜࠜᒂᒓɫɊϵशᵱʣɊࠜᒂʍԞಜ์ᬤʆɡʪܬɊᭂͼ
Տ̍ີੜՏʱᱝʠʪɾʠʊɊթЀໍթʍɡʪžඕɶɣſϹᆔࠜᒂໍթ
ʱݼɮᄍɸʪɲʇʱजʎʝɹ᧖ɸʪɲʇʱ৲ɧʏɊࠜށᄉʍ̂˯
́ʆʡ࠷ᣊˏ˕ʺ́ʱުʟࠜᒂᒓʍթʱͫɱʪɾʠʊɊʸ˭̃̎˗ʍ
ʣʩఄʱᒑɧʪʍɡʪɲʇɫԔɪʪɋీʊɊρۋᒂဒ्ʱ༨ʪ
ʎɊॎʂʅɸʪោʆɡʪɲʇʱᒑɸʫʏɊ࠷ᣊ˕ʺ˭ʍࠜᄉʊʎͭ
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Ԣʆɡʪʧɥʊ৲ɥɋ࠷ᬫʍលៜᦉᄍᓧՏʱ༨࠳ʆɬʪʧɥʊɊጅឧ˕
ʺ˭ɿɰʆʎʉɣលៜᓧՏ˜ˏ˞ɫᒑഛɴʫʪɲʇɫʆɡʪʇ৲ʮ
ʫʪɋ
³ ┅ ´ɉࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʇࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʍᇁ
ɉᜟ ¸. ࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʇࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʍᇁ
ឧઠ─Me━

៖ᇽ─Cg)

ᝆң─Cm)

˷˕៖ᇽ
─Mg)

ੜ─Af)

ϥ─Sc━

ខងɉ─V)

.328**
0.001

.258*
0.011

ƃƃ.

.222*
0.029

ƃ.

ᒴងɉ─A)

.252**
0.013

.394**
0

.329**
0.001

.225**
0.028

.221**
0.03

࠷ᣊɉ─K)

ƃ.

ƃ.

ƃ.

(-.228*)
0.026

ƃ.

ƃ.

ݹɉ─E)

ƃ

ƃ

ƃ.

ƃ.

.214*
0.037

ƃ.

ӑɉ─I━

ƃ.

ƃ.

ƃ.

ƃ.

ƃ.

ƃ.

᪑ɉ─C━

.259*
0.011

.318**
0.002

0.208*
0.042

.387**
0

.233*
0.022

.235*
0.021

ɉ─O━

(-.201*)
0.05

(-.214*)
0.036

ƃ

(-.207*)
0.043

ƃ

ƃ

ւଟɉ─G━

ƃ

ƃ

ƃ

ƃ

ƃ

ƃ

៍Ꮂɉ─P━

ƃ

ƃ

.331**
0.001

ƃ

ƃ

ƃ

ƃ.

ɉࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʇʎɊࠜᒂᒓɫᆾលៜʍᒂৃ̍ЋᄍʍɾʠʊɊ
ੜᠪᆔʊᜓɥᇽᆔ̍ϹᆔᜓթʆɡʪʇɸʫʏɊࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʎɊࠜᒂ
ᒓʍᄉৃᆔ৷ഓ̍ੜᠪᆔᮾܕʇ༈ɣɪɪʮʩʱʡʃʇɣʮʫʪɋɶɪ
ɶɊጅᒓɫ᮴ᆾʱ๚ᤑɸʪɥʀʊ ³ ᒓʊʎɊӉᥱɶɾᮾܕɫɡʩɊ
ɼʫɽʫʍˏ˕ʺ́҂ʊᦞɸʪˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱࠜᒂᒓʎɊᔵɹʇᦦ
૾ɶʅɣʪʍʆʎʉɣɪʇΜ੍ʆɬɾɋɾʇɧʏɊ́ʺ˕ˏݹʍࠜᄉ
ʎɊˆ́̎˭ࠜᒂʣˣʺ˜ʹˬˏ˪̎ˁ̎ʇከඐᆔʊɪɪʮʪʧɥʉɊ
ˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱᯇᐡʊЋᄍɸʪʇɪɊʝɾɊᥤʊӑᆔˏ˕ʺ́ʍࠜᄉ
ʎɊၵዒၵฯʆࠜʕϥʱުʞɊ์ᬤᆔʊᇗ࠷ʊզওʱከʞᨁʌʅɣɮ
ఄຫʱުʟʇɣɥʧɥʊɋɶɪɶɊρۋʍԔᏃೖʎɊԞಜʍΜ੍ʇʎ
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ࡸɶᦒɥᏃೖʇʉʂɾɋ
ɉρۋʍ᜴ᒓʍӂϹᆔʉၔʇɶʅɊࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʍͼʆၔʊˏ˞˿
˜ˎ̎ЋᄍʇওɣɪɪʮʩɫɡʪʡʍʎɊᒴងʇ᪑ˏ˕ʺ́ʆɡʪɲ
ʇɫԔɪʂɾɋీʊɊ᪑ʇʎࡩඐᆔ৷ഓʱପʃˏ˕ʺ́ʍࠜᒂ
ᒓʎɊၔ࠳ʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎─ឧઠɊ៖ᇽɊ˷˕៖ᇽ━ʍЋᄍ҂ɫঐɣ
ɲʇɫ௦ђɪʨ៦ʞכʫʪɋខងˏ˕ʺ́ʎɊឧઠɊ៖ᇽɊ˷˕៖ᇽʇ
ФɫɡʩɊݹʇੜɊԔʇᝆңʍʊʎฬʍᇁɫʨʫɊ࠷ᣊ
ʇ˷˕៖ᇽʍʊʎɊᡥʍᇁɫɡʂɾɋɼʫʱ֊ॾۑɸʪʇϒͬʍʧ
ɥʉФۑɫᒑɧʨʫʪɋ
Âç

©┅ ━¡

┋ۑ

Æ¡
ݹ

Äè

Ê¡
ӑ¡
©┅ ━
Îè

 ϥ ʱʍ
ɽ ɮӂʅ

Îæ
Îè

©┃ ━¡

©┃ ━¡

×¡
ខង

©┃ ━

Â¡
ᒴង¡

Ì¡
࠷ᣊ¡

©┃ ━

©┅ ━
©┃ ━

Ä¡
᪑

©┅ ━

ɸ ʘʅ
ၔ ʊÎ┿

È¡
ւଟ

©┃ ━

Ð¡
¡

Ñ¡
៍Ꮂ¡
©┅ ━

Îæ
Äè

Îè

Äî

ÊÊÊ┆ʝʇʠʇᒑࡗ
ࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍ┒
ɉEFL ާࠍށᄉɫၔʊЋᄍɶʅɣɾࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʎɊ˷˕៖ᇽʇ
ᝆңˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʆɡʂɾɋɲʍᏃೖʎɊSILL ʱԢᄍɶɾʸˎʸψ۔
ʍ EFL ࠜᄉʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ћᄍ҂ʇ᥎ϯɶʅɣʪɋͥఄɊឧઠ
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ˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍЋᄍᯇ्ɫͥᄰϵɣवۮђʱቌɶɾʍʎɊੜݹʉᏃೖʆ
ɡʂɾɋ࠷ᬫݼɮʍఖಢκࠜᒂᒓʎɊ֫ៜʣ௮ዞʱឧઠɸʪʣʩఄʆࠜ
ᒂɶʅɣʪɪʨʆɡʪɋႾᄒʇɶʅᒑɧʨʫʪʍʎɊψʍለኴᒓʡବ
ɶʅɣʪᥱʩɊឧઠˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʊ؉ʝʫʪ᮴ᆾɫఖಢʍ EFL ࠜᒂ
ᒓʍ࠷ʊຣʂɾӑࡄɫɡʝʩʉɪʂɾʇɣɥΜ੍ɫʆɬʪɋˏ˞˿˜
ˎ̎ʍЋᄍʎɊᇁ৷ԔʊʧʂʅɊΣɣʊɶɡʂʅɣʪɲʇɫា
నɴʫɾɫɊၔʊ˷˕៖ᇽʇ៖ᇽˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʎɊψʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱ
உɴɺʪžͼᆔˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ſʇʉʂʅɣʪɲʇɫΜ੍ʆɬɾɋ
ɉࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ЋᄍʎɊᒂဒ्ʊंױɴʫʪɪʇɣɥᅃ٨ʊࡩɶʅ
ʎɊᒂဒ्ʊʧʂʅʮɹɪʉഓआɫʨʫɾɋᒂဒ्ʍᱝɣࠜᒂᒓʎɊ
ӂϹᆔʊˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ћᄍᯇ्ɫɊᒂဒ्ʍϵɣࠜᒂᒓʊɮʨʘʅݼɣ
ʇᒑɧʨʫʪɋɶɪɶ࠷ᬫʊಐੜआɫࡸݼԎɾʍʎɊ˷˕៖ᇽʇϥˏ
˞˿˜ˎ̎ʊɩɣʅɿʂɾɋɲʫʨʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍͬϴˁ˜ˊ̀̎ʱ
ʪʇɊžᕩɣࠜᒂᒓſʍЋᄍɸʪࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍϗɫࡸɶໜɪ
ʒɡɫʂʅɮʪɋͥఄʆɊψʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎˕ʺ˭ʊಐੜआɫɼʫʚʈ
ԎʉɪʂɾႾᄒʇɶʅᒑɧʨʫʪʍʎɊSILL ᢑ٨ᎧʆʎɊЋᄍᯇ्ʍ
ࢅ्ʎɡɮʝʆ᜴ᒓʍឍᆔԟఀʊʥɿʌʨʫʅɣʪʍʆɊфκआɫ
ᄉɷʪᓧ৷ɫɡʪɲʇɋʝɾɊၔʊᒂဒ्ɫᱝɣࠜᒂᒓʊʉʪʇɊੜ
ᠪᆔʊЋᄍɸʪˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ɫ༜ʪʇᒑɧʨʫʪʍʆɊ˝̎˕ͫʍ௦ࠒ
ɫɼʫʚʈᱝɮʉʨʉɣᓧ৷ɫɡʪɲʇʉʈɫɡɱʨʫʪɋψʍለኴ
ᒓɫɣɥʧɥʊɊɲʍͭᢷʱᝆɥɾʠʊʡᨃᆔለኴʇᜓɶɾᢑᆔለኴ
ʍ৷ʱɷɾɋ
ࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʍ┒
ɉρۋʍʆʎɊEFL ާࠍށᄉʍପʃˏ˕ʺ́ʍ҂ʎӂϹᆔʊͼ
॔ʆɡʂɾɫɊᇽង˕ʺ˭ʆʎɊខងˏ˕ʺ́ުڏɫᒴងʣ࠷ᣊʧʩʡ
ݼɪʂɾɋ৷ഓ˕ʺ˭ʆʎɊӑުڏۿɫۿݹʧʩݼɮɊ᪑ުڏۿ
ɫۿʧʩݼɪʂɾɋͥఄɊւଟۿʇ៍Ꮂۿʊɩɣʅʚʇʲʈђʇ
ʉʂɾʍʎɊɲʍ ³ ʃʍˏ˕ʺ́ɫΜ੍ɶʅɣɾʚʈࡩඐᆔ৷ഓʱପɾ
ɹɊࠜᒂᒓɫɼʫʨʱీʊପʃᓧ৷ʱቌٖɶʅɣʪɋψለኴᒓʍᏃ
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ೖʇʃɬʮɺʅʞʪʇɊࠜᒂᒓʍ۔৷ɿɰʆʎʉɮɊɸʪࠜ٨
ʍኚᯕʊʧʂʅʡɊࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́҂ʍᦒɣɫʆɬʪʇᒑɧʨʫʪɋࠜ
ᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʍᇁۑʱʫʏɊ᪑ɊខងɊᒴងɊԔʊ৷ɫ
ʨʫɊψఄɊւଟɊ࠷ᣊɊᒴងʊʡපʍஉɫʨʫʪʧɥʊ৲
ɥɋɲʍɲʇʎɊͥʃʍˏ˕ʺ́҂ɫɼʫʇஉɸʪψʍˏ˕ʺ́ʍ
ኚᯕʡ࠳ɸʪᎫʱ؉ʲʆɣʪɲʇʱቌɶʅɣʪʇᒑɧʨʫʪɋ
ɉᒂဒ्ʇࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʍʊʃɣʅលɧʏɊށɬɮᆾዒʂɾഓआʇ
ɣɥʍʎʨʫʉɪʂɾɫɊᒴងˏ˕ʺ́ʇ᪑ˏ˕ʺ́ʱުڏɸʪࠜ
ᒂᒓɫᒂဒ्ʍᱝɣˆ́̎˭ʊݼɪʂɾͥఄʆɊ࠷ᣊˏ˕ʺ́ʱުڏɸ
ʪࠜᒂᒓɫᒂဒ्ʍϵɣˆ́̎˭ʊݼɪʂɾɋᒴងˏ˕ʺ́ުڏᒓɫᒂ
ဒ्ʍᱝɣˆ́̎˭ʊݼɪʂɾႾᄒʇɶʅᒑɧʨʫʪʍʎɊខងܫʣ
ϹʊᯈʨɹʇʡᮬܫݩɿɰʆၑΟʱႾពɸʪɾʠʊʎɊᆾលៜʆ
ܫʱႾពʆɬʪᓧՏɫᱝɰʫʏᱝɣʚʈʧɣʇɣɥɲʇʎࡄపʊΜ੍
ʆɬʪɫɊᥤʊᒴងˏ˕ʺ́҂ɫɡʪࠜᒂᒓʎɊʧɣࠜᒂᒓʊʉʪ
ᓧ৷ɫᱝɣʇɣɧʪɪʈɥɪʎɊψʍࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʇʍӎʌɣʱ៍Ꮂ
ʊʘʅʉɰʫʏԔɪʨʉɣɿʬɥɋͥఄɊ࠷ᣊˏ˕ʺ́ʇᒂဒ्ʍ
ФʱᒑɧʪʉʨɊࠜᒂᒓʍᒂဒ्ɫϵɣɾʠʊ࠷ᣊˏ˕ʺ́ʱࠜᒂ์
ᬤʇɶʅʇɸʪʍɪɊૅɣʎɊࠜᒂᒓʍˏ˕ʺ́ުڏɫ࠷ᣊᆔʆɡ
ʪɾʠɊPre-Toeﬂ ˜ˏ˞ʍʧɥʉᮀᆔឞ༨ఄຫʆᒂဒ्ʱ࠳ɸʪీ
ʊɊʧɣીೖʱԎɶɬʫʉɣʍɪඐʠʪɫɡʪɿʬɥɋɣɹʫʊ
ɶʅʡɊᇽង˕ʺ˭ʍˏ˕ʺ́ʊᒂဒ्ʍआɫʃɪʂɾʇɣɥɲʇ
ʎɊɲʫʨʍˏ˕ʺ́ʎࠜᒂᒓʊ࠳ۓᆔʉʡʍʆʎʉɮɊ՞ೖᆔఄຫʊ
ʧʂʅɲʫʨʍˏ˕ʺ́Ћᄍʱԧৈɸʪɲʇʆࠜᒂ՞ೖʊᏃʒʃɮᓧ
৷ʡᒑɧʨʫʪɋ
ࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʇࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʍФ৷┒
ɉρۋʍ᜴ᒓʍၔʇɶʅɊࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʍͼʆᮂणʊࠜᒂˏ˞˿
˜ˎ̎ЋᄍʇФɫɡʪʍɫɊᒴងɩʧʒ᪑ˏ˕ʺ́ʆɡʪɲʇɫԔ
ɪʂɾɋҳʍ Oosuga─³±±¶━ʍለኴʆʎɊࠜᄉ᜴ᒓʍԔᏃೖʆɊ
ខងɩʧʒ᪑ˏ˕ʺ́ɫɊӂʅʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʇᇁɫɡʂɾɲʇɫ
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ؙܫɴʫʅɣʪɋጅᒓʍለኴ─Iwasaki,2005━ʆʎɊᒴងˏ˕ʺ́ʍ
ʚɥɫខងʧʩʡࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʇʍФɫওɴʫʪᏃೖʇʉʂ
ɾɋাఖʍለኴԔʆɊ᜴ᒓʍɥʀᒂဒ्ʍϵɣˆ́̎˭ʊɩɰʪˏ
˕ʺ́̍ˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍᇁʱʘɾʇɲʬខងʇ᪑ˏ˕ʺ́ɫʉ
ˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎Ћᄍʇɸʪɲʇɫʮɪʂɾɋށ᮶ʍለኴʆʎɊ᜴
ᒓʍᒂဒ्ʊʃɣʅភʫʅɣʉɣɾʠɊɲɲʆ֫ᎣʉᏃ៵ʱԎɸɲʇ
ʎԎಿʉɣʇ৲ɥɫɊᓧ৷ʇɶʅᒑɧʨʫʪʍʎɊࠜᒂᒓʍᒂဒ्ʊ
ʧʂʅުʝʫʪࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʇɣɥʍɫɡʩɊɼʍˏ˕ʺ́ʊড়ɷɾ
ࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱࠜᒂᒓʎᦦ૾ɶʅɣʪʍʆʎʉɣɪʇɣɥΜ੍ʆɡ
ʪɋ
·┆ρাʍ៨ᯌ
ɉOxford ʍࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ᢑ٨ᎧʍӑࡄʱבᒑʊɶʉɫʨɊఖಢʍ
EFL ࠜᒂᒓʍႻၤʊɡʂɾᢑ٨ᎧʱᝒЀɸʪɾʠʊʡɊጅឧຫɊʺ̉
˕˩˻̎ຫɊʉʈʱᥱɶʅ᜴ᒓɪʨʧʩᢑᆔʊ៍ɶɣ˝̎˕ʱכʩɊ
ᢑ٨ᎧʊՒɧʅɣɮɫɡʪʇɷʪɋ
ɉρۋʎɊ៍ɶɣԔɫԎಿʉɪʂɾɫɊPre-Toeﬂ ʍͼʆ˕ˏ˅ʍᦒ
ɣ─̀ˏˡ̉ˆɊៜড̍௮ຫɊ̀̎˝ʹ̉ˆ━ʊʧʂʅࠜᒂᒓʎᦒʂɾ
ˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱЋɣԔɰʅɣʪᓧ৷ɫԔͼʊʨʫɾʍʆɊρাʎ
࠷ᬫʍ˕ˏ˅ʱᥱɶʅࠜᒂᒓɫʈʍʧɥʉˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʱЋᄍɸʪɪʊ
ʃɣʅᥟᣃʱᜓɣɾɣɋ
ɉʝɾɊࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʍ᮴ᆾʊɴʨʊ៍Ꮂʉˏ˕ʺ́ʍၔʱՒ
ɧɊࠜᒂᒓʍˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ЋᄍʇʍᇁΣЀᄍʊʃɣʅለኴʱɶʅɣɬɾ
ɣɋɴʨʊɊɲʍʇɼʍԔᏃೖʱࠜᒂᒓѮʊ˫ʹ̎˟˦˙˅ɸʪ
ɲʇʆࠜᒂᒓʍੜธ─ࠜᒂթ━ʣɼʍাʍࠜᒂ՞ೖ─࠷ᬫʍဒᦑ्ʍ
━ͫʊʈʍʧɥʉম᮰ʱוʛɸɪᥟᣃʱោʞʪɲʇʎɊρাʍ៨
ᯌʆʡɡʪɋ
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ີ᧽┒
²┆MBTI ʍ៥న
²

C.G. ˼̉ˆʍᎃቛԔۿႾ៵ʊܛʄɮ৷ഓᢑ٨ᎧɋׄۿʆʎɊ˼̉

ˆʍ˕ʺ˭Ⴞ៵ʎκʱɊǋݹŻӑɊǌᇽង┅ᇀɊǍ৲ᒑ┅
ʍ ´ ʃʊԔᯕɶɾɋাʊɊIsabel Briggs-Myers ɫంɶɮǎԟఀ┅៖
ᇽʱՒɧɾɋᎹᆔʊɊɲʍ µ ʃʍࡩඐᆔᮾܕʍᎻʞʮɺʆ ²· ኚʍ
৷ഓ˕ʺ˭ʱɊАɧʏ ISTJ─ӑɊᇽងɊ৲ᒑɊԟఀ━ʣ ENFP─ݹ
ɊᇀɊɊ៖ᇽ━ʇɣɥʧɥʊ࠳ɸʪʧɥʊʉʂɾɋɲʍᆾᆔ
ʎɊ৷ഓʍԔɪʩʣɸɣႾ៵ʱ࠷ᬫᆔʆκɍʍᄉໍʊಐᄍʊɸʪɲʇʆ
ɡʪɋᮾܕǋʎɊκʊࡩɸʪʾˣ́˄̎ᜟႻʍཆʇɼʍఄ৷Ɋǌʎ
לܫႾʍʣʩఄɊǍʎܫԂႾʍχఄɊǎପʂʅɣʪܫʍूʠఄʆɡ
ʪɋ
³┆Index of Learning Style ʍ៥న
³

ˤ̎ˏˁ̃˿ʺˠࣾዒࠜށʆ R.M. Felder ʇ B.A. Soloman ʊʧʂ

ʅᆌɴʫɾʡʍʆɊᢑ٨Ꭷʎ µµ ࡩʍᢑ٨ʆථીɴʫʅɣʪ─ᢑ٨
ʊʎɊɹ─a━דʎ─b━ʆۋጏɸʪʧɥʊʉʂʅɣʪ━ӂʅʍ௦
ʎɊµ ʃʍࡩඐᆔᮾܕʊԔɰʨʫɊᮾܕ๗ʊɊࡩඐᏺͫʍᆾᆴʩʊႻɴ
ʫʪɋµ ʃʍᮾܕʎɊᜓթˏ˕ʺ́┅৲ᒑˏ˕ʺ́Ɋᇽងˏ˕ʺ́┅ᇀ
ˏ˕ʺ́Ɋខងˏ˕ʺ́┅ףᥙˏ˕ʺ́ɊᏙˏ˕ʺ́┅ւଟˏ˕ʺ
́ʆɊψʊ Felder ʎɊटᎡᆔˏ˕ʺ́┅ཱᐵᆔˏ˕ʺ́ʱ ¶ ᄰᆾʊՒ
ɧɾለኴʡɡʪ─²º¹¹Ɋ²ºº´━
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The Effect of Short-term Stays in English
Speaking Countries on Attitudes
Toward Learning and Using English
Kenneth E. Williams
Introduction
Having taught English at the high school, junior college, and
university levels in Japan for twenty-ﬁve years I have noticed that
many students who join my classes are better at conversational
English than in the past. This positive change can be attributed to a
variety of factors, but the one that stands out to me is the increasing
number of students who have spent an extended amount of time
in English speaking countries or who have been in non- English
speaking countries but have attended English-medium international
schools. Improvement in conversational English ability in relation
to extended exposure to English in situations such as these is not
surprising.
Besides the increase in the number of young Japanese of all
levels, elementary through high school, who have spent an extended
amount of time abroad in English speaking countries, there has
been an even greater number who have been to English speaking
countries for short-term stays. Most likely these short visits were
vacation trips, but some students have gone abroad to participate in
sporting events, do volunteer work, attend conferences, along with
other reasons. Various studies have examined the effect of longterm stays abroad on students primarily from Western countries
(e.g., Aveni, 2005; Carlson, Burn, Unseem, and Yachimowicz, 1990;
Nash, 1976). On the other hand, little if any research has been
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accomplished on the effect of short-term stays of Japanese students
in countries where English is the ﬁrst language or the language of
instruction in school (Kumagi, 1977).

Aim of the Study
In these brief research notes, I would like to report on an
ongoing study I am conducting on the effect of short- term stays
abroad on Japanese learners of English. The purpose of the study is
to determine if there is any effect on Japanese university students’
attitudes towards speaking and listening to English in their formal
English classes and their general attitudes towards studying
English after they return to Japan from their short stay abroad. My
hypothesis is that even a short-term visit has a positive effect on
studentsʼ attitude towards learning and using English. In this study,
a short-term visit is defined as a month or less, and it had to be
when the student was in high school or later. The purpose of the visit
could have been for any reason except to study English, and the stay
needed to be in a country that used English as a ﬁrst language.

Method
ɉParticipants . The participants in this study were 155 Japanese
university students enrolled in three coeducational elective
conversational English classes in Japan. Students were told that
participation was voluntary. All of the teachers were native English
speakers.

ɉData collection . An original anonymous questionnaire written in
Japanese was used to collect data for this study. First, the questionnaire asked for the students’ age, gender, and year in school. Next
it asked if they had spent time out of Japan when they were a high
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school or college student. If the response was yes, students were
asked what country they had gone to, how long they stayed there,
and what they did there. Space was allowed for students who had
been outside of Japan more then one time. Finally, 36 statements
were presented to gather information on the students’ attitudes
towards attending formal conversational English classes and
expressing themselves in English. Responses were measured on a
ﬁve-point Likert scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree.

ɉData analysis. The number of students reporting that they had
been outside of Japan was 87. Sixty-eight reported that they had
never left Japan. Questionnaires with information missing and those
indicating that the student had been outside of Japan but did not ﬁt
the parameters of the study were eliminated. From the remaining
questionnaires, random samples of 42 from the been-abroad group
and 46 from the not-been-abroad group were analyzed. After tallying
the students’ responses, an average for each response was calculated,
and the averages of the two groups were compared.

Results
ɉThese research notes present only the preliminary results of this
pilot study. I will present a broad picture of what was found so far,
saving a detailed description for a later paper after having a chance
to analyze the questionnaire in detail, revise it, check it again, and
administer a ﬁnalized version to a larger number of students.

ɉDesire to attend English class. Nine percent of the students in
the been-abroad group reported that they strongly agreed with the
statement about desiring to attend English class which was nearly
identical to the 8 percent reported by the not-been-abroad group.

ɉDesire to study more English . Nine percent of the students in
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the been-abroad group reported that they strongly agreed with the
statement about desiring to take more English language classes in
the future, which was nearly identical to the 10 percent reported by
the not-been-abroad group.

ɉPerception of spoken English ability. When asked if they felt that
other students spoke English better then they did, 30 percent of the
Been Abroad Group strongly agreed, in contrast to 16 percent of the
not-been-abroad group.

ɉSpeaking English in class. When asked if they had problems
speaking English in class, 10 percent of the been - abroad group
strongly agreed in contrast to 3 percent of the not - been - abroad
group. Other questions about classroom performance followed a
similar pattern.
For other parts of the questionnaire, the results were similar.

Preliminary Conclusion
ɉAs explained above, I have purposely not gone into detail in reporting these preliminary results. The overall results, however, do suggest that there is little if any difference between the two groups in
their attitude toward formal English learning in general. However,
in regard to their attitude towards their ability to speak English,
the group that had spent a short time abroad in English speaking
countries responded more negatively about their perceived abilities
then those who had never left Japan. These preliminary ﬁndings run
contrary to the original hypothesis that a short-term stay abroad has
a positive effect on students’ attitudes towards learning and using
English. The next step in this research is to determine whether
these ﬁndings hold up to further analysis, and if so, what may be the
possible reasons for these results.
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ࢨуނɉɖᖭʍಢɗʊʃɣʅ

ɉಒɉᧅɉᥱɉࠍ

ƌ┆ʎɷʠʊ
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ʱࠜʒɊᫎɹʪʊɶɾɫʂʅɊུៅɊ֪ᄘɊʡɼʫɽʫजʊʃɣʅࠜ
ʲɿʇɣɥɋʝɾɊ³´ าʆ˫ʽˤ̃ˋɊ˩ˈ̃̎ʇʇʡʊ۞ࡨຫన
ᬎʍᬀഽതΥৎɪʨᗝᙧ֝ӂૂ၈ʱɰʨʫɊυࠍងͪʇʉʪɋ௮
ᧅᇄʍᑬכʘФʇɶʅʍท፥ខࡗʣͼ۔ԎʆɊɼʫɽʫʍۣۨʇ
κɍʊʔʫɊʺ̉˟ఊᜓʆাʊʸˎʸʆԞʠʅˤ̎˯́௮ࠜᢋʱלɰɾ
˿˩̉˟˿ˠ̎˞̍˕ˊ̎́ Rabindranath Tagore─²¹·²-²ºµ²━ʇញ
ίʱᏃʲɿɲʇʉʈʍϹɫɊলʍඋᐠʊᄉɬʅɣʪɋ
ɖᖭʍಢɗʍͼʆނʎɊఖಢκʎఖ༒ఖ᭭ૌΝʊծԢɶɾɫɊުૌ
ᆔ۔ʆʎʉɮɊᕼʣᖭʱɸʪҥᭁʆɪʃᥖʊགʀɾᎃቛᄉໍʱɩ
ɮʂʅɣʪ۔ʆɡʪɲʇʱᇽʨɺʧɥʇɶʅɣʪɋᖭᦐʇɣɥ௮֊ɫ
ɡʪɲʇʱɊʝɾɊຼʡຼʊࠜʕʡʍɫɡʪɲʇʱɊڃɧʇଆᮯɊ
̀ː˶ʊགʀɾᗟᴵʉᖓ௮ʆϧɧʅɣʪɋಢኢʎɊނʍ୮ɬԎɸɔᖭ
ᦐɕʱԔɶɊɼʍͼʊౣቌɴʫʪκᄉឍʱ៵ɷʪɲʇʱᆾᆔʇɸʪɋ
ƍ┆
ɖᖭʍಢɗܙጅʍᆾᆔʇᓗ
ɉܙጅঞీɊނʎ˲ˏ˞̉ᑬᰄʍͼ̍۔ఖಢᑬᧅᯗ٨ʆɡʂɾɋ
יᙀɴʫʅɣʪఖಢᑬقʍ௨ႾɊᆾ᩻ЀીʊɡɾʩʉɫʨɊ᠘ཱໍ
թɊ៵௮ܙጅʱᜓʂʅɣɾɋᑬᰄʍႾΟބκɾʀʊᑬיقᙀᄍʍӁ
ʫၑʱЀʨɺʪϥʱʡʀɊᖭʱʔʪʝɣʉɫʨ᠘ཱʱɸʪɲʇʡɡʂɾ
ʇɣɥɋ˲ˏ˞̉ʆʍॄᠷᒓʆɡʂɾʺˌ˯˿̍ˏ˗˻ʸ̎˞̍˂̎˟
ˠ̎ Isabella Stewart Gardner ބκ─²¹µ±-²º³µ━࠴ʍɊ࢘ជϥԞఖʊ
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ᖭʱዒʅʅɮʫʪʧɥКᯈɸʪᎧɊᖭᦐӌͥॾʍᥡʩၤ─´━ɫɴʫ
ʅɩʩɊʝɾɊނʍ˲ˏ˞̉ీϐᄍʍᖭ፡ͥॾ─ᖦࠜށΤ໘ᑬ
௮֊ለኴᙀ━ʡɴʫʅɣʪɋঞీɊނʍɣɾᖭϥʆɊᖭʍ༽
ʱϹɶɾɲʇʍɡʪκɾʀɫ˲ˏ˞̉ͫ໐ᬤᎨʍͼʊɣɾʍʆɡʪɋ
ɲʍಢʍׄኢʎɊɼʍʧɥʉૻʊބκɾʀʍԳʆͥዞɳʇʊ៦ʞͫɱ
ʨʫɾʇɣɥ់ʡϧʮʂʅɣʪɋ˕˞́ Tuttle ၅ɖᖭʍಢɗʍॆ௮
ʆɊʾ̀ˏ̍ˆ̀̎̀ Elis Grilli ʎɣɥɋ
ɉ
ɲʍಢʎࡸ௦ʍʾ̀̎˞ʊɰʅಅɪʫɾʍʆɸɋຼʇຼʇ
ʱԔɰᬦʅʅɣʪᎃቛᆔ០ពʊࡩɶʅɊলɫૺᠳɸʪʇɬʊ
ɶʅɮʫʪɲʇʱಜহɶʅɋɼʍʚɪʍκɍʊʎɊᔵԔʍᯌɫ
ɔˉ˙˭ʍͼʍࣛɕʍʧɥʉʡʍʇלɰכʨʫʪʍʆʎʉɣɪʇ
ᗾᒓʎ৲ʂʅɣɾɼɥʆɸɋʇɲʬɫɊຼʍ৲੍ʱႾពɸʪ
ʱԎɺʪʇުើʆɶɾɋࢨуʍໂࡗՏʇ৲ɣʣʩɊᕁءʱɼɼ
ʪםᆔʉ௮ϹʆɊࢨуɫΜ੍ɶɾϒͫʊݼ௦ʍ៦ᒓʱ႘ৃɶɾ
ʍʆɸ─µ━ɋ
ɉ
ɖᖭʍಢɗʍࠬӂʉᒍឰɫɊࢨуᄒͪᦿʍঈࠍɊಳࢨ֬ឰʆࢫາ௮ॏ
ɪʨԎ၅ɴʫɾʍɫ ²º³º शʆɡʪɋɼʍɔʎɶɫɬɕ─¶━ʊᄒͪᦿʎɊ
ɔᖭʍϥʊɸʪኚɍʍʣʨ੍ʣʨʱ߫ςʇɶʅκᦐʱៜʩᒐᖷ
ʇቨᦵʇʱ៥ɬɊʑɣʅʎᕾʍ᪽ᢋʊʡוʲɿʡʍʆɊ˦˕̎ʍۣ۔
ʍʱɶʅɊᖭʍကʍɪʉɾʊᯞ࿖ᨋʍဉɧʍԠۨނʍɡʪɲʇʱɊ
ͥᥱʩᜓɪɺʪಅၑʇɶʅʎɊɩɼʨɮɲʫʱඐᔸʇɸʘɬɪʇɊ
ɡɧʅᔵԔʎᒑɧʪɕʇಅɣʅɣʪɋ
ɉ³±±¶ श º ಏɊ˲ˏ˞̉ᑬᰄʱឭʫɊ˳̎˚˴ˏᏃ ²±± श
ʱឧɶɾၔԠ࢘ቌɔឧ᩻ɴʫɾૌΝŻำװʇᄘ҈ʊʪఖ᭭ૌΝ
ŻɕʱʪϥɫɡʂɾɋంᒫឧΟɊˁ̀ˁ˗˻ʸɊ၅ᄘɊӟᇍʉʈ
ʊႻʫʪఖಢʍߑʎɊૌծʊ᧙ɣɊͳᄟʍͼʆᒍॸɴʫʪఖಢʆɡʂ
ɾɋɼʍͼʊ౫ʨɶɾނʇɶʅʎɊఖಢκʍԠʍѮᮅɊ༈ʞɡʪᎃ
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ቛᄉໍʱϧɧɾɣʇᯓɥʍʎঞʇɣɥ৲ɣʱଂɣɾɋ
ɉϒͫʍɲʇɪʨɊނʍܙጅੜۑʎɊຼ௮֊ʊࡩɶʅఖಢʍᎃቛ௮
֊ႾពʱХɸɲʇʆɡʂɾɲʇɫనሯʆɡʪʇ৲ʮʫʪɋ
Ǝ ¯ɖᖭʍಢɗʍ
ɖᖭʍಢɗʎɊӂ ¸ ዞʆථીɴʫʅɣʪɋዞʍӑࡄʱɼʫɽʫͥលʆ
ᜟɸʇɊ²━
ɔᖭᦐɕʍੜءɊ³━ำװɊ´━ᦐʇቨ̍৲੍ᆔᓗɊµ━
ᖭ࠺̍ᖭʱɾʅʪშ݄Ɋ┍━ᕾ᪽ᢋɪʨɾᖭᦐɊ┎━ᖭκʍᕼʍ૨
ɣɊ┏━ᖭκʍᄉɬఄ / ึʊఄʇɣɥ໐ʫʊʉʪɋ
ɉӂϹʍථીʎɊఖಢκʍᎃቛ௮֊Ꮆςʇɣɥᆾᆔʊɪʉɥʧɥͪ์
ථɧʊʉʂʅɣʪɲʇɫԔɪʪɋʝɹɊዿͥዞʆ៦ᒓʍᕁءʱʑɬʃɰ
ʪɾʠɊᖭʍˏ̀˄ʺ۔ʣ˲ˏ˞̉ᖭϥΟϗʍАʊភʫʉɫʨɊ᠈ݹ
۔ʇʎᄴʉʩɊఖಢʊʎᖭʱڅɸʪɲʇɫᑬᆔ࠰ʊʝʆᱝʠʨʫɾ
ɔᖭᦐɕʇɣɥɊຼɫᒂɥɲʇʍʆɬʪ௮֊ɫɡʪɲʇʱቌɸɋต
ʍዿΠɊͪዞʎɊ࠷ᣊʱᨁʲɷʪᖭᦐʊʎᫎɣำװʇ৲੍ᆔᝁʄɰɫɡ
ʪɲʇʱᥙʘɊ៵ႾᆔʊɊᒂɥੜءɫɡʪʇᎡৃɴɺʪɪʍʧɥʆɡ
ʪɋዿۊዞϒᬆʎɊᖭᦐʱ࠷ᣊɸʪᬫʍᖭ࠺ʣᦐӌʊౣቌɴʫʪّࠜɊ
࠸ʇʍί໐ʊɩɰʪථɧʉʈʍɊ
ɔᖭᦐɕʊɩɰʪӂᕓᆔʉᇽᠪʱɊ
ᖭ࠺ʍݹɪʨӑʗʇខᏺʱኌɶʉɫʨ៥ɶʅɣɮɋ៦ᒓʎɊៅᆔᜟႻ
ʆៜʨʫʪᖭᕼʣᖭκʍᄉɬఄʱᥱɶʅɊఖणᄉໍʍͼʊᄉɬʅɣʪ
ɔᖭᦐɕʇԎϥɥɲʇʊʉʪɋϒͬዞʍʱɶʉɫʨɊނʍɣɥ
ɔᖭᦐɕʊᒑࡗʱՒɧʅʞɾɣʇ৲ɥɋ
Ə┆ዿͥዞɉκ৷ʍᖭሧɉÕéæ¡Äöñ¡ðç¡Éöîâïêõú
ɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉ┅ʍԎϥɣʍ┅ܬ
ɖᖭʍಢɗʆɡʪɪʨʊʎঞͥሧʍᖭ a cup of tea ʍੜءɫ៵ɻʨʫ
ʪʍʆɡʪɫɊɲʍᜟᯌʎɊ֫ʉʪᯯʞၑʇɶʅʍᖭʱӁʫʪᖭሧʇɣ
ɥੜءʊᨁʌʅɊκ৷ʍ༦ɪʉᆌ᭭ʆɡʪᖭʱີɯګʇɶʅʍᖭሧʇ
ɣɥੜءʱᜟɶʅɣʪɋͥሧʍᖭʍͼʊκʍᄉɬఄʱʪʇɣɥߑղ
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ʆɡʪɋ
ɉӚᯃʍዿͥ์ᗹʆɊᥱणఖಢʍᖭᦐʱᜟɸ tea ceremony ʇលɥលᗼ
ʆʎʉɮɊ
ɔᑵɊдϕɕʇɣɥੜءʱପʃଢ଼ࢉ᤺ʱʃɰɾ Teaism─·━
ʇɣɥៜʱᄍɣʅɣʪɋᖭʱɾʅʪɲʇʊʎɊ৲ᎭໍթɊᦐɫྂ
ʲʆɩʩɊఖಢκʍɔᄉɬʪɕArt of Life─¸━ʍᜟʫʆɡʪɲʇʱᥙ
ʘʅɣʪɋಢኢʆʎɊTeaism ʱɔᖭᦐɕ
ɊᖭʱɾʅʪЀຫʉʈʍលו
ʊᄍɣʨʫʅɣʪ tea ceremony ʱɔᖭʍ༽ɕʇឰɶԔɰʪɲʇʊɶɾ
ɣ─¹━ɋ
ɉᝁ֞ࡂ֝ΤϐࡂҮ֞࠰࠺ʎɊTeaism ʎɊ
ɔᖭᦐʍ࠰ᆔᎫʊʃɣ
ʅៜʂʅʎɣʪɫɊຼʍၑआɶʆᖭʍ༽ʱ៥నɶʧɥʇɶʅɣʪɕʇ
ɶʅɊᜟႻɫᦞԕʆʉɣʇବɶʅɣʪ─º━ɋɾɶɪʊނᔵɔᔵԔ
ʍᇽʱɴʨɰԎɶʅɣʪɪʡɶʫʉɣɕ─²±━ʇៜʂʅʎɣʪɫɊɲʍ
ಢʎɊʝɴʊɔຼʍၑआɶʆɕᖭʍ༽ʱ៥నɶʧɥʇɶɾಢʆɡʪɋ
ᖭʍ༽ʍӑʊኂʠʨʫɾᎃቛᆔɊ࠰ᆔѮᮅʱనቌɸʪ Teaism ʎɊނ
ʍᆾᆔʊɪʉʂɾៜʆɡʪʇ৲ʮʫʪɋዿΠዞᏃʒʍଆᮯʍᲝʣɪ
ʉ௮ዞɊTeaism was Taoism in disguise. ʱ៦ʟʇɊʚɪʍលᗼʊᑝɬ
ɪɧʨʫʉɣɲʇɫనᆏʆɡʪɋ
ɉɲʍዞʍዿͥ์ᗹʊɊ
ɖᖭʍಢɗʍӑࡄɫӿᐗɴʫʅɣʪɋ
ɉ
ɉᙪᄍɪʨᤉɷɾᖭʇɣɥఖणʍᯯʞၑɫɊఖಢʆʎɊ15 ͳʊ
ᑬʱࣇଜɸʪ࠰ŻᖭᦐŻʇʉʂɾɋᖭᦐʎɊኮʫɡʪఖणᄉໍʍ
ͼʆʍᑬʱࣇɸʪᎃቛʊܛʄɣɾҘॾʆɡʪɋɼʍɧʎᎣ፬Ɋ
حɊᇁΣʗʍ৲ɣʣʩʍቛኂɊϥॆʗʍચઝʱ៥ɮʡʍʆɡ
ʪɋɼʍᑵɫಢᢑᆔʊɔͭࠬӂɕʱࡳʕʍʎɊʮʫʮʫɫκᄉʇ
ɣʂʅɣʪɲʍͭᓧʉʡʍʍͼʆɊϺɪᓧʉɲʇʱીɶᦄɱʧ
ɥʇɮʏʩʱɶʉɫʨោʞʪɪʨʆɡʪɋ
Tea began as a medicine and grew into a beverage....The
ﬁfteenth century saw Japan ennoble it into a religion of aestheticism Ȗ Teaism. Teaism is a cult founded on the adoration of the
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beautiful among the sordid facts of everyday existence.It inculcates purity and harmony, the mystery of mutual charity, the
romanticism of the social order.ɉIt is essentially a worship of
the Imperfect, as it is a tender attempt to accomplish something
possible in this impossible thing we know as life.─11━
ɉ
ɉނʍɔᖭᦐɕʍ࠳ᑵʎɊ
ɔఖणʍͼʊᑬʱʃɰʅɡɫʠʪɲʇɕ
ʆɡʪɋɼɶʅɔᖭᦐɕʊឦɶɾނʍκᄉឍʎɊɔͭᓧʉɲʇɫݼ
ɣͳʍͼʆɊϺɪીɶᦄɱʧɥʇɸʪᦋɫκᄉɕʆɡʬɥɋ
ɉዿͥዞʍা֤ʆʎɊຼʡຼʍ௮֊ʱࠜʕʃʡʩʆᜟᮅᆔʉʝʌʊ
ᎹʮʂʅɣʪʇɲʬʡɡʪɫɊຼʎɣʃʊʉʂɾʨຼʱႾពɸʪʍ
ɪɊຼʍʚɥɫҥʫʅɣʪᧅԔʡɡʪʍɿʇលɣตʍʧɥʊᏙɰʪɋ
ɉ
Strangely enough humanity has so far met in the tea-cup. It is
the only Asiatic ceremonial which commands universal esteem.
The white man has scoffed at our religion and our morals, but
has accepted the brown beverage without hesitation.The afternoon tea is now an important function in Western society.─12━ɉ
ɉ
ɉɲɲʊɲʍዞʍᜟᯌɔᖭሧɕɫʍκ৷ʍԎϥɣʍܬʇɶʅᆍܬ
ɸʪɋκ৷ humanity ʇʎɊʍᄴʉʪ௮֊ʱᢲɧʅɊɷκʇ
ɶʅӉɶᇁΣʊႾពʆɬʪ्ᨃʱʡʂɾκʍߑʆɡʪɋʃʝʩɊ
ɔͭ
ᓧɕʍͼʆᓧʉɲʇʱʪ─АɧʏɊ࠸ʗʍ᧖ʩʊࠬყʱಜɸ
ʪ━
ɔᖭᦐɕʍʡౣቌɶʅɣʧɥɋ࠳ӡៀʃɬʍៀ tea-cup ʎᖭሧ
ʇɣɥʡʍʍᏴኋʆɡʩɊᄍʇᑬʱӎʌѹɧɾᖭᦐӌʆɡʪɋຼʆʡ
ຼʆʡɩɣɶɮءʮɥɲʇʍʆɬʪᖭʱᯯʟʇɣɥɊκʇɶʅʍहɺ
ɫີɫʫʪګʆɡʪɋີɭ᥈ʝʫʪʍʎɊʝɾɊͭࠬӂʉκᄉʍͼʊء
ʮɣʱԎɸɔᄉɬʪɕʃʝʩɔᖭᦐɕʍʆɡʪɋ
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ɉɼɶʅᖭʍުᒓʇɶʅˋ˵˻ʾ́̍ˎ˽̉˓̉ʊʃɣʆ˗˹̎́
ː̍˿˶ʍʱͫɱɊɔɲʂɼʩʇᕩɣɲʇʱɶʅɊɼʍɲʇɫɾʝɾ
ʝʃɪʂʅɶʝɥɲʇɫͥᄰɥʫɶɣʇɣɥ˿˶ʍ௮ዞʊʎᖭᦐʍᇍ
᱘ɫᒫɲɧʅɮʪɕʇᥙʘɊตʍʧɥʊᏙɰʪɋ
ɉ
For Teaism is the art of concealing beauty that you may discover
it, of suggesting what you dare not reveal. It is the noble secret
of laughing at yourself, calmly yet thoroughly, and is thus
humour itself, Ż the smile of philosophy....Perhaps nowadays
it is our demure contemplation of the Imperfect that the West
and the East can meet in mutual consolation.─13━
ɉ
ɔͭࠬӂʊʃɣʅ੶ʞ༈ɮ৲ɣࣿʨɸͼʆɕ
ɊᇁʱПᘴɶɾʩ᎙খɸ
ʪʍʆʎʉɮɊɔຼʇຼɫԎϥʂʅᇁΣʊઆʠɡɥɲʇɫʆɬʪɕ
ʍʆɡʪɋ
ɔɡɧʅనɪɼɥʇ৲ʮʉɪʂɾɲʇʱౣቌɸʪɊ˼̎˸
ʸɼʍʡʍɊ্ዶʞʉɫʨៜʪɲʇʍʆɬʪʍϽᝃɫɡʪّࠜɕɊᜟ
ႻʎݳʮʂʅʡɊɸʘʅɔᖭᦐɕʍɲʇʆɡʪɋ
ɉাʍ์ᗹʆʎɊɔͥಒʍᖭʱɸɸʩʉɫʨɊʎɪʉɣɲʇʱݿɊ
ᑬɶɮʡɪɶɣɲʇʗʍ৲ɣʊʬɥɕʇ៚ʂʅɣʪɋᮀɪʊءʮ
ɥᔷቬʍͥಒɋᯃᮯ [b] ʇΠᨁ๖ᮬ [ai] ʍᏙʆɊనʪɣᖭ࠺ʆᖭᨋʍ
ೋ፠ʍᮬʱᒫɣʅɣʪʧɥʆɡʪɋ
ɉ
Meanwhile, let us have a sip of tea.ɉThe afternoon glow is
brightening the bamboos, the fountains are bubbling with
delight, the soughing of the pines is heard in our kettle.ɉLet us
dream of evanescence, and linger in the beautiful foolishness of
things.─14━
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Ɛ┆ዿΠዞɉᖭʍ໐¡ɉÕéæ¡Ôäéððíô¡ðç¡Õæâ¡ɉ┅ᖭʍำ┅װ
ɉނʍɣɥɔ໐ɕ
Ɋɲʍዞʍᜟᯌʍ Schools ʇʎɊႻϐʍɣʮʥʪ
ᖭɊᖭʉʈʍ໐ʍɲʇʆʎʉɮɊᖭʍᆌ࢘์ᬤʱీ᎘ԝʆʞ
ʅɊీϐʊʧʂʅ֊ݳɶɾᖭʍɣʫఄʍɲʇʆɡʪɋނʎɊɲʍዞʇ
ตʍዿͪዞʆɊ
ɔᖭᦐɕʍᦥݳʱ៥నɸʪɋ
ɉᖭʎᕾЀقʆɡʩɩɣɶɣᖭʱɣʫʪʊʎᦑκʍɫʇɴʫɊ
ࠬӂʉᖭʍͼʊʎɔᇍʍᑬɕɫʉɰʫʏʉʨʉɣʇ៥ɬᢰɲɶɊตʍ์
ᗹɪʨำװᆔ៥నʊኌʪɋ
ɉͼ۔ʍٙʍీϐʍۍᖭ─ဉዒʅʪ━the Boiled TeaɊࠫʍీϐʍᖭ
─ɡʮዒʅʪ━the Whipped TeaɊనʍᖭ─༽ʊɸ━the Steeped
Tea ʍͪ์ᬤʍᆌ࢘ʱɊނʎɔפӍɊྲྀɊᔵᑵɕʇئ
ʕɋ¹ ͳ֤ʏɊᬛᑼɫɖᖭᏀɗʱᗾɶʅԞʠʅᖭɫႾ੍֊ɴʫɊᒨӍ
ʱପʃʊɣɾʂɾʍʆɡʪɋɼʫʎυ̍ᦐ̍ҝɫᏎʍᦐʱ
ɶʅɣɾٙʍీϐʆɊᬛᑼʎɔᖭʍ༽ɕʊͨၑʱோ᧖ɸʪحʇॆ
ʱʅɣɾʇɣɥɋࠫʍీϐʊʉʪʇɊ
ɔᦘʍ֊ݳʍͼʊͭམɫɡʪ
ʇɸʪᦐʍᒑɧఄɫᥨɶʅɣʅɕ
Ɋκʎᔵʇᇁࡩɺɵʪʱৃʉɮ
ʉʪɋ
ɔᖭʎៅᆔʨɶʆʎʉɮᔵइ࠷Ⴛʍͥఄຫʇʉʂɾɕʍʆɡ
ʪɋ
ɔυʍͼʆʎɊ֪ఄቨʍ࠰ɫɊᐆɴʫɾᖭʍ༽ʍቍຫʱࠬી
ɶɊɼʫɫ ²¶ ͳʊఖಢʍᖭʍ༽ʇʉʂɾɕʍɿɋɼʍʇɬϒಿɊᖭ
ʍႾ੍ɫఖಢʆሯዒɴʫʅɊ
ɔᖭᦐɕʇʉʩɊ
ɔᄉɬʪʍ࠰ɕʇʉʂ
ɾʍɿʇɣɥɋ²¸ ͳ֤ʏʊʎనʍᖭɫఖಢʆᇽʨʫʪʧɥʊʉ
ʩɊ
ɔఖणᄉໍʆʎᖭɫᖭʊʇʂʅɪʮʂɾɫɊᖭɫᖭʍͼʍᖭ
ʆɡʪɲʇʊݳʮʩʎʉɣɕʇɣɥɋ
ɉ
Tea with us became more than an idealization of the form of
drinking; it is a religion of the art of life.ɉThe beverage grew
to be an excuse for the worship of purity and refinement, a
sacred function at which the host and guest joined to produce
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for that occasion the utmost beatitude of the mundane....A
subtle philosophy lay behind it all.ɉTeaism was Taoism in
disguise.─15━
ɉ
ɉᖭʎɊ
ɔκʇ࠸κʇɫ֩Տɶʅɡʩʔʫɾఖणʍͼʊ─ͥಜͥϥ
ʍ━ᔷቬʍʑʇీʱପʃᒨʉʪҘॾʆɡʪɕʇɸʪɋʥɧʊɊ
ɔᖭᦐʎ
ᦐɫߑʱݳɧɾʡʍɕʉʍʆɡʪɋށԕʉʍʎɊࠬીʇɣɥʧʩࠬી
ʊᔷʪᦋʉʍɿɋ
Ƒ┆ዿͪዞɉᦐʇቨɉÕâðêôî¡âïå¡Ûæïïêôî¡ɉ┅ᖭᦐʍ৲੍ᆔᓗ┅
ɉɲʍᜟᯌʊʡɊނʍੜۑɫనሯʆɡʪɋቨ࠰ʇɣɥఖಢៜʊʎɊᥱ
ण Zen ʝɾʎ the Zen school ʇɣɥឰៜʱঞʅʪɋނʎ Teaism 
පɊଢ଼ࢉ᤺ʱʃɰʅ Zennism ʇɶɊॎቨʇɣɥ࠷ᣊʱᥱɶʅৃʨʫʪ
ਫʩɊّࠜᆔѮᮅʱওɶɾɪʂɾʍɿʇ৲ʮʫʪɋZennism ʱឰɸ
ʇ c ቨᦐ d ʆɡʬɥɫɊቨ࠰ʱɴɶʅɣʪʇ৲ʮʫʪʍʆɊಢኢʆʎ
ɔቨɕʇɣɥលᗼʱᄍɣʪɋ
ɉᦐʍ c ᦐ d ʎɊ௮ࠒᥱʩʊʎᥱᣈʱੜءɸʪɫɊɔᥱᣈɼʍʡʍʇ
ɣɥʧʩɼɲʱᥱʂʅɣɮɲʇʱੜءɸʪɕʇ៥నɶʅɣʪɋ
ɉ
The Tao might be spoken of as the Great Transition. Subjectively it is the Mood of the Universe.ɉIts Absolute is the
Relative.─16━
ɉ
ɔށɣʉʪୟኌɊࠨ࠲ʍɊᏒࡩʎᇁࡩʆɡʪɋ
ɕށݧʉࠨ࠲ʍͼʊ
ɡʂʅɊฬʡᦸʡᇁࡩʆɶɪɡʩɧʉɣɊʇᦐʆʎលʂʅɣʪʇɣ
ɥɋ
ɔᄉɬఄʍɕʎɔኌʬɣʥɮᬈɕʆɡʪɔႻۦɕʍͼɊɔშ݄
ʊᦞড়ɶʅɣɮɕʉʍʆɡʪɋ
ɔᦐʎɊఖणᄉໍʱɡʩʍʝʝʊל
ɰӁʫɊਰʞʇڗɬʍɲʍͳʊᑬʱԎɼɥʇɸʪɋɕቨʡɊᦐʇ
පɊᇁࡩʱࡳʕɫɊఖणʍɡʩʔʫɾၑΟʍͼʊᎃቛʇጇʍᨁ৷ʱ
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៖ʠʅɣʪɋ
ɉ
Zennism, like Taoism, is the worship of Relativity.─17━
It held that in the great relation of things there was no
distinction of small and great, an atom possessing equal possibilities with the universe.─18━
ɉ
ɔᑬʍႾ੍ʊ৲੍ᆔܛቃʱͮɧɾʍɫᦐʆɊቨʎɼʍႾ੍ʱႻ࠷ʍʡ
ʍʇɶɾʍʆɡʪɕʇʍ៥నʆɡʪɋ
ƒ┆ዿۊዞɉᖭ࠺ɉÕéæ¡Õæâ®Óððîɉ┅ᖭʱዒʅʪშ݄┅
ɉዿͪዞʝʆʎɊଇᡑᆔʉᠳ៵ɿʂɾɫɊዿۊዞɪʨʎɊᖭʍ༽ʱ࠷ᣊ
ɸʪܬᮅʆᆾʊɸʪʡʍʱ୮ӟɶɊɼʫɽʫʍΟၑʍఄɊͮɧʨʫʅ
ɣʪੜءɫ៥నɴʫʪɋ
ɉɲʍዞʆʎɊᖭ࠺ʇຼॱጶɊᇁΣʍ࠺ӑʍɶʃʨɧఄʊ௮֊ʍᦒɣ
ɫᬫዒʂʅႻʫʅɣʪɲʇɫବɴʫʪɋ
ɸ

ɬ

ʣ

ɉʝɹɊᖭ࠺ʍئኋ c ௦ࡉ d ʍ៥నɪʨ߂ʝʪɋᖭ࠺ʱɔ௦ࡉɕʇ
ɣɥུࠒʆᜟɸʇɊɔުʞʍࡂɕAbode of Fancy ʃʝʩɊៅᆔթʱᜟ
ɸࡂʆɡʪɋ
ɔɬࡂɕʇɸʫʏɊAbode of Vacancy ʃʝʩɊɼʍీɍ
ʆᑬᆔʊʉʡʍϒݹʎͥԕၑɫᑝɪʫʅɣʉɣၤੳʱᜟɸɋɔᮂ
ࡩኋʍ௦ࡉʩɕʇɸʫʏɊAbode of the Unsymmetrical ʃʝʩɊ
੍҈ՏʊʧʂʅᝆࠬɶʅࠬӂʉʡʍʇɸʪϽۨʱɶʅɩɮɊͭࠬӂʱ
ࡳʕᎃቛʍᜟʫʆɡʪɋɲʍʧɥʉᒑɧɪʨॱʅʨʫʅɣʪᖭ࠺ʎɊ
ຼʍᆾɪʨʪʇ֫ʉʪ๎ᯞʉࡷʆɡʪɋɶɪɶᕾᆔ᧖ɫᜓɬ
ɣʅɣʪᖭ࠺ʊʎɊಲ௶ʊʡᎲँʊʡҥʫɾᒶκʍχΟɫʞʨʫʪɋ
ɉɼɶʅށΟʉɲʇʎɊɔ²· ͳʊʎɊᖭ࠺ʍম᮰ʆͥᕓʍఖಢࡂʍ
ӑᝀʎፍᎫʱඐʠʪʧɥʊʉʂʅɊ۔ݹκʍᇖɪʨʫʏءΗဤʉʚ
ʈʆɡʪɕ─²º━ʇɣɥɋ
ʥɣ ʝ ɬʦɥ

ɔᏢஐ Ꮐ ʍͥጱɪʨ࠳ʠʨʫɾฬᏎʉᖭ࠺ʍށɬɴʎ µ ᄵ֤ɕ࠸κʎ
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হʱԎʅɊ᭭ۨʱᥱʂʅᖭ࠺ʊɣɾʪʝʆʊݹᄟʇʍʃʉɫʩʱᏒ
ʀɊᒨܕʗʇ house of peace ʗʇʲʆɣɮɋԔʍͫͬʡୄʅʊɷ
ʩףɪʨʱϵɮɶʅᖭ࠺ʊӁʪʇɊᖭᨋʍɾɭʪᮬɿɰʍᮀɪʉͳᄟ
ʊʉʪɋ
ɉ
Zennism....recognized the house only as temporary refuge for the
body....In the tea-room fugitiveness is suggested in the thatched
roof, frailty in the slender pillars....The eternal is to be found
only in the spirit which, embodied in these simple surroundings,
beautiﬁes them with the subtle light of its reﬁnement.─20━

ɉᖭ࠺ʍථʊʎɊʎɪʉɴɫౣቌɴʫʅɣʪʍʆɡʩɊɼʍፍᎫʉშ
݄ʊϹႻɴʫʅɣʪᦘʱԎɸʊʎɊɔᐆɴʫɾ᪽ᢋᇖʇɣɥʚʍ
ɪʉనɪʩʆဆʨɶɊᑬɶɴʱ៖ʠʪɲʇʍʆɬʪᎃቛɕɫʉʍʆ
ɡʪɋຼʍ̂̉˂ʩɊሃʩʉʈʍށɬʉᦼࠧʊ϶ʞɊᡋɪʉᄉໍ
ʱɶʅɣʪท፥ʍκɍʊʇʂʅɊಟʍፍᎫʉࡂʊ϶ʟఖಢκʍᄉໍ
ʎʈʍʧɥʊɧʅɣɾʍɪɋͥʞɸʛʨɶɣގᄴʊరʪᄉໍʍʉɪ
ʊɊᑬʱԎɸ᪽ᠪᇖɊ৲੍ᆔᝁʄɰɫᬮɴʫʅɣʪʇᇽʫʏɊͥᡨ
ɶɣᄉໍʱʪᆾɫݳʮʪʍʆʎʉɪʬɥɪɋ
ɉɲʍዞʍাʆɊຼʍࡂʍӑᝀʎᑬᰄʍʧɥɿʇ૪ԟɶʅɣʪɋ
˴̉˞́˪̎ˏʉʈʍͫʊंࡩױኋʊ᯳ʩၑɫɡʂɾʩᓃ҈ᄘɫ᯳ʂʅ
ɡʂɾʩʇͭʉʡʍɫݼɣɋᯨ֨ʊᇗɣɾʇɬɊᆾʍԳʍᇁʇݕ
ʍᓃ҈ʇʈʀʨɫಢၑɪᥛɥʇɣɥʧɥʉ់ʊʎɊ˲ˏ˞̉ʆࡉࡅɶ
ʅɣɾނʍᒿݩɫᒫɲɧʅɮʪʧɥʆɡʪɋፍᎫʉᖭ࠺ʎɊݹᄟʍʮ
ɹʨʮɶɴɪʨᥢʫʪɲʇɫʆɬʪʉʍʆɡʪɋɔρʝʆϒͫʊᖭ
࠺ɫʇɴʫʅɣʪʍʆʎʉɣɪɕʇɣɥނʍ٨ɣʎɊၑɫᡋɪʊ
ʉʩɸɭɾႻϐʍఖಢʊපʊɰʨʫʌʏʉʨʉɣɋ
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Ɠ┆ዿΤዞɉᕾ᪽ᢋɉÂóõ¡Âññóæäêâõêðïɉ┅ЀقʍౣቌʗʍӉ┅
ɉɲʍዞʆʎɊᖭᦐʊᬈʨɹɊͥᕓᆔʊᕾЀقʱ᪽ᢋɸʪʇʎʈɥɣ
ɥɲʇɪʱ៵ɷʅɣʪɋᕾ᪽ᢋʊʉʍʎɊ
ɔЀقʊӉɶᄉɷʪ
ʍί໐ʆɡʩɊɼʍί໐ʊʧʂʅᬈʱ܃ʪɲʇɫʆɬʪɕʇɣ
ɥɋЀقʊʑɬʃɰʪɾʠʊЀᒓɾʀʎౣቌʇɣɥຫʱᄍɣʪɋ
ɉ
Nothing is more hallowing than the union of kindred spirits in
art. At the moment of meeting, the art lover transcends himself.
At once he is and is not.ɉHe catches a glimpse of Inﬁnity....It is
thus that art becomes akin to religion and ennobles mankind. It
is this which makes a masterpiece something sacred.─21━
ɉ
ɉ᪽ᠪᇖʎฯɸʪɫɊ᪽ᢋᓧՏʍᬈᄟɊʃʝʩࠨ࠲ʍͼʆʍᔵԔʍߑ
─ᓧՏ━ʍጳېӑʆɶɪ᪽ᢋʆɬʉɣɲʇʱᇽʂʅɩɮʘɬʆɡʪɋႻ
ϐʍᕾᬟᆴʍᯞ྇ʇɶʅɊᇍʊᑬɶɣʡʍʱᢉᑬɸʪʍʆʎʉɮɊͳ
ɫʡʅʎʣɸʡʍʣЀᒓʍԳʆើМʱɶʅɣʪʍʎਲɶʟʘɬɲʇ
ʆɡʪɊʇᏙɰʪɋ
ɉ
We classify too much and enjoy too little.ɉThe sacrifice of the
aesthetic to the so-called scientiﬁc method of exhibition has been
the bane of many museums.─22━
ɉ
ɉɲʍዞাʍɲʍឧᥙʊʎɊނʍ˲ˏ˞̉ᑬᰄʍᑬᰄىʇɶ
ʅʍ੍ɣɫ᭭ɴʫʅɣʪɋఖಢʆɊॗυ๒᧽ʍɩࡨɪʨɊɡʪɣʎ
פᑬ٦ʣࡂʍᙀɪʨɊᑬقʱיᭂɶɾ˩ˈ̃̎ William Sturgis
Bigelow─²¹¶±-²º³·━ጇʍфκיᭂࡂɫᑬᰄʊࡉᢜɶɾυ҈ʣ၅ᄘɊ
ཬګɊሲګʉʈʍ௨Ⴞʊᥟʮʫʪఖɍʱᦋɳɶʅɣɾీಜʆɡʪɋނ
ʍᇗϙঞీʎɊᑬЀقʱಲᢑʣ૮ຫɳʇʊථીɶʅ࢘ቌɸʪఄॾɿʂ
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ɾɫɊ²º±º शʊʎɊ࢘ቌఄॾɫీϐԠʊථીɴʫɊ˲ˏ˞̉ᑬᰄʍ
Ѐقʍᑬᆔʉᢑʊᨁʱᑝɣɾంɶɣఄॾɫᄍɴʫɾʇɣɥɋυ҈ʎ
ࡨᬎʍಢܞʱාɶɾͥ࠺ʱЀʂʅဆనʱᗹʇɶʅ࢘ቌɸʪʇɣɥँބʱ
ɶɾʍʆɡʂɾ─³´━ɋ
Ɣ┆ዿӇዞɉᕼɉÇíðøæóôɉ┅ៅʱɸʪ┅
ɉނʊʇʂʅᑬɶɣᕼʎʉɮʅʎʉʨʉɣʡʍɿʂɾʧɥʆɊᕼʗʍ
৲ɣʱҁᆔʉጅᔸʆಅɬ߂ʠʅɣʪɋ
ɉ
Surely with mankind the appreciation of ﬂowers must have been
coeval with the poetry of love....The primeval man in offering
the ﬁrst garland to his maiden thereby transcended the brute.
He became human in thus rising above the crude necessities
of nature.ɉHe entered the realm of art when he perceived the
subtle use of the useless.─24━
ɉ
ɉᕼʱᜟႻʍ์ʇɶʅЋʂɾʇɬʊɊᔵᄟʍᑬɶɴʱɷʪɲ
ʇʆ႔৷ʱᓴɶɊᕾʱʆʪᎃቛʱ႘ৃɸʪɲʇɫʆɬɾʇɣɥɲʇ
ʆɡʬɥɋ࠷ᬫʊʎɊᕼʱԕʪɊɣɰʪʇɣɥ᧥ʉᜓʱᜓɥʍʆɡ
ʪɫɋ
ɔ
ɖ֊ݳɗɫٝͥɖᦘɗʉʍʆɡʫʏɊʉɻɖึɗʱɖᄉɗʇ
ɔᕼʊʮʫʮʫʇͥʊᑬʍɾʠʊၝၒ
ɷʧɥʊล᥍ɶʉɣʍɪɋ
ɕ─³¶━
ʊʉʂʅʡʨɣɊʮʫʮʫᔵʱɖᎣ፬ɗʇɖፍᎫɗʊୃɱʅңɣʱɶ
ʧɥɋ
ɕ─³·━ᖭκʍᄉɰᕼʎɊᕼʊᗼʱ༐ɧʅɊᨂʍᕼʍʧɥʊɊᖲᕼʍ
ᄉɬʅɣʪၤੳʱӂϹʆᑬɶɮᜟɸɲʇɫᆾᆔʆɡʪɋɼʫʊࡩɶɊ
ຼʆʎࡀʍझʊށᨃʍᕼʱ᯳ʪɲʇʡɊᕼჸʊᕼɿɰʱኹʂ᥈ʲʆɡʪ
ʧɥʉɲʇʡɪɰʪʇʣʲʮʩ૪ԟɶʅɣʪɋ
ɉাʍ์ᗹʆៜʨʫʪʍʎɊFlower Sacriﬁceɔᕼʍၝၒɕʆɡʪɋ
ᕼʎᔦᅕᒓʆʎʉɣɋᯞʊʩɊዶɣʉɫʨ໐ʫʅɣɮᮅʊ໐ɴʫ
ʪതɫɊ
ɔలʧɊɩԠʫʆɸ⓹ᦘʊɪʂʅఊዒʂʅɣɬʝɸɕ─³¸━ʇ
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ɣʂʅɣʪʧɥʊɧʪɊʇៜʪɋᔵʨʍీጱɫᎹʮʂɾʨɊཿɮᑬɶ
ɮึʗʇɪɥɊᔵʍͼʍᕼɫκʊᝬʱฬɴɺʪʍʆɡʪɋ
Ù┆ዿͧዞɉᖭʍ࠰֏ɾʀɉÕæâ®Îâôõæóô
┅ᄉɬʪɊɼɶʅ্ዶʞʉɫʨಠᇽʍ۔ʗ┅
ɉᎹዞʎρʝʆʍዞʊ๚ʘʅሀɣɋᖭκɾʀɫɊᖭ࠺ʍͼɿɰʆʉ
ɮɊᔵʨʍᄉໍӂᕓʱᕾɼʫᔵϹʊɶʧɥʇঽɶɾɩɪɱʆɊఖಢʆ
ʎॐ۞ɊᬙሲګɊᘓᏑɊᐨၑɊᏑᄘʉʈɴʝɵʝʉԔᨂʆᱝ्ʊᐆɴ
ʫɾʡʍʱγלɸʪɲʇɫʆɬʪʧɥʊʉʂɾʍʆɡʪɋͥᕓᜒʍఖ
णᄉໍʗʍম᮰ʡɊ࠺ӑʍɶʃʨɣɊಒɊ௶ႾɊቍҘЀຫʉʈӂᕓʊ
ʮɾʂʅɩʩɊ
ɔᖭʎᜒʍᄉໍʊӁʩ᥈ʲʆɣʪɕ─³¹━ʇɣɥɋ
ɉѣށʉᖭκʎɣʃʆʡಠᇽʍ۔ʗʇఊዒʃථɧɫʆɬʅɣɾɋᑬɶ
ɮᄉɬɾʡʍɿɰɫᑬɶɮึʋɲʇɫʆɬʪʍɿɋɲʍዞʎɊᖭʍ༽ʱ
ࠬીɴɺɾʇɣʮʫʪ֞ԢϤɫԠʫʍᖭϥʱɬɊᔵԒɶ্ዶʱໜɪʘ
ʉɫʨಠᇽʍ۔ʗʇఊዒʂʅɣɮִᡑᆔʉܬᮅʆᎹʮʂʅɣʪ─³º━ɋᖭ
ᦐӌʎɼʫɽʫ࠸κʊԔɰɾɫɊᖭሧʍʞʎɔͭᦉʉٗʊʧʂʅɴʫ
ɾɲʍᖭሧʱΠ्ʇЋʮɺʉɣɕ─´±━ʇលʂʅɊᔵʨሉɣʅɶʝɥʍʆ
ɡʪɋኌʬɣᜓɮɔᬈ d ʆɡʪႻۦʱɊᖭሧʱሉɮɲʇʊʧʂʅɊሯ
ۓɾʪႻۦɊ
ɔึɕʗʇݳɧɾʍʆɡʬɥɋɲɥɶʅʍवᮀʱވʮʉ
ɣᖭκʎɊ໐ʫᜓɮതʍʧɥʊಠᇽʍ۔ʗʇɪɥɋɲʍᖭκʍߑʊɊ
ఖɍᎃɶɔᖭᦐɕʱϹৃɸʪɲʇʆɊึʱʡਆʫɹʊᔵԔʍᄉʱӂɥ
ɸʪɲʇɫʆɬʪʍɪɊʇ៦ᒓʎᩊʱלɰʪʍʆʎʉɣʆɡʬɥɪɋ
ÙÊ┆ނʍκᄉឍ
ɉϒͫʍʧɥʊɊɔᖭᦐɕʱᥱɶʅఖಢκʍገʍᥱʂɾᎃቛᄉໍʱϧɧ
ʧɥʇɶɾނʆɡʪɫɊলᔵʍκᄉʎᖭκʍߑʱႾ੍ʇɶʅɣɾʍ
ʆɡʬɥɪɋলʍκᄉឍʱౣቌɸʪตʍᜟႻʱ൮ឡɶʅʞɾɣɋԞʇ
াʍዞʧʩঃᄍɸʪɋ
ɉ
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It (Teaism) is essentially a worship of the Imperfect, as it is
a tender attempt to accomplish something possible in this
impossible thing we know as life.─31━
Those of us who know not the secret of properly regulating our
own existence on this tumultuous sea of foolish troubles which
we call life are constantly in a state of misery while vainly
trying to appear happy and contented.─32━
ɉ
ɔκᄉʇئʕͭᓧʉʡʍɕ
Ɋ
ɔʮʫʮʫʎɊᔵԔɾʀᔵʍఖɍʍᄉໍ
ʱɥʝɮ௨ɶʅɣɮኂឫʱᇽʨʉɣʍʆɊɾɮɴʲʍɪʆΕʫʪ
ֿςɳʇʆીʩዒʂʅɣʪκᄉʍͼʆɊणʊᎃቛᆔᖐᅞʱɷʅɣʪʍ
ʊɊᰡʉՖՏʆɡʩʉɫʨɊहɺʆགᢷɶʅɣʪʧɥʊɺɪɰʧɥ
ʇɸʪʍʆɡʪɋ
ɕκᄉʱɲʍʧɥʊᜟႻɶɾނʎɊ๖ʍచͳɪʨ߂
ʝʂʅɊʣχΟʍͫʆʍଵૻɫᏙɶɾᖐɣ৲ɣʱΎʩᢳɧʅɣʉ
ɣʧɥʊ৲ɥɋᄴ۔ʊɡʂʅɊthe cup of humanity ʣᕼʊઆʠʱԎ
ɶʅɣɾʆɡʬɥɫɊ
ɖᖭʍಢɗʊႻʫʅɣʪԢϤʍ݄ۨʊʎᦘɣɋ
ɔຼʍၑआɶʆɕɔᖭᦐɕʱ៥నɶɾނɫɊኌʩʥɮᔵʊᦘʱ
ʪᖭʍᎃቛʊʱʥɿʌʅɣɾɲʇʎᦒɣʉɣɫɊͫឧʍ௮ዞɪʨɊ
ɔᖭᦐɕʍਫʩʊʧʂʅނʊɣɫʡɾʨɴʫɾʇʎᒑɧʊɮɣɋ
ɉ࠷ᄉໍʆʎɊނʎɊᖭᦐʍᎃቛᆔோʆɡʪʇᥙʘʅɣʪᦐʊ
ᄉɬʪବᨌʱʠɾʧɥʆɡʪɋशʎɊ˲ˏ˞̉ʊ֤शɊᖦᇊΤ໘
ʊ֤शᦋɳɶɊໟᨐʩͪళʆɡʂɾʇɣɥɋΤ໘ʊॱʅɾᔵࠧʍॐʍ
ʫɊӇធܞʎໟʊʩԎɶʅɣʪᏒݕʍͫʊɡʩɊ³µ±Ăʍ˧ˤ˿˴
ʆރवຼʱ༠ɺʪʇɣɥ─´´━ɋۊఄʱېʮʫɾᖭ࠺ʍฬࡩטɿɫɊᔵ
ʍ̀ː˶ʇͥϹʊʉʪʊʎᦞʆɊɼʍͼʆɖᖭᏀɗʱ៦ʟɲʇɫݼ
ɪʂɾʇɣɥɋɫʨʲʇɶɾፍᎫʉɫӑᇄʊʎᦞʆɡʂɾʇʞɧ
ʪɋʡʇʡʇނʎໟݹʆʡحಒʆᥱɶɾɮʨɣ─´µ━ʎʂɬʩʇఖಢʍ
ϐᜟʇɶʅʍੜᠪʱପʂʅᜓթɶɊɖᖭʍಢɗʆఖಢʍ৲੍ᆔѮᮅʱᎶ
ςɸʪɲʇʊЋاʱʡʂʅɣɾɋӇធܞɫݹʊɪʂʅɪʫʅɣʪ
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ɲʇʆౣቌɴʫʅɣʪʧɥʊɊނʍʡχΟʡݹʊɪʂʅᆌд
ɸʪɲʇʆɡʂɾɋᖭ࠺ʍͼʊʎᎡʝʩɬʨʉɣκᄉʆɡʂɾɋ
ɖᖭʍ
ಢɗʍ ´ शԳʊԎ၅ɶɾɊ
ɔʸˎʸʎʑʇʃɕʆ߂ʝʪɖຼʍႾ੍ɗ

The Ideals of The East ─London: John Murray, 1903━ʊʞʨʫʪɊ
ʸˎʸӂϹʱខᨂʊӁʫɾᕾ៵ʊַɶɾໍթʱɶʅʥɮʧɥʊʉʪʍ
ʆɡʪɋ
ɉ˲ˏ˞̉ᑬᰄʍˉ̂˅ˍ˽̉Ұ࠷ʱᆾᆔʇɶʅɊ²º±· शɊ²º²³ श
ʊʎͼ۔ʗఊᜓɋ ²³ शʊʎʺ̉˟ʗʡפᑬఊᜓʱɶɊ˕ˊ̎
́ͥఎʍާ໐ៅκ˭̀˺̉˦˖̍˝̎̊ʹ̎̍˦ˣ́ˎ̎ Priyambada
Devi Bannerjee─²¹¸²-²º´¶━ʇᦉاᆔʉԎϥɣʱɶɾ─´¶━ɋނɫɊέ
ɮʉʪʝʆʍ ² शɊলާʇʍᎧʍʣʩכʩʱʍோɧʊɶʅɣɾɲ
ʇʎɊᖭκʍងਫʱʠɾवᮀʉ݄ۨʊᔷʂʅɣʉɣɲʇʱቌɶʅɣ
ʧɥɋɔਰʞʇڗɬʍɲʍͳʊᑬʱԎɼɥʇɸʪɕᦐʍᎃቛɼʍʝ
ʝʍᄉɬఄʆɡʂɾʇ৲ʮʫʪɋTenshin-ism was Taoism in disguise.
ʆɡʪɋ
ÙÊÊ┆Ꮉʮʩʊ
ɖᖭʍಢɗʎɊͥͳᏀʂɾႻۦʆʡݼ௦ʍលៜʊᒍឰɴʫʅɣʪɲ
ʇɪʨɊఖಢʍᎃቛ௮֊ʍᜟʫʇɶʅʍɔᖭᦐɕᎶςʇɣɥނʍᆾᆔ
ʎɊ֝Ԕᦑીɴʫʅɣʪʇ৲ʮʫʪɋႻۦʍఖಢɪʨʅɊɖᖭʍಢɗ
ʍͼʊ୮ɪʫʪፍᎫʉᄉໍʎԠͳᄟʆɡʪɋఖಢκʊʇʂʅʡᎃቛ
ᆔோʱʪɾʠʊɊӖ्៦ʝʫʪʘɬಢʆɡʬɥɋ
ɖᖭʍಢɗʊʎᖭᦐԞᒓʇɶʅԎϥʂɾʍɿɫɊ៦ʟɥʀʊ௮ࠜЀق
ʇɶʅءʮɥɲʇʊʉʂɾɋᮬ៦ʊᦞɶɾ௮ዞɊ؉ᘡɡʪ௮ዞʊ৲ʮɹ
ీʱʫʪɲʇɫɡʂɾɋఖಢៜឰʍԎ၅ʡݼɮɊɷ௮ዞʱɼʫɽ
ʫʍឰᒓɫᔵԔʍ௮ϹʆࠬឰɶʅɣʪʍʊʎᓴतʆɡʂɾɫɊಢኢʍঃ
ᄍʎɊɸʘʅଙឰʇɶɾɋނʍលɥɔᒍឰʎמᥤʆɡʩƃᨅʍᝁۨ
ʆɡʪʊɸɭʉɣɕ─´·━ʍʆɡʫʏɊЀقʍ៵ᒑʎᨅʍාقʊᦋɭ
ʉɣʍɪʡɶʫʉɣɋ᎖ʱୗɰᦒʂʅɣʉɣɲʇʱቒʪʏɪʩʆɡʪɋ
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ີ
─ ² ━ᖓ௮ᗾಅɊᎧʉʈໟݹʆʎɊOkakura-Kakuzo ʇɶʅᇽʨʫ
ʅɣʪɋቬҴ״ᗾɔࢨуނʇᦐɕ
ɖࢨуӂᭂዿ ¹ ऍɗ
p.480 ʊʧʫʏɊऽធᙀʇʄɰʨʫɾɫɊࠜށʊᥱɥ᮳ʊʎ
ងͪʇɣɥུࠒʊɶʅɣɾʇɣɥɋলɫɲʍུࠒʱᦦʒכʂ
ɾʍʡɊ
ɔងɕʎង᧭ʍɔងɕʆɡʩɊᦐʍّκᖷ؝ʍᗾಅ
ɖᖷࠍɗʊʞɧʪɔށងɕʍៜʊܛʄɮɋʝɾងͪʍɔͪɕʎɊ
লʍ៵௮ɔʸˎʸᑬʊɩɰʪ࠰ɕʊɊɔނʎͫɊۨʎͬɊ
κʎɼʍɕŻۨނκʍͪҮŻʇɡʪɔͪҮɕʍɔͪɕ
ʊܛʄɮʇɣɥɋఖಢʆʎɊᄉԳলʍᄍɣɾނʇɣɥ׳ɪʨɊ
ঈࠍʣᦧఎɫಅ̍ሤᩊʊࢨуނʇɣɥʱᦦʒכʩ໐ऑɶʅ
ɣʪʍʆɊಢኢʆʎࢨуނʇئʕɋ
ɖႻϐఖಢ௮ࠜށ᎘ ³ɗግஐಅɊవ حµ¸ शɊpp.445-453.
─³━
ɉɉ ࢨ у ᄒ ͪ ᦿ─²¹··̍ న ຟ Ү श -²º´·̍ వ  ح²² श ━ ʎɊɔ ࢨ у ᖓ
حɕʇɶʅᇽʨʫɾɖለኴంᖓ᤺ށحӍɗʱᐁᐺɶɾលៜࠜ
ᒓɊᖓៜᓑࡂɋ²º±· शʊԎ၅ɴʫɾɖᖭʍಢɗʍႈ᤺ʎɔ˿
˫ʷ̎ˎҳᄉʊɕʆɡʪɫɊेಢʊʎɊɔᄒͪᦿʗɕʇʍႈ᤺
ɫ ɡ ʩɊ ᄒ ͪ ᦿ ʡɊ ఖ ಢ ʱ Ꮆ ς ɸ ʪ ᖓ ௮ ᗾ Ѐɖ  ح ށ ɗThe

Japanese Spirit , London: Archibald Constable and Company,
Ltd., 1905 ʱɊ
ɔүͫʗɕʇୃɱʅɣʪɋᖭʍ༽ʍᇽᠪʎɊᄒͪ
ᦿʊʧʪʇɊ²¹¹± श᮳ฬॾʊฬᬀঊʇɣɥᖭκɪʨࠍܛʇʇʡ
ʊࠜʲɿʍɫ߂ʝʩɿʇɣɥɋಳࢨ֬ឰɊ
ɖᖭʍಢɗ
─ࢫາಅॉɊ
³±±³ श━p.7┆בဆɋ
ɖނʇɼʍಅፍɗ
─ఖለԎ၅Ɋవ´ حº श━p.622.
─ ´ ━ͬಳᖓీᐁɊ
─ µ ━Okakura-Kakuzo, The Book of Tea , Boston, Rutland,Vermont,
Tokyo: Tuttle Publishing, 2001┄p.xv. ϒͬɊɖᖭʍಢɗɪʨʍঃ
ᄍʎಅʍ˰̎ˎʍʞʱឧɸɋ
ɖᖭʍಢɗ
─ࢫາಅॉɊ³±±³ श━p.7.
─ ¶ ━ಳࢨ֬ឰɊ
─ · ━Okakura-Kakuzo, The Book of Tea, p.3.
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─ ¸ ━Okakura-Kakuzo, The Book of Tea, p.7.
─ ¹ ━ϒᬆɊ௮ͼɔɕʱϊɶɾᧅԔʎɊಢ௮ʍঃᄍʍଙឰʆɡʪɋ
ɖᖭʍಢɗ໒ᨂుឰɊ᠘ʺ̉˕̎ˠˍ˽ˠ́Ɋ³±±µ शɊॆ
─º━
௮ p.26ɋᗾᒓʍዿ֝ΤϐࡂҮʍ௲׳ʎᴃ᭕௲႞࠺ɋᴃ᭕௲ʎɊ
ʝɾɊ
ɔᖭᦐʍಢঞʍءʮɣʎɊબሃʍЙɴʫʪฬॾʉᖭϥʍᖭ
ΟʊɡʪɕʇϷɍಟͪءᗾɖᖭᦐาΟឧɗʍॆ௮ʍͼʆᥙʘʅɣ
ʪɋނɫ˲ˏ˞̉ʆᜓʂɾᖭϥʍᖭϥឧɫʉɣʍʆ៍ᎲʎԔɪ
ʨʉɣɫɊબሃʎЙɴʫʉɪʂɾʇ৲ʮʫʪɋଶᕎʮʫɾʍʎɊ
ᙙᖭɊʝɾᄍʍᖭᖭሧɫɴʫʅɣʪɲʇɪʨʅᖭʆɡ
ʪᓧ৷ʡɡʪʇୟ༨ɴʫʪɋɴʨʊɊᖭʱɾʅڅɸʪʇɣɥአ
פʍᨁ৷ʊʡʔʫʅɣʉɣɋɲʫʨʍɲʇɪʨɊႻϐʍᖭᦐᏘ
૭ᒓɫɊฬᏎʉᖭᦐʇʎលɧʉɣʇɊᦒحʱଂɮʍʡႾʎʉ
ɣɫɊނʍ੍࠳ɶɾ៦ᒓʗʍܙጅɪʨɮʪᬈᄟʆɡʪʇ৲ʮʫ
ʪɋɲʍɲʇɫɊಢಅʍМђʱ༜ɹʪʡʍʆʎʉɣɋ
─²±━Okakura-Kakuzo, The Book of Tea , p.9.
─²²━Ibid ., pp.3-4.
─²³━Ibid ., p.11.
─²´━Ibid ., p.15.
─²µ━Ibid ., p.17.
─²¶━Ibid ., pp.33-34.
─²·━Ibid ., p.38.
─²¸━Ibid ., p.49.
─²¹━Ibid ., p.52.
─²º━Ibid ., p.55.
─³±━Ibid ., pp.66-67.ɉ
─³²━Ibid ., pp.81-82.
─³³━Ibid ., pp.86-87.
─³´━
ɖࢨуނ┅ఖಢ௮֊ʇͳᄟૌᄬ┅ɗ̅˕̀ʼ˶ᑬᰄɊवԁ
Ɋ³±±¶ शɊp.201.
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─³µ━Okakura-Kakuzo, The Book of Tea , pp.89-90.
ɉɉ ዿΠ์ᗹʍɊᕼʉɮɶʅʍ౫ʨɶʎᥡʫʉɣɊᕼʎणʊʮʫʮʫ
ʍזʆɡʩɊึাۨͼ༈ɮᘆʨʫɾʇɬɊᕼʎਲɶʞʊɮʫʅ݆
Գɪʨዒʀאʩɫɾɣ৲ɣʱɸʪʍɿɊʇɣɥɮɿʩʊʎɊނ
ɫέɮʉʪᇀԳʊಅɣɾᎧʍͥጱɫ৲ɣԎɴʫʪɋᔵԔʍ݆ʊ
ʎɔϋʇᕽᰖʱʃരʱ൧ɧʅɕʇឧɴʫɾɊ˭̀˺̉˦˕̍
˝̎̊ʹ̎ބκ࠴ʍ ²º²´ श ¹ ಏ ³ ఖʍૂؙžAn Injunctionſʇ
ɣɥᎧʱבဆɋͬಳᖓీᐁɊ
ɖނʇɼʍಅፍɗ
─ఖለԎ၅Ɋవ
´ حº श━p.577.
─³¶━Okakura-Kakuzo, The Book of Tea , p.99.
─³·━Ibid ., p.99.
─³¸━Ibid ., p.107.
─³¹━Ibid ., p.112.
─³º━Ibid ., p.116.
─´±━Ibid ., p.116.
─´²━Ibid ., p.4.
─´³━Ibid ., p.113.
─´´━
ɖࢨуނ┅ఖಢ௮֊ʇͳᄟૌᄬ┅ɗ p.35.
─´µ━
ɖࢨуނ┅ఖಢ௮֊ʇͳᄟૌᄬ┅ɗ p.114Ɋp.186.
─´¶━
ɖࢨуނ┅ఖಢ௮֊ʇͳᄟૌᄬ┅ɗ p.150Ɋp.165.
─´·━Okakura-Kakuzo, The Book of Tea , p.36.
בᒑ௮ႈ
Okakura-Kakuzo, The Heart of Heaven-Being a Collection of

Writings , Tokyo, Nippon-Bijutsuin, 1922
ɉSasaki Sanmi, Chado -The Way of Tea- , Tokyo, Tuttle Publishing,
2005
ɖࢨуނӂᭂɗዿ ²-¹ ऍɊԠऍ─वԁɊ²º¸º-¹² श━
ɉࢨށдᗾɊ
ɖࢨуނɗ
─ಚఖᦦಅɊ²º¹¶ श━
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ɉࢨށдᗾɊ
ɖ࠶ሃʍݩʉʪκʊ┅˭̀˺̉˦˖̍˝̎̊ʹ̎ʇࢨуង
ͪɊʍᎧ┅ɗ─वԁɊ²º¹³ श━
ɉࢨуͥᭀᗾɊ
ɖࢨуނʱʠɯʪκʒʇɗ
─ͼއӆ៵ᑬԎ၅Ɋवી֝
श━
ɉപᡅቻవᗾɊ
ɔቛɍʍᵄ┅ࢨуނʇ˿˫ˁ˝ʹˀ̍ˮ́̉ɕ
ɖ௮న
֊ʇఖಢᆔ੍҈ɗ─ቬฮಅॉɊ²º¹¸ श━
ɉപᡅቻవឰɊ
ɖᖓ௮י᩻ɉᖭʍಢɗ
─᠘ࠜ௮ॏɊ²ººµ श━
ɉՒᙸਚໄࠍᗾɊɖ└ɩᖭ┖ʎʉɻާʍʡʍʊʉʂɾɪ┅ᖭᦐɪʨʪ
ૌাʍࡂఎ┅ɗ
─ϟۛಅॉɊ³±±µ श━
ɉಟͬᫎᗾɊ
ɖࢨуނ┅ၑˡឍː̂˦ዝˡؓˍ┅ɗ
─˵ˣ́̊ʷಅ
Ɋ³±±¶ श━
ɉဍуՑބᗾɊ
ɖᖭʍ༽௮֊װɗ
─┦┠┣κࠜށɊ²ºº¶ श━
ɉဍуՑ┇ބᄑͼቻᬟᐁɊ
ɖᖭᦐ௮֊៵ɗ
─ᖭᦐࠜށ᎘ɉዿͥऍɊༀί
Ɋवી֝ͥश━
ɉᵋࣽΤᦿᗾɊ
ɖ˜ʹ̎ˑ˿˪̎ʗʍଚহɗ
─ࣽࣃಅॉɊ³±±¶ श━
ɉहໄۛᄉᗾɊ
ɖᖭᦐʇఖणᄉໍʍᑬࠜɗ
─ᕼϧɊ³±±´ श━
ɉͬಳᖓీᐁɊ
ɖނʇɼʍಅፍɗ
─ఖለԎ၅Ɋ²º·µ श━
ɉ֞႞࠺ᗾɊ
ɖᖭʍᎃቛɗ
─᠘ࠜ௮ॏɊ³±±´ श━
ɉዒಟౙࠍᗾɊ
ɖࢨуނɔᖭʍಢɕ᪽ᢋɗ
─ༀίɊवી֝श━
ɉᡅుᐁɊ
ɖᖭʍᑬɗ
─ᖭᦐࠜށ᎘ዿΤऍɊༀίɊवી֝Πश━
ɉᡅుᗾɊ
ɖʮɪʩʣɸɣᖭʍ༽ʍ௮֊ɗ
─ༀίɊ³±±¶ श━
ɉͼಳ੭ᐁɊ
ɖࢨуނʸ́˦˶ɗ
─ͼއӆ៵ᑬԎ၅Ɋवી֝Πश━
ɉ˪̎˕̎̍˵́̅̎˟ᗾɊɖɩᖭʇ˵ˋ┅ʇʍɔͥಜͥϥɕ┅ɗ
─┨┠┨ለኴɊ²ºº¶ श━
ɉ˲ˏ˞̉ᑬᰄຼᧅᐁɊ
ɖ˲ˏ˞̉ᑬᰄຼᑬقᭂɗ─ఖಢ
ᥡԎ၅֩ϥɊ²ºº² श━
ɉࢨܝঊࡪࠍᗾɊɖࢨуނ┅ʸˎʸ௮֊࠹୲ʍҳᰣᒓ┅ɗ─ࣽআ௮
ᰄɊవ حµº श━
ɉࢨܝঊࡪࠍᗾɊ
ɖࢨуނʇʍԎϥɣɗ
─᥎ϐ௮ᕾɊ³±±± श━
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ᐁɉᭂɉাɉឧ
ɉ
ɉThe Sophia Junior College Faculty Bulletin publishes essays and research papers in
English spanning a wide range of topics in ﬁelds such as applied linguistics, cultural history,
critical thinking, humanities, language teaching, and social science. In the present issue, we
continued this tradition with a paper presenting an in-depth study of human rights in Japan
that provides a wealth of information drawn from original sources in three languages. The
second paper in the field of applied linguistics explains how the communicative approach
can be implemented in the foreign language classroom. The third paper discusses an ongoing
project investigating the effect on student attitudes of short-term stays abroad. For our
future issues, we would like to encourage contributors to submit papers reﬂecting a variety
of approaches to scholarship and research, for example, book reviews, empirical studies,
essays, ethnographies, interviews, and research notes. We are looking forward to receiving
manuscripts that display the breadth and depth of expertise of our faculty members.
ɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉ (Melvin R. Andrade)
ɉ᥎शʊɩɣʅɖͫౙሀಜࠜށɗʎපɍʉᯌʊɸʪʾ˙ˑ̎Ɋለኴ៵௮ʱᤓɶʅɬʝ
ɶɾɋɼʫʨʎɊលៜࠜɊ௮֊װɊ૪ើɊᖓៜຫɊ់Ɋκ௮ࠜɊ˲˿̉˜ʹʸ៵ʉʈʱ؉
ʞʝɸɋಢࠜʍϙוʒᮂणմىɫପʃɊᇽᠪʍनʇ༈ɴʱטరɸʪ៵௮ɫᤓɴʫʝɶ
ɾɋρۋᆌᜓɴʫʪʊɶʅʡɊঃɬᏙɬࢥݼʊʮɾʪԔᨂʱ૨ʂʅɣʝɸɋρۋʎఖಢៜ
ʊʧʪ៵௮ʎͪಢʇʉʂʅɣʝɸɋዿͥʍ៵௮ʎ˴̀ʸለኴʆɸɋᒨಅʊʪ˴̀ʸɊϥʍำ
װʊɩɰʪ˴̀ʸɊዿΠ˦˗ˁ̉ӆϥᠳɊ˴̀ʸʺˉ̉ʉʈʱ៵ɷʅɣʝɸɋዿΠʍ៵௮ʎᖓៜ
ࠜᒂʊɩɰʪˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ʍለኴʆɸɋާࠍࠜށᄉʱࡩᡑʇɶɾʱᜓɣɊࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎
ʇᒂဒ्Ɋࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʇᒂဒ्Ɋɼɶʅࠜᒂˏ˕ʺ́ʇࠜᒂˏ˞˿˜ˎ̎ЋᄍʇʍФʉʈʱ
൮ឡɶʅɣʝɸɋዿͪʍ៵௮ʎࢨуނʍᖭᦐʊʃɣʅʍ៵ᒑʆɸɋলʍɖᖭʍಢɗʱͼʊɊ
ຼʇຼʍ௮֊ɊᖭʍำװɊᦐʇቨɊɴʨʊᖭ࠺ʊɸʪᒑࡗʣɊᄉɰᕼʉʈʍᯌʱᥱɶ
ʅɊނʍκᄉឍʱ៵ɷʅɣʝɸɋಿश्ʍʊʎᯌʍनʍूɴʍʞʉʨɹɊɊለኴʊ
ɩɣʅපɍʉఄຫʱᄍɣɾ៵௮ʍኢʱಜহɶʅɣʝɸɋАɧʏɊಅើɊᏀᆔ˝̎˕ʊܛʄɮ
ለኴɊʾ˙ˑ̎ɊκᯕࠜɊʺ̉˕˩˻̎Ɋף૭ʍำװɊለኴˤ̎˞ʉʈʆɸɋɻʑަʂʅɳኢ
ɮɿɴɣɋɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉ ɉ ─ᨂᕩ֬━
ዿ ³· ܙ׳ጅᒓʍଉঞቿᆾʎϒͬʍʇɩʩʆɸɋ
ɉRosa María Cortés Gómez ƃƃ κࠜƌ┄κࠜƍ┄ˏ˰ʺ̉ៜƍ┄ّࠜ┄˃̀ˏ˞௮֊
Ӂ─ˉ̎˝ʹˣ̎˕̎━┄˒˵ˠ̎́
ɉഥᄑɉᏉࠍ ƃƃƃƃƃƃƃƃƃ─³±±¶ श्ɉˋ̊ʷ˜ʺˁ́━
ɉMasashito Kamiya ƃƃƃƃƃ English Expression 1┄ཇᖓៜˏ˃́ː─ᄤࠜཇѹ━┄
ཇᖓៜˏ˃́ː─˜ˏ˞ࡩጐ━
┄លៜࠜ៵┄ϥលៜࠜ┄
˒˵ˠ̎́
ɉࢫࣉɉనࠍ ƃƃƃƃƃƃƃƃƃ κࠜƌ┄κࠜƍ┄English Comprehension 2
ɉKenneth E. Williams ƃƃƃƃ English Comprehension 1┄English Expression 2┄ዿΠល
ៜᒂৃ┄రᄘʊʪ௮֊┄˒˵ˠ̎́
ɉಒᧅɉᥱࠍ ƃƃƃƃƃƃƃƃƃ English Comprehension 2┄ܛቃᖓៜˏ˃́ː─ៜড━┄ܛ
ቃᖓៜˏ˃́ː─௮ຫ━
ɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉवી ²¹ श─³±±· श━┋ಏ┉ఖ
ɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉɉͫౙሀಜࠜށᐁᭂᧅ
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